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HEXAGON Program History 

... 
HeMIN 81M!8N 

This is the third volume in the history of the National Reconnaissance 
Prosr;lm (NRP). 

ThefirstvolumetellsthestoryofCORONA-aprogramwhichwastheinitial 
application of space technology to the problem of carrying out overhead reconnais
sance of denied areas. CORONA operated from 1960 to 1972. In its early days, it 
produced phofosraphs with resolutions of 35-40 feet; however, the system was 
constantly improved and, by 1970, each CORONA mission was deliW!ring several 
million square nautical miles (nrnl) of reconnaissance ccwerage at resolutions of 
6-1 0 feet. CORONA served the nation well as a basic 5earch system. 

The second volume deals with GAMBIT, a system designed for the surveil
lance mode, necessarily covering less area than CORONA, but producing photosra
phy with a much better resoluti~m was. operated from 1963 to 1984; it 
eventually achieved resolutionso~better, cCM!ringalmost-tqets 
per flight. 

By 1964, satellite reconnaissance technology had advanced to a point Where 
it was predictable that search (CORONA) and surveillance (GAMBIT) modes might. 
be combined within the capabilities of a single system. Studies of this possibilty were 
undertaken under the auspices of the National Reconn.tissance Office's (NRO) 
Program A (Air Force) and Program B (CIA), culminating in a decision to build a third 
major satellite system, cal. led HEXAGON. This volume recounts the development and 
operation of HEXAGON, 1964-1986. 

In preparing the manuscript, we appreciated the availability of several 
previously produced histories, as well as the presence of a number of key HEXAGON 

rtic nts. In t , we drew on monographs by 
Col. Maurice G. Burnett, (USAF-Ret.), • 
Robert Perry. tt 

Maj. Gen. John L. Martin, Jr., who headed lhe NRO Pqram A during 
HEXAGON's formative period was, as always, cordially helpful, as were 
Dr. Alexander H. Flax (Director, NRO, during HEXAGON's organizational phase), 
John N. McMahon (key member of the NRO Program B team), Stanley I. Weiss (first 
lockheed Missiles and Space Company HEXAGON Program Director), and 
Walter Levison (a top official at Jtek during the HEXAGON planning phase). 

•HEXAGON History,• (draft), 29 Sep 73, BY£-107859-7 . 
• .,.,.~-~•SpP.rial Projeds. lWt!i-70: Vol. II, Cenlrall-'lipnce.Apncy(lntemal) 
73. BYE0~72TS. 

tM.aurice G. Burnett, Col. USAF·Ret., •HEXAGON !KH-9) Mappina C..merA ProtrAm and Evolulion, • 
Dec BZ, BIF.OSW-23422. 

••Donald Wtlzenbach, HEXAGON HISIOI'Y (Workh. Paper), TKH-Byeman. 
ttRobenPeiTY, •t\ History of Satellite Reconnaissance: Voi.IJIB-HEXAOON, Nov. 73, BYE-17017-74. 
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Among direct contributors to the manuscript. we were fortunate to have the 
advice and personal assistance of Col. Frank S. Buzard (USAF-Ret.) and 
Lt. CoJ •. John ). Schadea (USAF-Ret). Colonel 'Buzard, Program A's director of the 
HEXAGON Pfosram from 1966 to 1971, Joined us for working sessions in 1988 and 
prepared large sesments of the early de'llelopmental and operational hislory. Colonel 
Schadegg, formerly chairman of the Imagery Colleclion RequirementsSubcommiltee 
of the COMIREX, was uniquely qualified to prepare Annex A, *HEXAGON and the 
Intelligence Community." 

· The basic manuscript profttted from 
~en. Donald G. H 
----(all of the NRO Staff), 
(formerly of the NRO Program A H opment office), 
Maj. Gen. John L. Martin, Jr. (USAF-Ret.), ~zenbach (unlil recently, a 
historian with the OA). We arc indebted ~and his associates at the 
National Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIO for assistance in the selection of 
the HEXAGON phuo-product; Dino A. Brugioni and---in particular, 
located. outstanding examples of HEXAGON •tae.~en~, once 

in editing the final manuscript initially: 
ofNPIC, directed the publication process. 

Special mention must be made of the faithful cooperation of••••l 
NRO Staff, who located. a special trove of key HEXAGON doc:um~niS 
Roger Marsh, who supported our needs at the CIA. 
Program A, furnished detailed financial information at the end of 
the volume. We also wish to recognize the invaluable services of Betty Root whose 
faithful transcription of the authors' often illegible scrawls was truly an outstanding 
accomplishment. 

Most fundamental of all, the need for this series of histories was envisioned 
by Jimmie D. Hill, Deputy Director of the NRO. Wecontinuetohavemanyoccasions 
to be grateful for his sponsorship and guidance. 

18 November 1988 
Sunnyvale, California 
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Frederic: C.E. Oder 

Paul E. Worthman 
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Technological Alnbush: A Nation at Risk 

•e•s 
HQJQIIH91&9N 

On 20 January 1953, the intemational view from the East Front of the Capitol 
was far from reassuring. President Dwight D. Eisenhower, who had been sworn into 
office on that day, later reminisced: 

Two wan, with tht! United States deeply enaaged in 
one, and vitlllly concerned in the othef, were rasiOR in 
Eastern Asia; Iran seemed to be almcKt ready to fall into 
Communiil hands; the NATO Alliance has as yet found no 
positiw way to mobilize into il!i defenses the latent strength 
of West Germany; Red China seemed increasintJiy bent on 
using force to advance il!i boundaries; Austria was still an 
cx:cupied country, and Soviet intransigence was keeping it 
so. Eu~an economiPs Wf'!l'f' not yfl!t rec:nvered from the 
effectsolWorldWarii.Communismwasstrivingtoeslabli5h 
its first beachhead in the Amf!ric.a~ hy gaining control ol 
Guatemala.• 

The view was grim indeed; it had been darkened further by the shadow of a 
technological event: the testing of an atomic weapon by the USSR on 29 August 1949. 
This stunning achievement had occurred years ahead of the "probable schedule" 
predicted by US nuclear and intelligence experts; as a result. the international power 
structure was completely out of balance. The democratic nations had not prepared for 
such an emergency and could not make a coordinated response. And the next 
technological "ambush" -the Soviet production oi a thermonuclear weapon-was 
alreadyunderpreparation;theleStofthatweapon,inAugust19S2(duringEisenhower's 
election campaign), occurred less than a year after the us counterPart. 

There was more to come. At the time of Eisenhower's inauguration, the Strategic 
Air Command's inventory of •the bomber for tomorrow• -the B-52-consisted of two 
preproduction prototypes. Full deployment of the aircraft was pla,.,.d for late 1 955; 
but in May 1954, just 15 months after Eisenhower's inauguration, the deployment· 
schedule was shadowed by th~ appearance of a Soviet inlercontinental bomber called 
the BISON. The event was much more than a surprise; in actuality, !t was an 
unprecedented threat, for the combination of a Soviet hydrogen weapon with an 
intercontinental carrier meant the United States was wlnerable to surprise nuclear 
attack. 

For many years, the broad expanse of two oceans had provided a barrier to 
military assault upon the United States. During those years, the nation relished a 
thought that it had no •natural" or •dedicated• enemies. Over a period of a century 
and a half; major military actions in which the United States had engaged resulted 
either from internal dissension or from an ally's plea for assistance. Suddenly, 
invulnerability evaporated, and Eisenhower became the first President to carry the 
burden of this new concem. 
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On 27 August 1957, the Soviets announced the successful flight test of an 
intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). In achieving a third teChnological surprise, 
the USSR was a leader, rather than a follower. Although this was only a test, differing 
substantially from an operational capability, the effect of the Soviet action was 
dismaying. The US intermediate-range Thor mi~iles had attempted four highly 
publicized lest flighls (on 25 January, 19 April, 21 May, and 30 August l9Sn, with 
four failures; on 11 june, the first test flight of the Atlas ICBM had also failed. 
Immediately after the Soviet announcement d success, the expression •missile gap• 
came into American usage. Thescopeofnational concern was reflected in Eisenhowe(s 
statement that •there was rarely a day when I failed to give earnest study to reports of 
our progress and to estimates of Soviet capabilities. •z 

. · On 4 October 1957, just fwe weeks after the ICBM bombshell, the Soviets 
. placed Sputnik-1 into orbit. One month later, before the world could catch Its breath, 
· Sputnik-llwas launched, with a live dog as passengerandatelevisioncamcrato prove 

it. On 6 December 1957, United States attempted to respond by launching the Navy's 
Vanguard satellite. Unfortunately, the vehicle malfunctioned and was destroyed by 
fire, on the launching pad, in full view of the American public, with television cameras 
grinding outthe story. Americans had already heard the noun •msis'" associated with 
US bombers; then with US missiles; now the adjective would be •space. • The series 
oftechnologial surprises seemed endless and concern became general as the public 

·.wondered, •What nextr-halffearful of the reply. 

,.,.,. ... 
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Tecllnolop:al Response: Sdentllls In the White House 

Understandably, President Eisenhower's personal ooncem over "What nextl"' 
preceded public reaction. His. own thoughts had been formulated during 1953-his 
first year in office-as he read National Security Council (NSC) studies, RAND 
Corporation reports, and Central Intelligence AaencY (CIA) estimates which regularly 
specifiedeachcomingyearas"theyearofmaximumdanger,"3 routinelyvitialinstheir 
authority with the caveat: "Because of the absence ol 'hard' intelligence data, our 
prognosis is the best that can be made, under advene drcumstances." 

like all national leaders, Eisenhower needed unequiwcal answers to two 
questions: (1) What are our potential idversaries' capabilitiesl and (2) What are their 
intentions toward usl To answer the "intentions• query was concededly difficult. 
particularly in peacetime; however, the lack of a firm response to the "capabilities"' 
question was intolerable. 

In March 1954, Eisenhower mel with Dr. Lee DuBridge, president of the 
CalifornialnstituteofTechnology,andthemembersofDuBridRe'sOffJCeofllefense 
Mobilization Science Advisory Committee, to discuss these concerns and 1o solicit· 
technological assislance in i1f1)1"0Ving the quality and quantity of intelligence 
infonnation on the USSR. DuBridge, in tum, asked Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (Mm President James R. Killian, Jr., to organize a subgroup to look into 
the matter. This group, in turn, suggested an in-depth examination of the nation's 
offensive and defensive potential. However, Killian realized lhat such a study 
required White House approval. Eisenhower, in July 1954, authorized the establish
ment of the Technological Capabilities Panel (TCP) to address the problem. 

The TC:P undertook its assignment energetically, addressing five formidable 
study areas, including, as the primary: 

lncreasina our capacity to aet more positive inlelli
scncc about the enemy's intentions and capabilities, and 
thus to obtain, before it is launched, adequate fore knowl
edge of a planned surprise attack.• 

The subgroup working in this particular area was headed by Dr. Edwin H. Land, 
of the Polaroid Corporation. Just four months later (in early November 1954), Land's 
team recommended development d a ve,Y high-flyins reconnaissance aircraft as the 
best immediate response to the •positive intelligence• problem. Impressed by the 
anticipated feasibility and capability of such a system, Eisenhower approved the 
development, •but he stipulated that it should be handled in an unconventional way 
so that it would not become entangled in the bureaucracy of the Defense Department 
or troubled by rivalries among rhe services.ws Following his own guidance, the 
president assigned the U-2 project to the CIA, where Richard M. Bissell; Jr., Special 
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A!'sistantlo the Director ol Centr allntt:ll i~ence 1 DC II, st.of up ·• CIA-USAF development 
team.' The work proceeded swiitly: ili~ht-testin~ llf.>g.ln in Au~u~l 145 .i .• md the iir;t 
overflight ot the USSR on urrc•d on .J July 19)6. The ll-2 WclS. used ~paringly, 

. discrt•etlv. ,mel sun·essfull~; untill Mc1y I'JhO. when it WclS shot down bv the Soviets 
whii!O' on a reconn.ais.sance mission,thl;rl'l>v m,1king its own uniorlunelh:• <.ontribution 
to diplomatic clntl IPrhnologic.ll arnhuloh Whilt' the lechnologir,ll aspect \\'il~ 
rd<tliwly rninUI-il held .tlwcly!' I)C(•n assllmt."<l !hell el Sovid ii~hlt:r-mi~sile thre.al 
would l~ventuallv ch,lllengt• tlw ovt•rili~hl.,_the diplom.llic con!>t.'tJlll'nl.t'S were 
cli.,.lstrom. smct> the 1n1tie1llv .mnounred ·<·ovt•r ~lory# Wel'> contradiclt~ clranMti< ally 
by the wurd .tnd pre!>em e uf a c.Jplur('tl pilot. 

James R. 
KILLIAN, Jr. 

Tlw l'SSR\ prt.>micr ~lellite SUCl"CS~. Ill I ')57, lllcldf' us le.lCit>rship olWclrl', 

r,1lher abruptly. that il did nol reall~ havl' ,1 sp.1ce prugr.1m; iurthermore. th.lt it had 
not ('\'fll~ Of'iinc..-1 the ohjt>cli\'('~ oi SlKh a progr.lm. Onu: ag,lin. lhpre was cln UfJtE'OI 
nL•ed lor scient iii<: guid.u1ce ,ll top gowrnmentallevt'ls .md. un 7 November 1 q57. 
F.ist:nhower appointed MIT'!> l<illi.m to .J fl('\vlv iormed f>Osition: "Spt•ciell r\ssistdnllo 

.rht> President ior ScienCe Jnd Technology ... 

During ni!; lO-rnonth tt>tuue, Kill i•m n•t·t t~lmo~t d<~ily with tht' President. II w.as 
essential th.11 he do so. for, with ,1 r1c1tion in shock, elncl the n.1tion.1! :;;pc~ce SC'l'lll' 
un~tructurecl and undist iplim·d. il wntJirltakt> t onlinuing t•xpc•rt .ltiE:'!ltion and effort 
to d • .uily top-lt>vel pl.lllning .md to rP!>Iorl:' urcler. In ,uldition. "space" el~surnecl a very 
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special importance, because it offered a possible solution to the basic dilemma 
studied by the TCP in 1954-55 <•Increasing our capacity to get more positive 
intelligence about the enemy's intentions and capabilities •... ");with the anticipated 
advent of ballistic missiles, the boosters essential to satellite reconnaissance opera
tions would evenlually be available. 

•clarifying top-level planning'" meant deciding which space proiects were truly 
essential to national welfare; •restoring order" required deciding which federal 
organizations should be assigned specific space tasks. On 7 February 1958, President 
Eisenhower approved a proposal made by Killian to centralize this effort. It was a new 
defense office-the Advanced Research Pfoiects Agency (ARPA)-which would 
control, direct, and relate the military's missile and space prtJ~rams. Secretary of 
Defense Neil H. McElroy implemented this organization ower strong objectkln ollhe 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, who particularly disliked the word •direct.• As a matter of fact, 
ARPA's scope was tremendous: for all practical purposes it was chartered to direct lhe 
national space program, since the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) did not yet exist (and NACA, as its title stated, was only a •National Advisory 
Committee on Aeronautics, • and was not organized to produce hardware or manage 
large development programs). In spite of the services' protests, ARI'A's mandate held 
firm; ARPA' first director, Roy W. Johnson (who had been a vice president at General 
Electric Company) essentially had McElroy's permission •to operate his otRenCY as a 
'fourth service' ... within the Department of Oefense.7• So, from february to October 
1958, ARPA controlled the US space program, and became the initial •space 
inherit~ within the United States.• 

•Space claimants" appeared invnediately, each prepared to ftghttothedeath for 
the right to rescue the nation from technological ambush and to assume an exclusive 
franchise for the crusade. Dr. Killian commented wryly that •given the complexity, 
hazards, and ·uncertainties of the space assignment, it is surprising that so many 
wished to take it on." • 
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Space Claimants and Inheritors 

5pKe Claimant: The US Amy 
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In April 1946, the US Armv-which at that time included the US Anny Air 
Force-began a series of flight experiments at its White Sands Proving Ground in New 
Mexico, using captured German V-2 rockets. By October 1951, 66 of these rockets 
had been flred.ln June 1950, the Army moved 130 German •Project Paperclip• rocket 
scientists from White Sands to Huntsville, Alabama, where. under the leadership ol 
Wemher von Braun, work began on the design of battlefield missiles. In November 
1955, Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson pve the Army responsibility for 
developing an intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM), the Jupiter, and, on 
1 February 1956, the Huntsville organization was renamed the • Army Ballistic Missile 
Aaencv• (ABMA) and placed under the command o1 Maj. Gen. John B. Medaris. 

The ABMA was soon locked In combat with Brig. Gen. Bernard A. Schriever's 
(Air Force) Western Development Division (WOO), to which the Secretaryol Defense 
had also assigned development of an IRBM, called Thor. later, in 1956, Defense 
Secretary Wilson announced that Thor had been sela:ted as the US operational land
based IRBM; henceforth, the Army would be limited to developing missiles with 
ranges of 200 nautical miles (nm) or less. In spite of this severe jurisdictional setback. 
the ABMA immediately applied its impressive in-house talent to •hurriedly convert 
their Jupiter-C reentry test vehicle, an elonsated Redstone topped by duslen!d solid
propellant upper stages ... into a satellite launcher;•10 on 31 January 1958, this 
>Jehiclc became America's first successful entry in the space race. On the basis of this 
accomplishment, the Army besan to lobby strenuously for a more comprehensive 
franchise. Killian, who had to listen to Army presentations frequendy, obseM!d: 

Having launched our first satellite •. the Army's was an 
agressive contender for the job. Medaris and von Braun 
campaisned with fierce religious zeal to obtain a central role 
in space for the Army. Medaris whemendy proclaimed that 
military satellites should have weater priority than ballistic 
missiles, that the space prosram rishtfully belonaecf to the 
Department of Uefense, and that it would be a terrible 
mistake to gi~ responsibility for the US space prosram to an 
independent civilian space aaency. He did not attack the 
establishment ol ARPA, as did the Air Force, because he saw 
a chance that ARPA in its partnership with the Army could aet 
and manage the space program. 

As I look back on his fight for the Army's space team, 
I can't help but be impressed bv General Medaris's artful 
campaian, even thoush I could not approve of his methods 
and souaht to thwart them.11 
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. Later, it would be recalled that even in these very early days of the space era 
von Braun was speaking earnestly of a •dream booster'" -a clusteted-engine vehicle 
designed to deliver one million pounds of thrust. 

In October 1957, the Army proposed a military reconnaissance satellite to lhe 
Department of Defense DoD; it was to use television cameras and •cover" lhe USSR 
every three days. Then in November, the Army pressed its case for a satellite defense 
system, advising that a program for cie\leloping such a weapon had been under 
intensive study at ABMA for some time. 

Space Claimant: The us Navy 

The US Navy, and particularly its Naval Research Laboratory (NRl) atAnacostla, 
just south of the Nation's Capitol, had shown sii'Ong leadership in space science, 
joining enthusiastically in the White Sands V-2 program. It had also pioneered in the 
use ol balloon-launched sounding rockets, which twically involwd a polyethylene 
balloon to lift the device to about 70,000 feet, where the rocket would ignite and boost 
an instrumentation package about 40 miles into space. When the supply of V-2s 
dwindled, the Office of Naval Research (ONR) sponsored the desisn of a new 
sounding rocket-the Aerobee-at lohn Hopkins University; this booster was fol
lowed by the larger Viking, which could reach an altitude of 116 miles. Unlike the 
Army, the Navy did not altempt to assemble an in-house capability for rocket 
manufacture. 

· In 1955, the Navy began preparing Project Vanguard, which was to be its 
contribution to the 1957 International Geophysical Year. Vanguard would use a 
Vlki~ first staae and an Aerobee-Hi (improved Aerobee) second stase to place 
geoPhysical instruments into earth orbit. Although it was a modest project, in the 
autumn of 1957 it suddenly came into the limelight ~s ~ desperate response to the 
success of Sputnik. Unfortunately, during its widely advertised launching on 
6 December 1957, the vehicle's first stage exploded, and the rocket colapsed on the 
pad. (It is noteworthy that Project Vanguard had been expressly forbidden the uSe of 
a military booster.) This experience had a sii'Ong adverse effect on Navy enthusiasm 
for making a "space claim;" however, during 1958, the Navy Bureau ol Aeronautics 
did propose a manned space-fliKht vehicle. Called MER-1 (Manned Earth Reconnais
$ince), the plan featured a reentry vehicle that could be controlled from booster 
bumout to water landing. 

Space Clailnallt: The US Air Force 

In 1948, less than a year after the Air Force was established, Vice Chief of Staff 
Hoyt s. Vandenberg announced official Air Force doctrine: •uw, as the service 
dealing primarily with air weapons-especially strategic-has logical responsibility 
for the satellite.•u The satellite he referenced was, of course, a military satellite. Late 
in the year, the DoD's Research and Development brd reinforced the Vandenberg 
dictum by desisnatins the Air Force as the single service authorized to fund studies 
of satellite vehicles. 
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In May 1946, well before these pronouncements, RAND-then a division of 
Douglas Aircraft Corporation-had published the results d its first study d Mfhe 
satellite:" "Preliminary L>esign for an Experimetnl World-Circling Space Ship." This 
extensi~ rePort evoked Air Force interest, but, absent the powerful boostets which 
the •ship" would require, the interest w~ essentially academic. In November 1950, 
RAND recommended that the Air Force begin research on reconnaissance satellites 
to evaluate their feasibility and military utility; in addition, it \IOiunteeNd to conduct 
such a study, if requested to do so. Because of a heightening US awareness of the 
strengthening USSR military potential, RAND's dfer was accepted. 

In 1953, the newly established Air Research and Oe\lelopment Command 
(ARDC) sponsored a follow-on RANDsatellitestudy, titled •Project FEEDBACK." The 
study Involved hundreds of panlcipants In an exhaustive review of then-current 
speculation on satellite reconnaissance. In spite ol massive technical detail, FEED
BACk findings could be summarized nicely into tine basic postulates: (1) beain now, 
(2) it will cost S 165-million, (3) it will take seven )'ears. This final report was delivered 
to ARDC Headquarters on 1 March 1934. In May, concurrent with Eisenhower's 
decision to build ICBMs, ARDC was directed to study the possibility of translating 
FEEDBACk into reconnaissance hardware. The task was assumed by ARDC's Wright 
Air Development Center (WADe), which set up a small study team, supported by 
engineering groups at RCA, Martin, and Lodcheed. This activity was called WS-117L, 
the "Advanced Reconnaissance System." 

It was obvious that the actual development of a reconnaissance spacectaft muld 
not outpace the development of its booster; it was also clear that WS-117L would 
require Atlas-class boosters. As a hedge against possible WS-117L pressures on, and 
incursions into, his Atlas development-production program, General Schriever, 
commanding the WOO in los Angeles, recommended in 1956 that FEEDBACK 
applications be transferred to his organization. Schriever's action was essentially 
defensive: with Atlas, Titan, and Thor developments under way, his basic desire was 
to protect, rather than expand, his franchise. But the cadre that arrived at WOO to 
handle the project consisted of bright, hard-driving enthusiasts; by April1956 they 
had an approved development plan in hand, and, by October, WOO had awarded a 
contract to Lockheed for WS-1.17L, which was renamed Project Pied Piper. The funds 
available to the program totaled $3 million. 

Elsewhere in the ARDC, the prospect of new opportunities in space technology 
and satellite systems was a heady stimulant. Each of the AROC's many centers was 
convinced that it could show cause, or a unique need, to become the" Air Force Space 
Center." If the ARDC could just seize the •space initiative" for the entire DoD, there 
wOuld be new projects aplenty for all centers. It was pleasant to dream further: 
perhaps the US Space Center could be at Rome, or Holloman, or Albuquetque-each 
of which was suffering from a paucity of •important" projects. And although these 
competitive ambitions were divisive, the centers were united in one thought: new 
mission or no, there must never again be another WOOl That organization, with its 
high priority, ready cash, and direct command lines to the Secretary d the Air Forre, 
should forever remain anathema to the "regular" AROC. 
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The word "space"' swept through ARDC like a virus; every project officer 
became an enthusiast, anxious to prove that the work sponsored by his offic._if 
examined closelY-was "space-oriented."' At ARDC headquarters, the assistant 
commander for technology announced that his long list of ongoing projects, many of 
them older than the command itself, was already 62 percent "space-oriented;"' it was 
a little embarrassing when •closer examination" prompted his staff hurriedly to move 
"rocket engine technology" from 27th to first place on its own "Propulsion Project 
Priority List." 

And then there were the •space warriors,'" with their vision of space as a 
battlefield; they presented elaborate plans for defending the cislunar arena from 
unfriendly terrestrial forces. Dr. Killian summarized his reaction to these folk: 

The Air Force fought just as hard as the Army for the 
space assignment. The atmosphere and outerspace were a 
continuum, it [the Air force) maintained with considerable 
fosic, and it already was well advanced with an inleleonti
nental ballistic missile program .... 

This was an impressive case, but it might have been 
stronger if the Air Force had suppressed some of hs own 
special brand of fantasies aboutspace.ltstop-rankl,.officers 
freely predicted that the next w• would unquestionably be 
fought with space weapons, and some of the smaller Air 
Force fry had visions of space wars and dropping bombs from 
satellites. 

It was strange now to n!Call the fantasies rhar Sputnik 
inspired in the minds of many able military officers. It cast a 
spell that caused otherwise rational commanders to become 
romantic about space. No sir, they were not aoins to fight the 
next war with weapons d ihe last war; the world was aolng 
to be controlled from the high ground of space.'1 

It was instructiw to contrast the self-serving, franchise-oriented presentations 
desc.ribed by Killian with a proposal prepared by an objectiw "outsider" -for 
iilstance, an organization which already had more than enough "orders"' on hand and 
wascapableofworkingdispassionatelyonthespace"problem."GeneraiSchriever's 
busy WOO was such a unit; ARDC Headquarters asked WOO to prepare a sPace 
System Plan which could serve as the sYstem portion of a much broader Space System 
and Technology Plan, already under preparation at the command headquarters. 
Schriever responded at once whh a .terse, lucid proposal covering three realistic 
purposes for military space systems: reconnaissance, communicadon, and manned 
space flight. His proposal evaluated these tasks as feasible, the costs for start-up ($26 
million) as reasonable, and the goals as explicit. ARDC Headqua11ers staff received 
the proposal, scanned it, and quiedy locked it away, sending to the Pentagon, instead, 
its own vast "Astronautics Package."' 
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WilliamM. Holaday, thc•missileczaf' of the DoD, receivedthe•packase" on 
24 January 1958. He reviewed the document-a five-year plan covering such exotica 
as *Manned Space Station" and "Manned Moon-Base" -which called for 1he early 
release of $1.7 billion. Following ARDC's example with WOO's plan, Holaday 

. quietly locked away the •package." By 28 February. 1958, e\'en the Air ~ 
Weapons Board had dropped the •package" from its future funding list. 

The Primary Inheritor: A Sobnonic Decision 

In order of possible precedence, based on program strength and experience, the 
nation's claimants to space technology and operations were the Air Force, the Army, 
and the Navy. An additional claimant, in fourth place, could have been the NACA, 

· but NACA had elected to abstain from the race. 

By early February 1958, as the Eisenhower administra
tion began wresdlng with the complexities of formuatins a 
national space prowam for space exploration, NACA had 
taken the official position that with regard to space it neither 
wanted nor expected more than its historic niche in Govern
ment-financed science and en&ineeri"' . . . . This would 
involve a continuation of NACA's traditional function as a 
plannet', innovator, tester, and data gatherer for the Defense 
Department and the missile and aircraft industry.14 

But there were strons external pressures for changing the character (and charter) 
of NACA. In October 1957, the American Roc~ Society had called for a civilian 
space (research and development) agency. In November, the National Academy of 

· Sciences endorsed a •National Space Establishment" to be organized under civilian 
· leadership. In January 1958, Lyndon B. Johnson's Senate Preparedness CommiUee 
recommended establishing a national space agency and, by April1958, there were 
29 bills and resolutions in Congress relating to a national space effort. 

Clearly, the time had come for a decision on organizing USspacewwk, and only 
the President could moderate such an issue. The Eisenhower response was grounded 
on a fundamental conviction he had held since 1954 (when the nation had planned 

· its contribution to the International Geophysical Year): space activities should be 
· PNCeful activities. 

Early in 1958, Eisenhower asked Or. Killian to make recommendations on an 
orsanizational model for the US space effort. KiiJian, who also chaired the President's 
Science Advisory Committee (PSAO, responded swiftly and categorically: NACA 
should be restructured and rechartered-to become the focus of astronautics for the 

. United States; such an arrangement would demonstrate, beyond doubt, the peaceful 
. purposes and intentions of the nation. In April, Eisenhower forwarded Killian's 
recommendation to Congress, and on 29 July 1958 he signed the National Aeronau
tit.""S and Space Act Into law. 
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Thus NACA, which had never pressed its case as a Space Claimant, became 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)-the nation's primary Spxe 
Inheritor. Alorw with this changeover came a substantive legacy: NASA was liven the 
Navy's Vanprd, the Army's ABMA and Jet Propulsion Laboratol y (at the California 
Institute of TechnoiOSY), and a number of Air Force advanced technology programs 
(Including the 1.5-mlllion-pound thrust F-1 rocket engine subsequendy used on the 
first-stage booster of the Apollo Moon Program) tqgether with $117 million from DoD 

. funds. More importantly, NASA acquired the national charter for manned space flisht 
technology and operations. NASA-which had claimed the least-was sranted the 
most: space science, space exploration, manned space flisht, and planetary 
exploration. 

Other lnheriton: 1be Departnlent of DefeMe 

NASA's acquisition of ABMA muted the Army's most vocal space claimants. As 
time went on, residual Army "space requirements" could-and would-be satisfied 
by access to DoD communication, geodetic, and reconnaissance satellites. Similarly, 
loss of the Vanguard team focused Navy space needs on communication, naviption, 
and reconnaissance satellites. 

As for the Air Force, the President's largesse toward NACA was a stunning blow. 
There had been a constant (and reasonable) assumption, on the part of the Air Force, 
that any man in space woold be blue-suited and that NACA would have, at most. a 
responsibility for advisory technical assistance to the Air Force. But, henceforth, the 
relationship would be exactly reversed: the Air Force would assist NASA, with 
launching services, tracking services, injection into orbit, and sometimes would even 
himish the astronaut. But the programs themselves would belong to NASA. 

Therewas,ofcourse,onemajorassignmentremaining. Towardtheendof1958, 
ARPA, which had controlled all military space programs since February, surrendered 
the" Advanced Reconnaissance System" to the Air Force. Similarly, ARPA transferred 
control~ Transit (a navigation satellite) to the Navy and Courier (a communication 
satellite) to the Army. 
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The year 1958 would always be commemorati~ for bach the (new) NASA and 
the (somewhat new) Air Force. 1he division of the national space legacy had been 
made between •civil space" and •military space: The former, involving space 
science, space exploration, space stations, and planetary probes, had been awarded 
to NASA. The DoD would concentrate henceforth on the military uses of space; 
specifically, on space as an observation post, a communication center, and an arena 
for deterrence. Communication satellites would be typified by the Navy Transit and 
the Army Courier developments; the Air Force's Samos15 (formerly called WS-117l 
and Sentry) would attempt to establish an observation post and its (Saint) inspector 
satellite would become a first step toward creating a space-based deterrent capability. 

Disc:o¥erer-COIONA 

A second milestone in enhancing military space technology occurred on 
22 January 1958, when the NSC issued Action Memorandum No. 1846. which 
directed the DoD to give priority to the development of an operational reconnais
sance satetllte. The directive was \lery IJ)Od news, particularly to the small group of 
offecers still working on Sentry (later called Samos) at the Air Force Ballistic Missile 
Division (AFBM11 formerly the WOO). By February 1958, Presidential Sc!eflce 
Adviser Killian was convinced that the most promising immediate response to the 
NSC memorandum would be a "quick-fix" within the existingSarnos program. Samos 
had been on "low-burner" at Af.BMO, awaiting the availability of the mandatory 
ICBM-class booster-probably Atlas. Killian speculated that a reasonable Samos 
•quick-fix" could consist of a simpler, lighter payload than the existing Samos 
design-sOmething that could be lifted into orbit by the already-available Thor IRBM. 

There were other encouraging elements in such a proposal: A spacecraft (later 
called Agena) was sufficiently dewloped to be available to this •quick-fix system;• 
reentry vehicles could be crafted rather rapidly, using ICBM-originated technology; 
a global satellite-control network would soon be in existence to support in-Right 
operations; a spacewonhy camera was available; and an existing capability for aerial 
recovery of film payloads could be used (in lieu of the more sophisticated-but not 
yet develo~ut hardware of the original Sarnos scheme). Finally, security 
considerations could be satisfied by calling the "'quick-fix'" system Disco\lerer and 
advertising it as an exploratory precur50r to Samos and Midas-a system needed to 
provide basic technical design data for reconnaissance successors. Publicly, Discov
erer would continue to look likepartoftheAir Force space legacy; in privale, it would 
have a "'black" na~ORONA-and would move out of the Air Force and near the 
Office of the President of the United States--<:ertainly an ultimate Inheritor! 
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Eisenhower agreed immediately to the Discoverer proposal; the need for 
reconnaissance information was so urgent that the idea was worth a pmble. With : 
regard to a leader for this work, Killian and the President both thought of 
Richard Bissell, who had co-managed (with Air Fcm:e Col. Osmund J. Ridand) the 
U-2 project and had won Killian's accolade as •a brilliant project engineer.1

' On 
7 February 1958, the assignment was made. It seemed reasonable, on all counts. to 
recall Bissell and Ritland to "special duty" at the summit. Ritland, now a brigadier 
general, was vice convnander of the AFBMD, where Discoverer was already under 
development. He could readily and easily direct an enhanced priority and support 
level for OiscO\'el"er contractors and Air Force units. Bissell could handle any "'black" 
contracting (essential to the camera development at ltek11); he could also provide a 
proper security system to protect the CORONA mission. The Discoverer-CORONA 
dev4tlopment offiCe!' would be U. Col. lee Battle, who was in charge of Discoverer 
at the AFBMD. Battle's mandate would be extended to make him "asent for all 
interestedcomponentsoftheGovemment."11 Bissell would strongly influence system 
progress at the same kind of monthly suppliers' meetings he and Ridmd had used 
successfully in the U-2 development; further, Bissell would again be the basic 
governmental contact with Killian and the Pn!Sident himself. 

With Bissell resuming his function as a "White House Project Officer, • it might 
have been presumed that the CIA had emef8l!d as the latest Space Inheritor. 8tj this 
was not the case; Discoverer-CORONA continued, at least for the time being, under 
the aesis of ARPA. Discoverer had been assisned, previously and c:atesorically, to the 
Air Force-by ARPA. CORONA was something new, but still under ARPA control. 
Rather than assigning CORONA persetoa military department, it was assigned to two 
persons-Bissell and Ritland," who assumed their roles as individwls, fortuitously 
having advantageous authority within their more obvious jurisdictions. General 
Schriever, Ritland's "normal" supervisor, understood and supported the arrangement 
completely; Director of Central Intelligence (OCI) Allen Dulles, Bisselfs supervisor, 
was, at this~. in late career and did notpay much attention to •c~etails of what was 
goins on in his agency;" • he expected Bissell to proceed sagaciously and upon his 
own initiative. 

N. this same time, the Air Force was directed, by the Secretary of Defense, to 
streamline the administration of its satellite developments. In March 1958, the Vice 
Chief d Staff issued a memorandum, •space Projects lnvolvingiCBMIIRBM Compo
nents, • which stated that channels and procedures identical to those of the baHistic 
missile prosram c•Gillette Procedures•) would now be applied to space systems. For 
the AFBMD space system office, this meant that communication with USAF Head
quarters could leaitimately bypass the parent command (ARDO and the Air Staff, 
goins directly to the Office of the Air Force Chief of Staff. Six months later, ARDC 
HeadquarteB announced, somewhat redundantly, that it would assign any new space 
missions it might receive to AFBMD. Ironically, ARDC was already •losing" space 
systems (in the sense of "ownership, rather than "receiving" them. 

At the time of Discoverer-CORONA's birth, the entire space system 
group at AF.BMD was small: the professional and clerical staff numbered 52 
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and the officer-in-charge was a colonel. There were valid reasons, d course, for 
limiting the size of the office; Samos planning was restricted by the unavailability of 
Atlas boosters (defense priorities still dictated that all early ICBM production should 
go directly to Strategic Air Command operational sites). There was an additional 
restriction: the readout system envisioned for Samos had· to be superior to existing 
state of the art. Furthermore, Samos was depending on the availability of space 
environmentalinformationfromearlyDiscCM!ferflightsasanaidtodcsigningproper 
sensors and control equipment. Finally, the space office, as a relative newcomer to 
AFBMD, stood in the shadow of the ballistic missile monolith; strategic missile 
uraencies quite naturally diminished the priority of the newly arrived space systems. 

It was not until1960 that two events combined to shift priorities in favor of the 
Air Force space program. The first was the shootdown of a U-2 by the Soviets on 
1 May 1960. With the cancellation of further reconnais.Qnce flights, the United States 
lost i~most preeious source of (limited but vital) information on military inslallations 
and hardware in the USSR. The second event was the success of the CORONA 
j,rogram's Discoverer-XIV on 19 August 1960 (with "success• measured in terms of 
delivered exposed film).l1 The flight answered some crucial questions that had 
plagued Samos engineers: No, there were no serious equipment-disabling radiation 
effects; no, the electronic assemblies did not become en-atic; no, the photographic 
film did not curl and crumble; yes, the pictures were excellent yes, space was a 
feasible reconnaissance environment. 

Eisenhower reacted immediately to CORONA's success. Shortly after the U-2 
shootdown, he directed his new Science Adviser, George 8. Kistiakowsky, to set up 
a study group to recommend alternative options to reconnaissance aircraft overflight. 
He now repeated his direction and, on 25 August 1960, six days after the <;:ORONA 
success, Klstiakowsky responded. He recommended that Sarnos be given a stream
linedmanasementstructurewithin the Do~ possibly modeled on the CORONA 
program: • ... the organizatiol'! should have a clear line of authority and ..• on top 
level the direction (should) be of a national character, including the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense (OSD) and CIA . . . . rrz:z Kistiakowsky observed that the 
comparableoffiCeforlocatingaSamos"managementsummit"wouldprobablybelhe 
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force. This desl~tnatlon would place Samos 
managementoutofreachofboththeARDCandtheAirStaff.lnaddition,manasement 
procedures would be as simple as possible, perhaps even more streamlined than those 
devised for the ballistic missile program. 

On 1 September, the NSC directed the Secretary of Defense to set up such a 
·Samosorganization, consisting of two parts:theSecretaryoftheAirforcewould haw, 
on his personal staff, an office called SAFMS (•Secretary of the Air Force/Missiles and 
Space"');lnthefield,atlosAngeles,hewouldhaveSAFSP("'SecretaryoftheAirForce/ 
Special Projects'"), to manage the actual development of Samos. Thus the Secretary 
of the Air Force's office became, in literal fact, a research and development 
organization. 
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Henceiorth. rhere would e~r.ist two Air force space legatt>eS: AFBMD and SAFSP, 
collocated in Los Angeles: AFBMO would retc1in remnants ot the original Air Force 
inheritance: it still had Midas lan altack-.Jiarm syst~m), Vei.1-Hotel (a nucle.lr
detection satellite I. and Saint ta simple satellite inspecton: and it hoped to be assigned 
a communication !Hitellite. But looJ..ing over and above this limited list; AFBMD could 
not help acknowll'dging that spact- systE'm~ with thf> most prestigf>, the greatest growth 
potf.'ntial. and the largl'st cc~sh ilow had moved acroS!o the r.treet, to tht.> new SAFSP. 

G~eB. 
KISTIAKOWSKY 

Therew.1s, oi t·olJrse, worJ.. for AtBMO to do in servingotheragencies.ln 1959, 
tht> Air Force had been made responsible for furnishin!l "booster-support services" to 
the Armv. Navy, and NASA. Thesp servkes covered a wide and expensive range of 
ctctivitv that might include the booster first sta~e (usui111y a Thor or Atlas), the !>econd 
st<lfte lan Agena or Able-Star), the finai stage vehicle, total system engineering, 
procuren1ent servicE's for the system, a launchinJt pad, launching servicPS, injection 
into orbit, on-orbit <:ommand and control. and capsule recovery. Although the limited 
space assil\nme-nts oi the .'\rmy and Navy constrained their booster rt"Quirements. 
NASA, in its earliest years, had <t continuous. extensive need for such support. In . 
January 19b 1. the Wiesner Report. which examined the national space effort . for 
newly elected Prt>sident John F. Kennedy, observed that "the USAF provides 
90 percent or more .of the resources and physical support required by the space 
programs of other agencies" But !oupporting other .1gencies. while vital and worth
while. was not the samt> as having one's own space projects. And, over the long ha1,1l, 
NASA, the biA booster customer would surely develop its own resources; its call for 
nt>ighborly assistanct:- was ephemeral. Only CORONA and Samos-both outside the 
AFBMD domain-co.uld be depended upon as steady booster customers. 
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There was a sardonic coda to the "Inheritor scene• in March 1961, when DoD 
. Directive S 160.32 appeared, stating that "research, development, teSt and engineer
ing of Department of Defense space development programs or projects, which are 
approved hereafter, will be the responsibility of the Department of the Air Force." 
Later, reminiscing on this event, Secretary Euaene Zuckert obsenled that"it was like 
getting a franchise to mn a busline across the Sahara Desert. "lJ 

As for the reconnaissance-satellite program, it had made a restless journey 
within the Air Force. The original Sarnos studies had been sponsored by Air Force 

· Headquarters (1946-54); passed to AROC for analysis (1954); sent to the WADC for 
detailed study (1 954); transferred to the WOO for development (1956); with part of 
the task •lost" toARPAand the Office of the President (1958);and the remainder going 
to the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (1960). 

AROC, had neYer really •owned .. CORONA; now it no longer owned Samos. 
Its new commander, Lt. Gen. B. A. Schriever, was one of the few persons in that 
headquarters to have a comprehensive knowledge of the forces and events that had 

·reduced the 1\FBMD space mission to proprietary fragments and a multitUde ol 
"support" functions. Schriever's reaction, perhaps born equally of frustration and 
hope, was to separate the space residue from AFBMD and to request creation of a new 
organization: the Space Systems Division (SSO) ("Systems .. could be pluralized 
because there were three of them). Perhaps a major general, as commander of SSD, 
would symbolize ARDC hopes and intentions; per~ increased •exposure" of the 
residual space activity would attract the notice of DoD officials and help to reverse 
some recent high-level decisions. So, in April1961, in the midst of mission program 

· decline, a new division was born and encouraged to become more noticeable, more 
extensive, and more expensive. 

Across a Los Angeles street from AFBMD, Brig. Gen. Roben E. Greer, newly 
appointed head of SAFSP, had a radically different view of mission and methodology. 
From the start, he was firm in his intention to keep his development organization as 
small, obscure, and cost-conscious as possible. He believed his mission was to 
examine, re-orient, and construct a reconnaissance system quietly, quickly, and 

· reasonably. 

Reverse side blank 
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A New Inheritor: The Nationalleconnaillance office 

... 
Nefeafi81&8U 

Presidential Science Adviser kistiakowsky's delisht in "protecting" satellite 
reconnaissance developments from the Air Staff and the AROC was reflecaed in his 
journal entry for 25 August 1960: •If the Defense Department really stkks by its 
agreement with our recommendations on Samos, which will now be reinforced bv an 
NSC dirediw, this may be the major accomplishment of my eighteen months in 
office.•24 

Sames' protectiw shield was soon extended further. James H. Douslas, Jr,, 
Secretary of the Air Force, delegated his Samos responsibilities to Under Secretary 
Dr. joseph V. Charyk (formerly Assistant Secretary of the AJr Force for ReseaR:h and 
Deovelopment). The newly organized SAFMS, directed bv Bris. Cen. Richard Cwtin, 
would be Charyk's personal Missile and Space staff; SAFSP, in Los Angeles, would be 
Charyk's field organization. There would be a minimum of formal communication 
between Charyk/Curtin and Greer; letters and memoranda would be replaced by 
cryptoteletype and KY -9 telephone. 

On the West Coast, Greer had assembled a small, carefully selected cadle of 
officers who would assist him in reviewing the elements of Samos and devising ways 
to accelerate development prosress. The term -Samos• had originally embraced six 
reconnaissance capabilities; Samos was a family of satellites. each of which was to 
be more sophisticated than CORONA. Samos would rulminate In a vesion using 
read-out technology, rather than film recOYery, fordeli'llef'ing reconnaissance photog-

.. raphy. De'lleloplng all the "fonns" of Samos was well undetsmod to be a formidable 
task. 

Given the pressure for a sophisticated reconnaissance svstefn, Greer saw no 
pin in proposing the jurisdictional capture of CORONA. He advised the Air fofce 
Director of CORONA to continue operating as previously, in direct communication 
with Bissell at the CIA. This amicable judgment did much to enhance sponraneous 
cooperation between the CORONA effort and '"witting" Samosdevelopmentoffices. 

· There was an additional rationale in the basic conviction (of the SAFSP cadre), that 
CORONA was, at most, an emergency, stop-gap system which would certainly be 
replaced-and in the very near future--by the sophisticated read-out Samos. In any 
event, an '"ownership"arsurnent over CORONA was considered to be too trivial to be 
given any attention In los Angeles or in the Penfagon. 

Maj. Gen. Osmund J. Ritland, who had been the first Air Force director of 
. CORONA, was now commander of the newly formed SSD. Ridand had a full 
understanding of the Samos •problem'" and of the need for Its streamlined manage
ment. As a pe150nal contribution to solving part of the •problem, • he recommended 
that Greer be appointed vice commander of SSD-as an additional duty---thus 
guaranteeing SAFSP instant access to the Division's talents, n!SOUrces, and services. 

IEE&f 
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fOnnadon of the NRenilllecannlillance Office 

In August 1 961, a year after the relocation of Samos, Charyk forwarded a draft 
•Memorandum of Understanding,• to be sianed by Secretary of Defense 
RobertS. McNamara and DCI Dulles, extending Charyk's responsibilities beyond 
CORONAandSamosto 11allsatellite~overflightreconnaissa~orcovert." 
This broad franchise was to be called the National Reconnaissance PIO(Vam (NRP); 
the managma group would be named the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO). 
Leadership would be furnished, as additional duties, bvtheCIA's Deputy Director for 
Plans (Director, NRO) and the Under Secretary of the Air Force (Deputy Director, 
NRO).Onlylhetitleswerespecif.ed;thenamesohhecurrentincumbents-Airforce 
and CIA-did not appear. McNamara signed the paper and sent it on. DCI Dulles did 
not respond. 

On 5 September 19& 1, Charyk sent a second draft of his proposal throush DoD/ 
CIA channels. Based on consultation with CIA officials, he desipatedthe CIA Deputy 
Director for Plans and the Under Secretary of the Air Focce as Joint- Directors of the 
NRO. The following day, Deputy Secretary of Defense Roswell Gilpatric and Lt. Gen. 
Charles P. Cabell (the Deputy DCI) signed an aweement which: 

a. defined the NRP as all satellite and overflight reconnaissance, overt or covert, 
· and 

b. established the NRO under the joint leadership of the Under Secretary of the Air 
. Force and the Deputy Director for Plans, CIA 

In a separate action, on the same day, ~nse Secretary McNamara desisnated 
the Under Secretary of the Air Force as his Assistant for Reconnaissance, with ful 
authority to manage the NRP. But the NSC 5412 Group, u reviewins the aareement. 

. withheld approval, questioning the co.difector provision. 

During this period, important personnel chanses were occurring wllhin the 
Intelligence Community. In November t 961, DCI Dulles migned &om Jon& honor
able service with the CIA. President Kennedy appointed John A. McCane to succeed 
Dulles-an unusual selection in that the newly elected Democratic President was 
choosingaRepublicanashisDCJ.McConewasexperiencedinpemment;asUnder 
Secretary of the Air Force and, later, as a toup Chairman d the Atomic EneraY 

·Commission, he earned the reputation of a battler who usually got his way. 
Kistlakow5ky considered McCone a relentless adwrsary and, in his memoirs, ex
pressed himselfexplicidy and profanely on the subject. a At the end of February 1962, 
Richard Bissell-unfortunately the designated victim of the Bay of Pip fiasco
resigned. He was succeeded, in part, bv Dr. Herbert Scoville, Jr., who had been with 
the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project for six years and with the CIA since 1955; 
the succession was •in pa~ because Bissell's Directorate of Plans was 10 be cftvided 
lmo two organizations: the plans function going to Richard M. Helms and the small 
technical staff becoming Scoville's (new) Directorate of Research • 
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Hy M,l\ 1 91>:!. thE> dlhl '"' .1S •wttlin~ il~ thl' CIA. C'!nd Pentagon officials reopened 
lll'~oli.ltion!' on the rt'tonr\.li,,ante-c:cllellite man.1gement agret-ment. On i 4 lune 
tiu::ir dbcu~sions culminated in DoD Dn~tlive TS 5105.23. Thi!> document: 

• l:~t.Jhli~hed tht~ !\~0 ,1;. an OJ>er,lting agency of the UoU under the direction dnci 
~Upl'r\ i~ion of lhl• s~·Cfl'I.HV oi Defen~e. ,-

• Or)lani;zed 1h<' NRO ~cp.li'.JI<'iy within thE' DoD. Lnder a Director. NRO, tDNROl. 
.l!)pniote>d lw thf' ~(~( rt.'tarv Of Ocfen~('. 

• i\I.Kle the Dirr•ctor. NRO. re~ponsible ior consolidating all DoD s.1tellite .Jnd air
vehtcle overflight projects for intelligence. geodeSy. mapping photographv. and 
ela~tror.k signal c.ollel·tion mto d single NRP and ior complete management and 
conduct nirhisproAr.lm in accordance with poliq guidanceanddecisionsoi the 
~>nt>lar'i ol Dt~tt>n.;f>. 

On thf' ~ame date. Dt'pulv De(en~e Secretary Gilpatric appointed Charyk a~ 
D!\JRO. 
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Fonnal orpnization of a governmental activity is usually accompanied by an 
explicit asslsnment d tasks within that activity. The classic comprehensive analysis 
of 20th century goverrvnental organization-referred 10 In a non-pejorative sense as 
"'bureaucracy"-was produced by German sdciologist Max Weber.21 In Weber's 
steady view,· bureaucratic administration develops two contrasting fealures: (1) a 
systematic adminiSiration characterized by specialization d functions, adherence to 
fixed RJies, and hierarchy of authority, and, (2) a 5y5tematic administration marked by 
officialism, red tape, and proliferation. Weighing the hazards and advantages of 
bureaucracy, Weber finds them relatiW!Iy even and obseM!s emphatkally that 
modem aovernment would scarcely survive without the benefitS of (1 ), even thoush 
the disadvantages of (2) are a constant, naging problem. 

During lour years, the CORONA program had been nurtuted to eJCCeptionally 
successful status, while remaining outside the strictures d •gooc~• or •bad" bureau
cracy.ln Weber's analysis, such a phenomenon could obtain only under charismatic 
leadership: 'the authority of the extraordinary and personal silt of gract!' (charisma), 
which draws followers to It 'In absolutely personal dewtlon and personal confi
dence.'~' This kind of leadership did, indeed, characterize Richard Bissell's presence 
in the U-2 and CORONA programs. His paucity of engineering expertise was scarcely 
noticed; in fact, as ptWiously stated, an .MIT president had ref'em!d to Bissell as •a 
brilliant project engineer." There had been no need 10 "'regulartze• or "'bureaucratize• 
CORONA; in proof, no one ever attempted a CORONA orpnizational chart or 
thought of specifyins its •owner. • 

CORONA's CIA and Air Force units had chosen to remain very small and very 
busy. In the CIA CORONA Office, the majority of key persons had been drawn from 
the Air Force, either as active duty designees or retired officers choosins a second 
career. These people were specialists in aircraft operations, mission plannin& 
photosraphic equipment, and aeronautical enginearlns and were furnished frwly 
and cheerfully in the spirit of Air Force-CIA partnership. (Interestingly, these Air Force 
offteers, to a man. strongly opposed even the sugestion of change in manaprial 
•structure. ") 

Charylt's leadership qualities were as exceptional as Bissell's and equally well
known and appreciated in hish place$. When Kistiakowskywassearchinslorthebest 
environmentinwhichtoplaceSamos,dtarykhadconvincedhimtomowtheproject 
to the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (Kistiakowsky then •so1cr this idea to 
a President who had previously declared that only the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense could be tRJsted with high-risk, high-priority development prowams). 
Secretary McNamara and Deputy Secretary Gilpatric were similarly Impressed bv 
Charyk and trusted him implicitly for advice, counsel, and technical judgment. 

Now that all overhead-reconnaissance developments and operations had been 
desisnated to the NRO and Bissell had departed, another Weber •law"' would begin 
to apply: •the routinization of charisma, ... in which •the linitial) genuine charismatic 
sib.latlon quickly gives way to incipient instftutlons.•l1 Predictably, there would soon 
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be drafted an internal "structure• which would list the extent of respOnsibility of each 
operatingsubunitoftheNRO.This"structure•wouJdinevitablybesupportedbyfixed 
rules, explicit functional duties, and a careful definition of jurisdictional areas.u 

Formalization of the NRO organizational process began with a "picture"-a 
· chart-showing all of the newly assigned assets. These were (1) the CIA's o\lel'flight 

aircraft-U-2s and A-12s; (2) the Navy's POPPY satellite (an electronic intellisent 
(elintJ) collector, direded toward frequencies used by Soviet naval radars); (3) the 
CORONA photo-satellite; and (4) a family of Samos satellites In various stages of 
development. The NRO Staff Director Col. John l. Martin, Jr. had been told to slcetch 
. this picture; his first draft showed this arrangement: 

IIBIEJM'f.... I .................. ----··•..a.J 
Dr • .1. '· Cllllll 

I -=-·- I Dr.J.V.QIIIIk 

-1111f I I 
Cll. ,.,. L .... .lr. 

I I 
............ A ................. ............. , 
~ .......... ~ ............ - MII.I.L~ ......... ............. ...,......_ ..... 

8a$ed on long experience, Col. Martin was sensitive to the dansers implicit in 
bureaucratic struct\jre and was determined to delay or prevent them. It was his hope 
that the NRO could be developed Into a loose confederation of activities, bound 
toiether bv the diplomatic skill of its Director. His initial ~on dan organizational 
sketch showed an ingenuous evasion: it cautiously skirted the 'question, "Where does 
one slot CORONAl" ButCIA'sDirectorofProgramBwouldbesuretoaskwhyGfeerrs 
bo)( was the only one to use the word •satellite." 

And there was another problem. Col. Leo P. Geary, the Air Force Staff contact 
for the U-2 and A-12, had observed, rather vehemently, that he should be represented 
as.a Director on the NRO chan, in parallel with Programs A, 8, and C. When it was 
suggested that his function was, at most, a staHfunction and that he might. perhaps, 
be listed as a member of the NRO ~Qff, he reacted even more sbonsly, appealing his 
case to the ONRO and the AF Chief of. Staff. 
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Although Charyk considered the staff officer appellation a reasonably atalrate 
desaiption ol Geary's duties, he was also A!Callinslons«a'Nn-out neaotiations in 
developins the basic NRO asreement. He decided b •absofb' GeaiY's pievance, 
rather than invite further argument and instructed Col. Martin to create a Prqpm 0, 
with aircraft and drones under Geary's aesis. Whereupon, a new chart' appeared: 

r---·-- I .............. ~~..~~-~~~ I J.., ........ J I ._,_,_..._ 

I ....... I lr.l. '· a.,t 

J -·- I I CII.IIIIIL ..... II. 

I I 
-·--:-.:. ....... • ....... c ... .-.. ............ Dr ............ MLI.L..._ M ... P ..... 

The chan was new, but an old question remained: Did lhe chan say aiwthins 
lmponantl What happened when one positioned cwerflisht asse1s within these 
austere boxesl With reprd to Prosram A, Greer certainly•had-Samos; Lowrance, in 
Prosram C, was buildins POPPY: Geary's Prosram D definitely assisted the Slrategic 
Air Command (and the CIA) in operati~ drones and overflisht airaaft; but, now the 
hard queStion, -what are the 'holdinp' within Ptosram Bl" ' 

The only unassisned residual was CORONA-the oqanlzational chart trum
peted that fact by omission. In happier day's, the location oiCORONA manapment 
authority had never bMl defined or even questioned; it hovered somewhere between 
Los Anaeles and Virsinia in a nebulous Valhalla; to identify h, one would haW! had 
to assign it-.and that would have served no useful purpose to the Air Force or to 
Bissell. But Bissell was sone now, and, In January 1963, It wis learned that DNRO 
Charyk--one of the very few persons who could have nurtured the orpnization 
through an awkward era-was plannins to leaW!, to become president of the 
Communication Satellite Corporation, Comsat.u With Charyk and Bissell sone, the 
era of charismatic leadership was comins to an end, and the NRO would be 
threatened by the danserof movlns toward the darker side of bureaucracy(taged by 
War as •officialism and proliferation•). 
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The Navy's Program C and Air Force's Program D would remain serene, 
skillfully carrying out existing, well-defined roles. Unhappily the Air Force's Program 

. A and CIA's Program 8 would soon ermesh themselves In endless petty afiUrneniS 
over CORONA functions, responsibilities, and prerogatives. To newcomers in 
los Angeles, it would appear that the Air Force had been doing practically all the work 
on CORONA and, therefore, had the ri~ to make unilateral decisions regarding the 
program's future. At Langley, Virginia, newcomers would be told that the CIA, in 
·1958, had rescued CORONA from oblivion arid had singlehandedly achieved 
success, more than eamlng proprietary 'rishts' to the system. The situation would be 
aggravated further by condescension on the part of Samos personnel loward the 

. CORONA program-they described CORONA as a lash-up, a temporary expedient 
which would be replaced, very soon, by the Samos family of satellites. Newcomers 
to SAFSP would ask why all the fuss abcu CORONA ownership; the future would 
certainly belong to Samos.14 

Scoville had an additional problem-totally unknown lo Program A, the NRO 
staff, or the DNRO-which affected his outlook profoundly. He believed he had a 
high-level, external mandate (and he did, see Section 6) to strengthen the technofosi
cal capabilititioftheCIA. At present, that capability was very thin, larplydependent 
on the (now-habitual) practice of borrowing technical specialists from the military 
services. Scoville hoped to change all that, but, instead of being supported in his 
efforts, he was (1) being denied the manpower "'billets' which he had 'lost"' In the 
dissolution of the Directorate of Plan's Office, (2) receiving negligible CIA financial 
support, and (3) now threatened by the prospect of losing even his small (CORONA) 
holdings totheAirForce. A profound pessimism began to affect Scoville's outlook and · 
personal relationships. An NRO Staff Director described the change: "When 'Pete' 
[Scoville] began working with the NRO, he used to visit the NRO's Director and 
request concurrence on new plans or actions. We ltnewthatlhings had chanp!dwhen 
'Pete' began to go to McCone first, and then drop over to telllhe DNRO what he and 
the DCI had decided to do. '"35 But even this operating mode did not reassure Scoville; 
·he left the CIA in June 1963. His replacement was Dr. Albert D. Wheelon, the CIA's 
DirectorofScientificlntelligenceandformermissileexpertwiththeRamo-Woolridge 
Corporation. 

· An Open "'Futures" Function 

As months passed, it became increasingly difficult-and dangerous-to de
velop explicit functional statements for Program A (Air Force) and Prosram 8 (CW. 

· Bl.i this condition, which would have been very distressing to a normal •seasoned 
bureaucrat,• had an unanticipated wholesome effect upon the NRO: it inhibited 
transition from 'good" to •bad' bureaucracy. 
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l)i ~I\( I :>I.!IHlitlj.; [),> lh,H. ,1nd \'OU will h.lS.It•ll tfw .tdn:"nl oi h.HI bllrCL!lllril( \'. ~~ 

I hl· ~lrt·ngth of th•·tuturt• NRO-----riu•ltoJ.~t· for ~i.tnl ~lridt'" in imprm·ed ovt•rhead 
n .. 1 ••nn,1i~<..1nn· ~v<.terlh 1.1\ in ~ood htrn:.ll.lfr,rn·. And good bure.lucra< v de· 
m,mcit:'CI thai tuturt- ~vste:n plann;n~ rt>fll,)in ,m Oflt.•n comp.-titi\r' nrg.luiz.lliorl,ll 

iuni.lion. fll1h retepli\·e lutht" be~l ideu~ .mel eiforb oi eath Program Oifi(E' ,mel 
.;t.Jiii<:ienrJ,. maturt> tf, <·ndur(' t!w hazilrd~ ..111d evt·n llx· po,~rble h.ll!le d<Jnl.lgl' ui 
d~Afl""'iH· i'ompt'ltlton. O:w h.!d •o kPt>Ji toonl in thP ""RO inr '\..Vh;ll li~ .. , \Nh.11 ii 
CORUNt\ wa'! no1 il ~fmrt-term expediem~ 1Ahar ii rhe Sarno" --ramilv" \\,!'>not lo 
.ht·~ <•f'W I he tolltw.·-on !o CORONt\? What ilL'S lnlrlli~enl t:' Board tl!SIBr·' r.: .. quirt·
ment.; •hi itpd? \ Vh.-rt it,, ;;econd .;\wng !-dlf•lli!P dt•\'c•lopm~·nl niii( 1:' bpg,u11o PmN,::t·? 
\-\'h,H ti new l h.lrl!'nl.1tiC iJgurt:'> •lJ-lllt'.lrl:'d '•ll q.lgt:-' 1 Wh,JI il _ .. ~ 

..\,., :un;c. .l~ rlw ~R() nt•vt;r quite n'.lnJ~l:'d tn !-!('1 or~,1nil('<l. <1!- 'on~ as tb(' •· iuture~ 
iuncrion" renuinPd orwn. it could lw hopc>d t!MI il~;, pl.l!ming \\nuld he stronglv 
• ornp(•tilil '?.in th· ~pbt oi ir~e en!t~rpri:;t•. One :nigh! 1:'\t-n t'XJWCI >ll( h dn f>rwrron· 
tnf'ril to (•nh.1nu• , .. -<..hi•md! charismatic n.·n~\val. 
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A New Space Claimant: FULCRUM 
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Since the days of the Eisenhower presidency, the CIA had been u.- ~ontinu-
. ous pressure to imj,rove its scientific and technological capability to collect and 

evaluate intelligence information. The pressure began with Dr. James R. Killian, Jr., 
who headed Eisenhower's TCP In the mld-1950s; it was repeated by 
Dr. Edwin H. Land, president of the Polaroid Comp.any and long-time presidential 
advisor. Neither DCI Dulles nor his successor, McCone, had done much about these 
i-ecommendations and, as indicated earlier, Scoville had resisned over the Aaencv's 
failure to form an effective scientific directorate.J7 Scoville toolc his action in spite of 
Headquarters Notice 1-9, 16 February 1962, which established the Office of the 

. Deputy Director for Researt:h (effective 19 February 1962); he was convinced that 
there was no immediate prospect of acquiring the resources needed by such a 
directorate. 

The Advent of WheeJon 

In order to attract Dr. Albert D. "Bud" Wheelon as a replacement for Scoville, 
it was necessary for the DCI to guarantee the people and authority needed to build 

· a strong technological capability. On 5 August 1963, Wheelon did become the CIA 
Agency's first Deputy Director for Science and Technology (DDS&n.• He saw his 
primary need to be carefully selected, highly skilled people and soon began to reauit 
them. Despite temporary problems and bickering with Program A. (Air force) aver the 
CORONA Program, the DDS& T Staff soon shifted Its attention to two truly ambitious 
e~ search and surveillance and (2) the initiation t.lh u. 1 • 

of 

With the departUre of Bissell and Charylc, the NRO organizational center of 
gravity had shifted. The new ONRO, Dr. Brockway McMillan, found himself vis-a-vis 
a hard-driving competitor: OCI John McCone. McMillan had lived the patterned, 
.reasoned life of Bell Laboratories; McCone knew the jungle law of heavy-puge 
infighting in Washington's corridors and had a long record of success in getting what 
he wanted (including Livermore Laboratories). Even before Wheelon became ODS& T, 
McCone had declared that something had to be done •to get the CIA back Into the 
satellite business, including developing proposals for a new and better system beyond 

·CORONA.", 

In May 1963, McCone convened a Scientific Advisory Panel under the chair
·manship of Or. Edwin Purcell, Nobel laureate and professor of physics at Harvard 
University, .,to determine the future role and posture of the United States Reconnais
sance Program," an undertaking which one would have expected to be functionally 
within the purview of the DNRO. 40 The following month, this ·Panel recommended a 
CORONA improvement program for optimizing system performance. Neither this nor 
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subsequent studies went beyond evolutionary improvement of CORONA until 
Wheelon tasked the National Photographic Interpretation Center(NPIQ to determine 
what photographic resolutions were needed to identify a wide variety of Soviet 
-tarsecs. The study, made by 25 NPIC photointerpreters, was completed in January 
1964; it concluded that the majority d Soviet targets could be identified with 
photographic resolutions of 2 to 4 feet!' At a time when CORONA was acquiring 
7 to 10 foot resolution, NPIC' s finding was a strong testimonial to the need for a new. 
search and surveillance system. It played back what was the basis of the study, 
namely, the utility of a system with GAMBIT resolution and CORONA coverage. 

The result of Wheelan's NPIC Study could not have been a surprise to DNRO 
· McMillan.42 In a 12 December 1963 note to Defense Secretary McNamara-on some 
NRO/CIA issues (and there were now rnany)-Mc;Millan had suggested that •the final 
price of peace with the CIA 'considering the temperament of its leaders' was at least 
to give the CIA Cdne blanche for development ot a new search system.· He stated that 
until something of this sort was done, or the CIA leadership changed, the~ would be 
continual obstruction to the NRO and its actions. 4J 

In February 1964, as an ausmentation to its own in-house study effort, 
·Wheelan's office contracted with ltek Corporation •to determine the feasibility and 
potential intelligence value ol various sensors In satellites. "44 ltelc confirmed the 
results of the NPIC study. In April 1964, the CIA directed Space Technology 
Laboratories (STL), of the Thornpson-Ramo-Wooldridse (TRW) Corporation, to inves
tigate a spinning vehicle hybrid system. The study funds were, of course, provided by 
the NRO. 

The Advent of FULCRUM 

CIA documents state that in May 1964 (three months after the initiation of the 
DOS& T-sponsored work) "each effort, the Agency's as well as ltek's and STL's, 
i!'ldependently concluded that we needed CORONA-type cowrage with consiAtrlt 
GAMBIT-type resolution.'"45 On this basis, Wheelon reportedly proposed to the 
DNRO a system codenarned FULCRUM with: 

• A s,soo-pound photographic payload, using a nan-11 boosler 

• Two 60-inch focal length stereo cameras with nadir ground resolution of2 to 
4 feet over a strip 360 miles wide 

• 68,000 feet of 7-lnch-wide film covering 11 million square miles for each mission 
(and requiring a new reentry vehicle) 

• An estimated cost of-per launching. 
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Then· i~ no nwnt ion 111 tlw i'I\U ( hrnno:f)gv oi Ill!\ propo<.,ll: nutlh\"<' ·~ r('l or.d 
ur .1 Lornpb•nl on 1.! lun~· i llh-l. h~ :\\, ·,tdl,m ro Ot·put\· Of I 'DDCII Gen. 
M.lr~hdli S. C.Hit-r th.11 ,\1c.\1ill.-.n h;1d "~l:'par.1tl-' indic.!lion<. rh.1t Dr. Whl:'elon wa!o 
{1111!r,llltn.; iur '•lll·ll;lt· '''h•li! ,uul ,ul~\-..lt-111 'tudif', 1\llh in,truUit>lh lo lht:-' 
tunltrl< lor-. 'nul In ~i•·t' tht:' D~R:) ur ODR<\E : .. il>i't"CIIII oi Ue:-i;;-n,t' Rt·'>t>clrch .:md 
Ll;,:inl't·ring, dll\ idormal!on •t·~.mlir.:.: tht' :!-Owe t' olthf' rt>qut-~1 ior stud, .,,,. 

01\:R( ) .'vii "tll,H), together With on \kCoi'l('. DDCI ( artt•f. DDRo\E Dr. 
L•~owne Fuhin•. ;mel others. w.t~ •)t•it i.1ll1 ininrmc~rl tJI the FL:LC:RUM C(~<Kep: on 1:; 
Jun(· 19h4 r1nd '' ,,, ,,,k,~d 1.>1 .\lc Cl'llP to 11'\':f'\\. tlw wopo-..tl \\lith hi-. ll:'t lmit ,11 
Pt'''-Dilnd. i:1duding Crter iro:n SAFSP." On ~:J June 19(o-l. ~-1cMillan recorded ,, 
dbc iJ~~icm Wt!h DUU C1r:N ~~1 1\'IH h ~,., t>r,ll ,lgrt'('tnf>nb wt>rt• n1.1ci(' rebiiH' tn tht
u>•Hlud oi 1\nlht>r Ft:LC:RUM ~rudtl...,. · · •\!llCJ~l)o! tht'* w.h the s:.utomt>nt th.11 "CIA 
!unfi, to tht• l':..tt•nt or Jbnlil-l c•uld bt• (lbJig,llt•d Ill fYh-1 \U I..UildUl! lt'~l._ .:t 
llt·k ol.mt·nght'f'rinl.; modt-1 oi the cri:iLalrilm·tran<.porl mt>Lh,mism." It \\ilS iurt1wr 
.1..;rc·erl that .. in the event the f L' LCRL'\\ ccnccpt w,b approved it,r dC\l'lopmt•nt 
olht>r th.m unfiN U.-\ .Hl'-PICl''- :he U.A fund~ €'\pendt•d on th1.· tP~I.; \\ould bP 
rl•uPhur~NI h'v rhp ~RO. • , Ttw .-vst.:rH ,. oi H11~ "mom·' -h.H ... J4ll.'r.:;nte(•' impliPd .1 

i.Hk ofn:rt,)il11\ jl'l lht~ p.trt (;illlilh •\lcMillan .md C.lrter. ,lf lh.:tl timt:•. il\o ltJ \'l'ht•lher 
Cl1\ would tiltirn;~tl:'l\ rn,m.lgt· thl· pro1o;r.1m. i Thi, 'A,,, iollowt,d 1.1\. McCorw'" 
... :.tll:•rnt•nl .. on rht' rollm\itl!.: ti.n. rh.:r "illt' D~l\0 shoulrll)t' dir('(lecl !1: t'~l.lhli;,h 
FL'LCRUM .1~ .:m ~RI'! cl..: .. , ei<,pr:wnr p•ojt·•. t. .md .;1111ual ,b<,:gn rt:~pon,ibilitv lor 
r(•,CM\ h. d(~\ (•fopmt:.•nt. .111d opt•r .Jtion" to th~~ (1.-\. · 

Eugene G. Ll. Gen. Marshall S. 
FLIBINI CARTER 
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To ensure that all bases were covered, the OCI asked Or. Land to convene a 
panel'"to consider the technical feasibility of a newly proposed satellitephotograpl1ic 
system called Project FULCRUM.'"5' In addition to, land, the panel consisted of 
Dr. Allen F. Donovan; Dr. Sidney D. Orell; Or. Richard L. Garvin; 
Mr. Spurgeon W. Keeny, Jr.; Dr. Donald P. Ling; Mr. Arthur C. Lundahl; and 
Dr. Aden B. Meinel. This group met on 26 June 1964 and, after •a day-Ions 
presentation on FULCRUM by representatives of the DDS& T and selected contrac
tors, held an executive session and prepared recommendations to the Director. "5! 

(Mr. Lundahl, head of the NPIC and a CIA employee, excused himself from 
participation in the panel's recommendations.) In an oral report to McCone, Or. Land 
called the propoSed system •extremely attractive" and "'praised the ingenuity of the 
idea.''SJ 

It can be assumed that cited instructions from DOS& T Wheelon relative to the 
DDR&E ("not to give the ONROor DDR&E any information ••. "')were in anticipation 
of a negative reaction from those offices. A 30 June 1964 memorandum from Fubini 
to McMillan referred to the FULCRUM briefing and offered the following SUTimary: 

• "'The Purcell Committee advised against a new broad coverase system. 

• The Air force made a series of recommendations for the improvement ol the 
CORONA camera, in accordance with Purcell Committee recommendations. 

• Dr. Wheelon disagreed with the Air Force recommendations and sponsored the 
Drell Committee study. 

• The Orell Committee found little correlation between the product results and the 
mechanical or optical characteristics of the system and made a number of 
suggestions for further quantitative measurements of the product. 

• Recent CORONA missions seemed to confirm the Purcell lCommitleeJ recom
mendation that substantial improvement over the CORONA camera resuh 
could be obtained and appeared also to confinn the Orell Committee findinss, 
since there did not appear to be any basic change in the camera setup between 
recent missions and previous ones. 

-
• The CIA made a proposal called FULCRUM, which did not correct the 

unknown 54 defects of the CORONA camera or take into account the questions, 
recommendations, or conclusions of the Orell Committee relative to hatdware 
improvement, but, Instead, proposed to initiate a comPletely different camera 
design. 

• Recent results in CORONA 'take' seemed to indicate a possible resolution of 
5 to 7 feet, in rough accordance with expecta.tion5. If this resolution were 
maintainable, would there be sufficient motivation for a new broad coverage 
system in the 3.5- to 5-foot resolution rangel (CIA studies seemed to indicate that 
resolutions substantially better than this value ~Nere desirable for high target
detection confidence in many target classes.)' 
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Fubini stated that he considered it absolutely necessary, before a new system 
design were accepted, to compare the old CORONA results, the new CORONA 
results, the Drell Committee results, GAMBIT" results, and, f~natly, the technical 
recommendations for the new broad-coverage camera, to ensure that the (still 
unknown) causes of poor performance in CORONA had been eliminated. Fubini also 
expressed his belief that a substantial amount of effort could and should be devoted 
to tl:lese problems at the earliest possible time. 56 

Despite these cautionary views, on 2 July 1964 (only three days after the Fubini 
memorandum) Wheelon presented a plan to the DNRO for initiating FULCRUM. 57 

Wheelon's plan called for: 

• -funding for a six-month design analvsisbv seven conlradors for a new 
camera system, a new reentry vehicle, and a new spacecraft; launching to be by 
a Titan-11 booster from the Pacific Missile Range (PMR). m of the TRW 
Corporation had been chosen as the Integration, assembly, and checkout 
contractor. 51 

• Establishing, under CIA's DDS& T, a FULCRUM Project Offece with
.technical people (most of whom would be new hires) to perform system 
enwneering and technical diredion. 

•. Enlargins his project staff (by further recruitment) to approximately. people. 

• Providins procurement/contractins and security for FULCRUM. 

• The OoO to provide launching and capsule-reccwery services, beginning in 
FY67. 

The reaaton to Wheelon's proposal came quickly .In an 8 July 1964lelterto OCI 
McCone, Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance referred to the CIA plan and 
sugiested that •in order to insure that all possible alternatives have been explored 
.•. we should ask Dlredor, NRO, to dired the completion of comparadve studies, 
meanwhile authorizing CIA to pursue only those designs and tests that are necessary 
to establish the feasibility of the proposed FULCRUM camera concept. •• Vance 
expected that the results of other studies would be available in six months (by January 
1965); this would allow a determination as to whether a new system should be 
developed, facilitate selection of the system to be developed, and provide a basis for 
assignins responsibility for system development and operational employment. 

Wheelon alsorespondedqulckly~64, with a memorandum that not 
only confirmed his earlier request for~ ~ndins for the six
month desisn analysis effort (to which~_. of CIA funds), but 
further asked that •the remainder of th~ sousht In FY65 be set aside for 
Prosram B use, pending the outcome of the initial taslcs scheduled for a period of six 
months.- That Wheelon's plans for FULCRUM went well beyond •comparative 
studies" is clear from a summary of the which was attached to a memoran-
dum from Wheelon to the document, a funding 
requirement of between for FY65 thru FY69 is 
summarized . 
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Vance Sets lilnib on FULCRUM 

An important, but somewhat limitins, step was taken as a result of a 29 July 1964 
letter from Deputy Defense Secretary Vance 10 DCI McConeM and a subsequent 
meeting on 11 August 1964 attended by Vance, McCone, Fubini, and McMillan. In 
the 29 July letter, Vance had iterated the aweefl-upon objective of FULCRUM: to 
establish, In an expeditious manner, definitive data on the technical issues critical to 
the performance or success ofthe camera. Vance stated his belief that the FULCRUM 
effort should be directed toward and limited to: 

1. Initial design, fabrication of an engineering model, and definitive testing of the 
complete film-transport mechanism. 

2. Prellminaryoptical and mechanical design of the rotatingamera, limited to the 
amount necessary to establish a model suitably simulating the camera's mass 
inertia, balance, and flexural stiffness; this model should be dynamically tested 
with prototype bearings. 

Vance further stated that activities should be conducted under the following 
general conditions: 

• UndertheaegisoftheNRO,withfull infonnationonactivitiesandprosressmade 
available 10 the NRO at all times. 

• ~rate contracts for items 1 and 2, above. 

• Consideration of competitive bidding on item 1, above. 

• Application of funds only to specific contracts, each defined by a negotiated 
statement ol WOik approved by the NRO and accompanied by a definitive 
contractor cost estimate. 

• No contracts for items not covered in items 1 and 2 above (that is no contracts 
for system integration, spacecraft design, reentry vehicle design, and so forth). 

• An individual in the CIA to be identified as responsible for the contract. 

Vance provided several additional minor suggestions relative to the activities 
and requested McCone's comments.u 

McCone expressed his general agreement on 11 August 1964." It is recorded 
that •Mr. McCone stated that it was not his intention to establish within the CIA a 
unilateral capability for development and operation of space systems. •v He believed 
that responsibility for launching and on-orbit operation of systems would remain with 
the Air Force. It was also agreed that should a FULCRUM development be undertaken, 
the CIA would not do system engineering in-house, but would rely on a contractor for 
that function. 
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In addition to the camera work described by Vance, it was agreed 1hat a system 
· design study would be undertaken on FULCRUM. These terms were specified: 

• The study would be conducted by a contractor, or contractors, and limited to 
about a six~mooth period. 

· • No commitment to a subsequent development would be made. 

• Should a development be undertaken, contractors would apin be selected by 
competition and the study contractor(s) would haw an opportunity to bid. 

• If feasible, study contractor(s) would be selected competitively. 

• The study would be under the aegis ot the NRO and NRO funds would be 
authorized against firm negotiated proposals. 

The 11 ....,gust meeting was followed two days later by anolher meeting 
· attended by McMillan, Wheelon, Brig. Gen. James T. Stewart (Director of the NRO 
Staff), Maxey, McMahon, and Col. Strand (McMillan's military aide) to discuss the 
scope of Phase-1 activity in Project FULCRUM. McMillan saw Phase-1 as •a period of 
system design study; that in addition to study efforts regarding camera design and fast 
film transport, should also consider lhe housing for the payload such as the 
spacecraft. • He sugested that "the Titan-Ill married to an Aeena" be considered and 
went on to state "that the National Reconnaissance Program was ripe for a new 
recovery vehicle and possibly two.• He acknowledged "that the FULCRUM RIV 
requirements were far more demandins than anything we nOw have.• During the 
meeting McMillan questioned lhe CIA's role in system engineering and technical 
direction, an issue which was not resolved for two months." 

MdAne lroadena the limits on FULCRUM 

It is clear from a 14 August McCone memorandum" that thus far Wheelon had 
. only a limited mandate in FULCRUM. In the memorandum, McCone said he would 
"make two points abundantly clear" with regard to the handling of FULCRUM 
contracts: 

1. "There shall be no commitment, contractual or implied, that we are to proceed 
pastthe authorized research and development (R&D» worlc on the film-handling 
mechanism and the camera, which includes developmental mockups built in 
sufficient detail to answer or to disprove all questions or doubts concerning 
feasibility and, with respect to the spacecraft and reentry vehicle, conceptual 
designs and sufficient detailed engineering to present accurate determinations 
as to weight of the total assembly and compatibility with the launcher. 
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2. You will employ engineers and contractors to the fullest possible extent, 
reserving as 'in-house activities' responsibilities for supervision and guidance of 
the engineers and contractors. I wish you to avoid as far as possible unnecessar
ily building an in-house capability, restricting the expansion of your staff, if any 
is required, to such additions as are necessary to adequately supervise the work 
of the engineers and the contractors." 

McCone went on to state that this guidance specifically indicated: 

• Employment of an archite<:t-engineer or system engineering contractor to be 
responsible for developing plans, specifications, etc., for all phases of the 
project. 

• Competitive contracts with two or more contractors for the film-transport 
mechanism. 

• A contract for the camera, recognizing that it probably could not be competitive 
because of the ltek input to the FULCRUM concept. 

• Competitive contracts fOr the design of the spacecraft, assuming that competitors 
would introduce first-phase conceptual plans, from which the winning contrac
tor would be chosen and authorized to proceed with detailed engineering. 

While McCone's direction to Wheelon was somewhat limiting, it still went 
beyond the Del's agreement with Vance. The Vance letter had limited current 
FULCRUM efforts to design, fabrication, and testing of the film-transport mechanism 
and preliminary optical and mechanical design of the camera; it precluded contract
ing for anything beyond that activity. In addition, it specifically precl~ "system 
integration, spacecraft design, r/v design, etc.'" Thus, only three days after his 
11 August meeting with Vance, where he had agreed to Vance's plan, McCone was 
telling Wheelon that hew as authorized to proceed with items precluded by the Vance 
plan. (McCone's direction Is not inconsistent with McMillan's views on the scope of 
the Phase-1 effort. as reflected in his comments during his meeting with Wheelon on 
13 August1964.) McCone's letter to Wheelon is interesting from another point of view 
in that he is seemingly authorizing a staff buildup only for the purpose of allowing 
Wheelon to "adequately supervise the work of the engineers and the contractors." 
From this wording it would appear that the •engineers" referred to were not to be 
peopleofWheelon'sorsanization. ThisdespiteMcCone'sclearapprovalofWheelon's 
unique pay scale for scientists and engineers, a factor which allowed Wheelon to 
build an in-house technical capability of very high quality. 

Internal CIA correspondence then cin:ulated, allowing the FULCRUM elfat 10 
proceed. In a 27 August 1964 memorandurn"' to the DOS& T, DDCI Lt. Gen. 
Marshall S. Carter provided additional Del-approved guidelines for orpnization and 
direction of the FULCRUM program. On 31 August, Wheelon responded with an internal 
CIA plan and terms of reference;'' these were approved by McCone and Carter on 
1 September. 
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Vance-McCone and System Enp.eerinrfTec:hnical Direclion (Sf/1'0) 

Although Wheelan's letter of 31 August was purportedly hoth terms of reference 
and a program plan, what it really amounted to was a brief hislory, mention of the 
principal tasks to be accomplished, and an idea of who would be tasked to do what 
in the near future. The actions ~nvisaged were consistent with early instructions from 
both Vance and McCone on FULCRUM. Despite this fact. there were persistent areas 
of disagreement as to what was to be done by the CIA on FULCRUM. 

In a 4 September letler to McCone, Vance called attention to the fact that the 
FULCRUM program direction issued by DOC I Carter on 27 August did not reflect the 
Vance-McCone agreement in one very important detail. rl The area of contemion was 
Lhe planned role of the FULCRUM system engineering contractor. Vance now added 
something to the previously identified syslem engin@@f"ing contractor's title, making 
him the SE!TD contractor. Adding the technical direction role to the comracto(s 
responsibility meant to Vance that OA employees would not provide technical 
direction to FULCRUM. 

The usage "SE/TD" had come into being over a decade earlier in the Air Force's 
ballistic missile program. The Air Force had originally charged the Rarno-Woolridge 
Company with an SEITD function for that program. It should be noted that while 
R/W did indeed do (and now, as TRW Corporation, still does) system engineering for 
the ballistic missile program, its technical direction function was not a clear 
unlrammeled activity. The problem was simply that the pemment could not devise 
a contractual procedure for allowing one contractor (the Sf/TO contractor) to direct 
the technical affairs of another contractor (the "performing comrat.1or") wh05e 
contract was with the same gOvernment activity as the Sf/TO contractor's. It was easy 
enough if the performing contractor was a sulx:ontractor to the contractor responsible · 
for SEITD; the problem arose when both held prime contracts with the government. 
Most technical direction involves changing, in some form, the scope of effort the 
performing contractor is undertaking. Such a "change in scope" inevitably brings the 
government into the process. tt is not recorded why Vance, in face of the Defense 
Department's operational experience with difficulties inherent in "technical direc
tion," chose to take such a strong pOsition on having a contractor, as opposed to CIA 
people, perform that direction on FULCRUM. 

It can be surmised that staff members of the Office of the Secretary of Deft!n~ 
who had not faced the realities of operating an Sf/TO contract-may have suggested 
the approach to Vance in order to forestall a buildup of technical management 
capability in the CIA's fledgling OS& T, possibly seeing it as either competitive with, 
or redundant to, existing management assets of the Air Force. 

The issue was not quit:kly or easily resolved. It was discussed, without conclu
sions by Vance, McCone, McMillan, Carter, and Fubini in a 14 October meeting. 
Neither was it resolved in a 21 October telephone conversation befween McMillan 
and Wheelon. In response to McMillan's question as to "whether the OCI had made 
any determination about incorporating technical direction language into the 
fULCRUM systems engineering contract ... Wheelan stated that if the NRO had the 
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im~ion the OCI was considering such a move, it was mistaken. Dr. Wheelon 
indicated that CIA had absolutely no intention of incorporating technical direction in 
the way he and Dr. McMillan understood the term. "'71The available record indicates 
that at a subsequent NRO Executive Committee7• budget session it was stated that 
"McCone would review the contractual language defining the SE/TD role of the 

· Aerospace [Corporation] on GAMBIT" to see if he considered that approach appro
priate for FULCRUM. It should be noted that Aerospace COfl)Ofation had system 
engineering responsibility, but no technical direction role, in that prosram. Whether 
McCone made such a review is not recorded; however, technial direction remained 
a CIA, not a contractor, responsibility. 

Meanwhile, work on fULCRUM was proceeding. Wheelon asked McMillan to 
keep him inbmedon current and planned reentry vehicles "so that we do not design 
two capsules where ooe might be justified;" he also informed McMillan that, at 
McCone's direction, he was looking at both the Tilan-11 and the planned Titan-Ill 
booster systems for FULCRUM (and other applications) and requested additional 
Titan-Ill data.7S 

In September. the CIA began actions which resulted in the competitive selection 
of General Electric (GE) as the spacecraft contractor and Avco as the reentry vehicle 
contractor for the Phase-1 FULCRUM st\,ldy <which began in September 1964 and 
would end on 31 January 1965). The planned funding for Phase-1 was
and was to be followed by Phase-II (dE-velopment, production, and operation of the 
system), which was to begin on 1 March 1965.76 

On 1 September, Wheelon, "with the knowledge and concurrence of the OCI 
... , created a Special Projects Staff (SPS), as an interim mechanism for ma.,.ing the 
CIA's NRP activities. The personnel ceiling and incumbents of the Systems Analysis 
Staff of the "'S& T" were made available to SPS, and Mr. Jackson Maxey was named 
Chief of this temporary management staff." (Maxey had headed the Systetm Analysis 
Stam. SPS, as a formal organization, did not come into being until early 1965.77 

In early Uecember 1964, concern over the validity of booster costs and the 
availability of boosters led Maxey, John Crowley/" McMahon, and Richard Delauer 
(of STL/TRW) to visit the Martin Company plant in Denver, Colorado, where Titan 
vehicles were produced. They concluded that •no technical bottlenecks existed in 
supplying missiles" nor "'in getting adequate resources via Martin/Denver to run a 
completely civilianized launching facility." 79 The "civilianized launching 
facility" concept would have required the QA to wntract directly with Martin, for not 
only the booster but for all launching services up to injection into orbit. Martin 
preferred this approach and noted thar sel«.ting it should save ahout 20 percent as 
compared to purchasing through the Air Force. Such an arrangement was not, 
howe\let", consummated. 
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Competin& Claimants: FULCRUM and 5-2 
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In early 1%4, before the CIA got under way on FULCRUM, the DNRO had 
authorized SAFSP to begin two separate efforts for forfi'IJiating a concept and 
preliminary design of the photographic payloads for an optimal search and broad
coverage satellite system. These efforts had been given the designator S-2. At Eastman 
KOdak, S-2 work had begun in the fall of 1963, when SAFSP redirected Eastman 
Kodak's work on VALLEY.10 At ltek, S-2 work did not begin until18 November 1963. 
Both Kodak and ltek had completed 5-2 preliminary designs by September 1964, Just 
when the CIA was starting its Phase-:1 FULCRUM program. The same month, SAFSP 
broadened its. S-2 efforts, offering similar contr~ to Fairchild Camera and Instru
ment Company and to the Perkin-Elmer Company. Perkin Elmer declined, but 
Fairchild began "a fiVe-month design study which produced a design concept which 
pushed the state of the art in refractive optics."" In December 1964, the SAfSP 
Advanced Development Project Office, under Col. Paul Her an, "initiated competitive 
J)arametric studies of a possible orbiting vehicle at both lockheed and General 
Electric, and ... began investigation of booster requirements,•a in support ofS-2. 

In the early 1960s, intercommunication among NRO Program Offices was not 
very effective. As an example, it was" nol until August 1964 that the •QA received 
informal word that Dr. McMillan (through SAFSP, Maj. Gen. Greer) had started efforts 
in competition with FULCRUM on behalf of the Air Force at Eastman, Fairchild, and 
ltek. ,, As previously noted, the Eastman Kodak and ltek efforts had been going on for 
10 months or more; the Fairchild effort was contractual a month after the •informal 
word.'" Wheelon, in reporting this~ DDCI Carter, took fhe erroneous 14view that CIA 
efforts on FULCRUM had stimulated competitive studies within the Air Force; he 
opined that it was •shameful to learn about it from private industry.•as It should be 
noted that. as a result of the land Panel review of FULCRUM on 25 June 1964, 
Wheelan had been aware that the Air Force's VALLEY program •was designed to 
accomplish the same result as FULCRUM, but in a different manner.,.. 

There were persistent differences of opinion as to what the CIA had been 
authorized fo do on FULCRUM. In a 29 September 1964 memorandum to Wheelan, 
McMillan noted that he had been advised that the CIA had initiated funded spacecraft 
and recovery vehicle competitions. McMillan considered these premature and not in 
conformance with the 11 August NRP ExCom agn!ements; he requested suspension 
of further efforts until the situation had been considered by the ExCom.ln McMillan's 
view, alllhat the 11 August agreemem permitted was •;n addition to preliminary 
design in the FULCRUM camera, and design and test of the film transport system, a 
contractor should be engaged to condoc1 a (;omprehensive systems design study 
centered on the FULCRUM concept.••7 Weelon responded lhat the CIA's plans, 
which included the spacecraft and reentry vehicle effor1s, were those agreed to in a 
meeting attended by Vance, McCone, Fubini, and Eugene Kiefer, Deputy Director of 
the NRO. He said that atthis meeting McCone had includedeffonsbeyoncl those cited 
by McMillan (in his 29 September memorandam to Wheelan) and the woup had 
agreed with McCone's presentation."' 
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· With the completion of task 1 of the FULCRUM program in sight and the 
completion of the payload preliminary designs of S-2 a<:t.-ompllshed, it seemed an 
appropriate time for Vance to propose that McMillan set up a task force, guided by 
a steering group, "to assure that the approach or approaches selected for future 
development of a new search and/or surveillance system fulfilled all national 
requirements and were, in fact, the best options available."" Vance told McCone of 
his intention on 19 November 1964 and said "that he hadaskedthegrouptoexamine 
information needs, determine technical and operational criteria, and present an 
evaluation of the most promising alternative search and/or surveillance satellite 
systems which might be included in the NRP.""' He envisaged the task force as 
operating in the Washington area on essentially a full-time basis. Vance asked 
McCone to provide a CIA representative to both the task force and its parent steering 
group. On 8 De<:ember, the CIA designated two represenatives to the steerins sruup: 
Gen. Carter nominated Huntington Sheldon as the initial CIA representative; he also 
named Arthur Lundahl, Director of the NPIC. (Sheldon was replaced by 
Or. Max S. Oldham on 14 December.) 

Despite CIA "participation" in McMillian's task force and steering group i soon 
became evident that the Agency had misgivings about the focus and purpose of the 
activity. On 25 NCM!mber, McMillan asked Wheelan to furnish a FUlCRUM briefing 
on 9 December to "the steering group for the new NRO SearclvSurveillance Satellite 
System.'" 91 On 30 November, Whcclon responded that "he would have to await 
instructions from 'his boss' before agreeing to brief the steering group as requested" 
and added that "his organization was not persuaded that the steering group was a 
proper or good idea. "9l 

In a discussion with McMillan in early December, DDCI Carter referred to 
McMillan's request that the steering group be briefed on FULCRUM on 9 December 
1964 and "advised that Mr. McCone's letter to Secretary Vance had excluded 
FULCRUM from the consideration of the steering group" and that "he would discuss 
the !Niter with Mr. McCone as the first order of business after his [McCone's) 
retum. "'J In a 14 DeCember 1964 memorandum for McMillan, Carter pointed out that 
participation by CIA people in the work of the steering group and task force did not 
in any way commit the DCI or the CIA to the findings of these groups, specifying that 
they were participating as individuals who had the technical competence needed "in 
Or. McMillan's studies'" and that "substanti\'e actions developed as the result of 
studies ... would be subject to the approval of the DCI and, as appropriate, the 
USIB."" 

1he Land Panel and FULCRUM 

. It should be noted that despite the painstaking establ ishrnent of a S1eering group 
and task force at the behest of the Deputy Secretary of Defense, there Is no evidence 
that these activities accomplished their assigned functions. It turned out that the CIA 
actually performed the basic system evaluation. using one of its high-level technicaJ 
advisory groups, headed by Or. Edwin land.Jn july 1964, on McCone's initiative, the 
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Land Panel had independently evaluated the FULCRUM concept and had recom
mended a six-month feasibility study, which was now nearing completion. In early 
February, DOC I Carter, acting for McCone, infonned •fhe people in lhe Pentapn that 
he was goins to convene a panel of technical experts, and that before February was 
over he expected that FULCRUM would either be cancelled or going as a full-scale 
de\'elopment effort.- On 16 February, Carter s&alied that .,Land had agreed 1o 
reconvene his panel to evaluate the results of the (FULCRUM) feasibility program, but 
that CIA did not feel that it should include government people.• In a meeting 
attended bv Land, Wheelon, McMillan, and Fubini on 16 February 1965, the 
following were chosen to serve on the Panel: Dr. Edwin Land, chainnan; Or. Sidney 
Drell; Or. Donald ling; Dr. James Baker; Dr. Allen Puckett; Dr. Edwin Purcell; and 
Dr. Joseph Shea. (Or. James Killian and Dr. William Duke were also named but were 
unable to serve.)" 

As a prelude to this critically lmponant evaluation, a briefins on the sratus d 
FULCRUM was given at ltek on 18 January 1965. Attendance was large: the CIA was 
represented·in addition to land, by McCone, Wheelon, Maxey, Crowley, Dirks, and 
McMahon; the DoD was represented by Fubini, McMillan, Gen. Stewart, 
Col. David Carter, and Maj. larry Skantze.ltek had seniOr representation: President 
Richard lindsey, Walter Levison, Richard Philbrick, Edward Campbell, John Wolfe, 
Frank Madden, and Cal Morser and his project staff. After an extensive briefing and 
tour, with many questions raised by Fubini, DCI McCone asked ltek some searching 
questions of his own. Among these, he asked if this system was the very best the 
company could dol lindsey replied that it was •not a perfect system but another year 
of study would only produce marginal gains." McCone then asked, .,Is this the best 
approachl"' Lindsey replied, "Yes, considerins the constraints." Wolfe said "Yes, at 
the moment." Levison said "Yes, within a given set of constraints, this comes dose to 
optimum, considering technical reach, manufacturability, and operability. • The 
rKord of the meetins notes that llek "had been forced 1o say that the technical 
approach was the right magnirude and the approach was optimum."" 

While land was willing to provide his own technical counsel to the CIA, he felt 
that the panel should also be exposed to the otlM!r search system studies (S-2) by 
Eastman Kodak, ltek, and Fairchild Camera and ·Instrument Company) •rn order to 
make a balanced evaluation.""' Knowledge of s-2 efforts was seen as relevant to the 
Land panel, especially since McMillan had outlined them to McCone in a 22 January 
1965 letter (which McMillan had intended to serve as background prior to a detailed 
briefing to McCone and Vance scheduled for 2 February 1965).1110 To complete the 
infonnation exchange, on 11 February 1965, Wheelon forwarded to the DNRO work 
statements of the CIA's FULCRUM study contracts for the camera (at ltek and Perkin
Elmer), alternative fast film transports tsn and RCA), systems engineering and 
assembly (SEAC)101 (STL), spacKraft (GE), and recovery vehicle ~vco).102 

Land, whose panel was scheduled to meet in the Boston area ·on 23 and 
24 February, asked that terms of reference for his panel's deliberations be established 
clearly. McCone, who had expressed the view that the panel would be acting as a 
technical advisor to Vance and himself (the NRO ExCom), agreed to go to Boston on 
23 February to clarify the terms of reference and to summarize USIB requirements for 
a new search system. Carter invited Vance to join McCone. 1m 
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McCone and Wheelon had done their FULCRUM homework and, barring 
unplanned developments, were confident of fa~Je consideration by the panel. 

1he ltelc Ep&ode 

In late 1964 and early 1965, CIA-Itek relations were not at their best The CIA 
was(naturally)pushinghardtoensurethatitscontractors'worksupportedago-ahead 
decision on FULCRUM. In September 1964, kek had proposed a work statement that · 
would encompass work both on the earlier-selected twin 60-inch f/3.0 optic camera 
design and on a 1/4 focal-length system (later changed to a 1/J system).'.,. After ltek 
demonstrated adequate availability of personnel, CIA had authorized worlc on both 
configurations .,emphasizing the twin optical bar has priority.105 Subsequently, in 
November, when ltek fell behind schedule, the CIA, after consideration of the pros 
and cons involved, cancelled the 1/3 focal-length effort.ltek considered this a serious 
mistake and protested the cancellation, to no avail. Relationship problems between 
the CIA and ltek continued, and on 11 January 1965, a discussion was held among 
CIA FULCRUM personnel and Walter Levison and Richard Philbrick concerning 
prerogatives of the program .to. At a subsequent informal meetingon 16 january 1965 
at the residence of ltek's president, Frank Undsey, there was •evety indication that 
earlier differences had been resolved and management was most anxious to set on 
with" the job.1117 One technical issue which persisted concerned the angle through 
which the camera system would scan. The CIA had wanted-and ltek had proposed
a scan angle. of 120 degrees (60 degrees each side of nadir). Subsequently, ltek 
became concerned that this angle was too large and seriously ptejudiced the 
FULCRUM design; on 19 February 1965, lindsey sent a letter to Wheelon to this 

u.;.. .... 108 
en~,. 

The 120-<Jesree scan issue was a critical element at a weekend meetins in 
Washinston on 21 February, which Wheelon had called to review the planned ltek 
presentation for the all-imponant Land Panel meeting on the 23rd. At issue was 
whether or not ltek was required, by contrad, to desisn for the 120-desree scan. The 
ltek representative was program manager John Wolfe. He recalls that Wheelon asked 
Maxey and Dirks whether they considered the 12()-degree scan "a requirement. • 
They replied in the negative. At this juncture john McMahon joined the meetins and 
was asked the same question by Wheelon. McMahon, who handled contracts and 

· administration, replied that the 120-degree scan was a contractual requirement In the 
ensuing discussion, Wolle was told tJ.t this issue was inappropriate for the land Panel 
briefing, II" Wolfe was sufficiently concerned that he contacted his boss, Levison, who 
was on an unrelated business trip to Chicago with lindsey and Frank Madden of ltek. 
The matter was of such importance that Lindsey, Levison, and Madden discussed it 
for two hours.110 

On Tuesday, 23 February, the Land Panel convened at ltek's Boston facility for 
a briefing on FULCRUM work and on the results of the search-system studies 
(sponsored by the Air Force and done by Kodak. lclc, and Fairchild).111 The next 
momins, 24 February, at a breakfast mcctins, the ltek managers concluded that 
circumstances were such that they could not retain their •technical integrity" if they 
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. continued (sole r.ource) participation in the FULCRUM program.112 The painfulness 
of this decision to a small mmpany was evident, considering that the anticipaled 
FULCRUM effort would be four times the size of Jtek's the"'unent work on 
CORONA; f\lrthermore, a refusal to· continue on FULCRUM would certainly not 
endear ltek to its best customer-CIA. 

A final decision was made that afternoon. I was agreed that Lindsey would 
inform DCI McCone and that Levi.son would inform DNRO McMillan and Edwin Land 

· ofthe ltek decision as soon as possible. 113 Levison called Col. Paul E. Worthman, Chief 
of Plans on the NRO Staff, and made "the following remartcable announcement: 'For 
a multitude of reasons, ltck has come to a corporate decision that it cannot accept the 
follow-on to FULCRUM, even if it is offered. •• The decision was not his, but was that 
of the company and he5taled •that there were no conditions which would change this 
attitude. •114 Levison asked Worthman for advice on how to handle this obviously 
awkward situation. Worthman urged ltek to advise McCone (or whoever was acting 
in ·his stead) with utmost dispatch, particularly as the Land Panel was in the proce55 
of issuing highly influential recommendations on the future of FULCRUM. Shortly 
thereafter, Levison called Worthman again to report that lindsey, unable to reach 
McCone, had advised John Bross, a senior member of the DCI staff, of ltek's 
decision.115 Levison aslced Worthman to arrange a meeting with Land and McMillan; 
Worthman contacted McMillan and urged him to call Levison. 

Consequently, late that afternoon, Levison and Wolfe met with Land and 
. McMillan at the Polaroid Corporation in Cambridge (where the panel was meeting in 

executive session). When Land and McMillan C:arne out of the conference room to 
speak with Levison, they were joined by Wheelon, who had been sitting with the 
panei.(Wheelon'spresencecausedlevisontoapproachthediscussionmoreformally 
than he had intended; Levison, a long-time acquaintance of land, had hoped to keep 
his words informal and off the record.) Levison announced the ltek decision;11

' he 
added that although Lindsey had not been able to reach McCone (reaching Bross 
instead) Lindsey and Philbrick were on their way to Washington, hoping to see 
McCone that evening.117 1n a subsequent discussion with McMillan, the ltek represen
tatives said they believed that "they could not maintain 'technical inlcgrily' if they 
undertook a development project for FULCRUM with as little technical control over 
the proJect as they had been allowed during their work up to this lime. ltek Celt that 
the rotating optical bar technique to be used in FULCRUM could not be justifeed 
unless there was a firm requirement for scan angles of 120 degrees or more:11• To 
cQmplicate the matter, ONRO McMillan, in a 25 February 1965 memorandum119 for 
Vance, advised him of an earlier meeting with Levison. At that time, McMillan had 
expected to recommend to Vance and Defense Secretary McNamara the develop. 
ment of a general search camera system other than those being studied by ltek (either 
for CIA or the Air Force). He felt that the ltek staff should be aware of his views so that 
it might have an opportunity to present ltek's side of the matter. 
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Whether or not the DNRO's views had an effect on ltek's conclusion to 
withdraw from FULCRUM cannot be determined. There exist, however, some 
interesting, but erroneous, views of McMillan's role in the events of late February 
1965. CIA records of that period contain the statement "A year later, it was learned 
by CIA that the day before the briefing of the Land Panel in February 1965, the DNRO 
(McMillan) had given a development contract to Eastman Kodak for the follow-on 
search satellite system, '"120 that is, a program go-ahead. lhe only thing that did happen 
in the Program A (SAFSP) efforts on a new search system was the May 1965 transfer 
of the S-2 effort from the applied researcWadvanced technology category under 
SAFSP-6 to project status under - 121 McMillan had authorized planning for 
5-2 as a system, but had limited all work to a study level "pending an official system 
so-ahead." Clearly, McMillan would need the NRO ExCom'' approval for a new 
system start and. since the DCI was a member of ExCom, it is difficult to understand 
how the CIA came to believe that McMillan had authorized a system go-ahead 
without McCone's knowledge. The record indicates that McCone was 100 deeply 
involved in NRO matters and too suppOrtive of Wheelon's FULCRUM efforts to be 
unaware of, or to countenance, an independent step by McMillan. Furthermore, in 
September 1965, not only was Eastman· Kodak not developing the S-2 camera 
payload, but also its study effort in 5-2 had been sharply curtailed and it had been 
directed "to submit a plan for the early termination of all S-2 activity at Eastman Kodak 
andcOntinuanceoftheEastmanKodakdesignatltek."1lZAIIKodakworkonS-2ended 
by early 1966. ID 

Pertdn-Eimer JoiM the FULCRUM First Team 

While the situation was complex (and the reasons for ltck's action cquaUy so), 
the net effect of these incidents was a slowdown in the pace of FULCRUM. The CIA 
had hoped and expected that the Land Panel findings would be the basis for early 
approval of FULCRUM by the Ex(:om. In order to preseJ'Ve FULCRUM sensor work 
and the momentum of the project, the CIA quickly arranged to transier ltek's work to 
the Perkin-Elmer Company of Norwalk, Connectkut; Perkin-Elmer had been under 
CIA contract, as a backup to ltek, since June 1964.114 h had not been supported at the 
same level as ltek and, therefore, had to make up for much lost time. John McMahon 
recalls that when the NRO had previously given additional to 
augment the FULCRUM effort, he had allocated to 
Perkin-Elmer. m 

The CIA action to strengthen Perkin-Elmer activity was initiated at two high
level management meetings. At the first, Maxey and Dirks met with Robert Sorenson, 
vice president and general manager of the l;lectro-Optical Division, and Dr. Kenneth 
Macleish, vice president and director of engineering, Electro-Optical Division. Dirks 
asked if Perkin-Elmer could step up its effort on the FULCRUM program and assign 
Milt Rosenau as the program manager. Sorenson replied, •ves and yes
unequivocally." The CIA representatives did not explain why there was a change of 
direction, only that it was a matter of great urxency. •a Shortly thereafter Wheelon met 
with Che.ter Nimitz, Perkin-Elmer President and Chief Executive Officer/and asked 
if Perkin-Elmer could take over the program started by ltek. Nimitz agreed to accept 
the challenge.127 
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Perkin·Eiml•r FULCRUM Camera Optics 

The Land Panel Recommendations 
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With regard to FULCRUM, ~ panel concluded that very significant progress 
. had been made on key technical problems which had been identified in the panel's · 

June 1964 evaluation. The mechanical aspects ol rapid film transport appeared 10 be 
under control and a simpler film path had been conceived. While the dynamic 
problems of an earlier confisuration had been circunwented in the present design, the 
issue of rotational stability affected by the lOading and unlOading of very lafle film 
spools, particularly with respect to reliable control of the spool's dynamic balance 
throushout a mission, remained an open concern. A majority of the panel concluded 
that unless the 120-degree scan angle was an absolute requiremenl, a revolutionary 

· development was not mandatory and an ewlutionary approach at lower risk was 
preferable. Finally, it concluded that the S-2 systems were reasonably conventional 
in concept, representing .,a relatively short evolutionary approach from present 
practice."129 

Land, in an individual statement, held that •although this system (FULCRUM) 
maynotbeoptimum,thegoodprogresstodateandthemorethoroushsystemanalysis 
which has been done in this system, compared with others, iustify at least lenlative 

· authorization for full-scale dewlopment. It should be remembered that any ol these 
systems, at anywhere neartheclaimedcost, will actually save money over the present 
operations, in addition to contributing greatly 10 the national security.·•• The run 
panel report concluded that: "The investiption undertaken in FULCRUM was 
valuable, informative, and stimulating, even though it does not seem prudent to push 
FULCRUM as a whole to conclusion. Far from regarding FULCRUM as something that 
should not have been undertaken, we feel it. is exactly the kind ol investigation that 

. will be repeatedly needed and that its scope is probably the necessary one for 
evaluation of any worthwhile fresh approach. •n1 It was clear that the panel's report. 
despite Land's position, did not support early approval of a development go-ahead 
for FULCRUM. 

Shortly after the issuance of the Land report. Mc:Cone resigned as OCI, retuming 
to. the industrial seciOr; he was replaced by Vice Adm. William F. Raborn, (USN-Ret), 
who had managed the Navy's highly successful Fleet Ballistic Missile Program. 

· ·McCone's deputy, General Carter, became director of the NSA and was replaced as 
DOCI by Richard M. Helms. Because ol his fresh viewpoint and long background as 
a military officer, Raborn tended to work more harmoniously with the DoD elemenls 
of the NRO thao did Mc:Cone-who as OCI stmnsiY supported the CIA in NRO 
matters. 

Fierce Competition on an Uneven Playins Field 

The lukewarm Land Panel Report and McCone's departure did not make 
Wheelan's rol.e any easier. But despite these losses, he continued to press the CIA's 
case for an enhanced role in satellite reconnaissance research and development. In 
a memorardlm to DDCI Carter, dated 26 February 1965, he requested organiza
tional authority and personnel allotment for-establishing a full-scale satellite devel-
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With regard to CORONA •ownership,• Bissell had expressed himself typically 
to Air Force Maj. Gen. Jacob Smart, saying that it was his hope '"that the CIA's role in 
this particular activity and othen; of a similar nalure could be progiessively reduced 
and eventually limited to receipt of the operational produa, as one~ the custom
ers. "131 ln summary, Bissell viewed CORONA throuah the eyes of an experienced 
intelligence professional: CORONA research and development was simply a weary
ing, complicated nuisance which had to be tolerated and patiendy endured for one 
purpose only: to acquire photographs of denied areas. 

In contrast, Bissell's ('"in-part") successors, Scoville and Wheelan, looked on 
satellite reconnaissance systems with the eyes and enthusiasms of professional 
engineers who could scarcely conceal their desire lo •get into the business. • Of the 
two,onlyWheelonhadtheenergy,imagination,andsheer bravadotodemandahuse 
piece of technological action; it was a brilliant set of Wheelon maneuvers lhat 
established the CIA as the nation's newest Space dairnant. 

Again, Wheelan's timing could not have been better. The NRO adminisb'ation 
was becoming increasingly and unnecessarily vulnerable within its own OSD 
household. Much of this situation was fallout from a change of directors. Charyk had 
come. to the NRO leadership post richly endowed with previous experience in two 
high-level Air Force positions; he knew how to '"work" the Pentaaon and Washington 
scene. He knew, for example, that one does not burden bclsses with problems; at most, 
he might mention an issue-particularly if he suspected it could rise to the Secretary 
of Defense level from outside sources-but he would accompany the hint with 
assurances that he could and would handle the matter. He invariably carried oul those 
promises, working quietly, deftly, and behind the scenes to achieve his purpose. 

DNRO McMillan came to the OSD •cold.'" His Bell laboratories experience 
save him very little preparation for the W~ington arena; he regularly found himself 
in awkward, lonely situations; he often carried problems, rather than solutions, to the 
Secretary of Defense; essentially he !Ought higher-level resolutions to problems he 
c:Ould not solve. 

DCI Dulles would never have tolerated space system research and development 
as a CIA functional goal; it had been his opinion that even the limited participation 
Bissell provided to the U-2 and CORONA programs was, in the long run, not in the 
best interests of an intelligence organization, Dulles, in particular, did notlikethehigh 
visibility which program~ like CORONA and the U-2 gave to the OA budget process. 
DCI McCone's preferences, however, based on broad experience in industrial and 
governmental circles, were quite the opposile. One of his most telling strategies was 
to humiliate McMillian bv refusing to discuss reconnaissance satellite matters with 
anyone except Vance or McNamara (usually the fonner) and placing his argument in 
contexts which explicidy discredited the DNRO. It was the sort of uneven situation 
in which McCone traditionally gloried. Even Presidential Science Adviser 
George Kistiakowsky had experienced it in his work with McCone when McCone was 
AEC chairman and had summed up his encounters with the observation, '"I wonder 
when the next knife will be stuck."u• 
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The Vietnam War was an additional faaorwhich, indirectly, overshadowed the 
NRO. McNamara was personally absorbed, lull-time, in demonstrating his belief that 
warfare could be fine-tuned in scope and violence and, indeed, •run• on a dav-to
day ·basis directly frorri the Pentagon. The extent of his involvement in the war was 
close to total; one could observe bombingtarget selections being made daily on the 
third floor of the Pentagon. 

Abr.ent the availability of strong support from his invnediate supervisor, to 
whom oould a newly-appointed DNRO tum fO.. strength and counsell McMillan did 
not have the advantase of Charyk's carefully nurtured links to the State Department 
and to the White House. The Secretary of the Air fofce.......McMIIan's "public
supervisor-would be naturally reluctant to share the DNRO's problems, because the 
NRO belonsed, in actuality, to the Secretary of Defense. And the (military) Air Staff, 
st.lll smarting from the loss of the satellite reconnaissance function, would be hoping, 
if anything, that the ONRO would falter and the organization itself collapse, perhaps 
reverting to whence it came. As for the.Oefense Intelligence Agency (OIA)-the DoD 
counterpart to the CIA-that organization had just been created. amid intense gunfire 
from the Army, Navy, and Air Force, and would need more time and experience to 
become much of a voice within the "Community." In fact, in the entire DoD, there 
was only one person who showed daily interest in a troubled NRO, and that was 
Dr. Eugene Fubini, the DDR&E-a generalist in hyperenthusiasm-whose -tlelp" 
frequently augmented, rather than solved, NRO problems. 

Understandably, but ~radoxically, as good overflight photo-product began to 
arrl\le in Washington on a fairly regular basis, many high-level officials no longer felt 

·a need to extend personal support to the prosram. To the •customer,• whether a 
President or a lieutenant, progress in overhead reconnaissance was mleded in 
"take, • and, from that point of view, the NRO appeared to be doing well and would 
be assumed capable of proceeding (organizationally) on its own. 

Gradually, but inexorably, McMillan sensect that he was standing alone. This 
feeling was further assravated by the location of SAFSP, his en(lineering base, so 
inconveniently distant in los Angeles. Originally. SAFSP had been sited in 
los Angeles in order to be near the SSD, the aerospace contractors, and, especially
or reasons political and practical-the Aerospace Corporation (the Air Force's 
successor to the STL as a "captive"' engineering organization). Only later did it become 
clear that, from the point of view of "protecting the franchise"' and building strong 
"futures," SAFSP should have been placed in Washington as dose to the ONRO as 
possible. 

The DNRO and his staff were further isolated and handicapped by their own 
security system. The idea of hiding the NRO within the halls of the Air fCMCe resulted 
in confusion for both foe and friend. McCone's constant, deliberate usage of "Air 
Force" as replacement for "NRO" was clever semantic denigration and soon.became 
commonplace in the CIA. The Agency's James Cunningham spoke of lhe power of 
names in a staff s1udy in which he ruminated on positiw means for improving CIA
NRO relationships; he proposed, as a key recommendation, the desirability of 

. locatingtheNROoutsidethePentagon'sAirforceareainabuUdingofitJown.us The 
DNRO would have been in a much stronger political position had he sought even 
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temporary shelter with some other orpnization-like the National Security "seney
rather than "hiding" behind an •under Secretary of the Air For~· door-plate. 

During these turbulent formative years, the NRO Staff suffered chronically from 
a conviction that eventually a new ONRO, or the Secretary ol Defense, or the DIA, 
or bright young staffers from the Bureau of Budget (or Congress), or any combination 
of the above, would have enougn insight and "clout' to prolest CIA ambitions to 
duplicate existing satellite research and development efforts and to cry "Halt!" In this 
regard, the staff was not only overly Q~Ximistic, it was also badly informed. It did not 
know, ror example, Of the long-time mandate to the CIA (from Presidential Science 
Adviser and PFIAB O.airman Killian and the Land Panel) to set up a strong in-house 
scientific and technological capability-a mandate which Dulles and Bissell had 
discreetly ignored, but which was now being accepted enthuslasllcally by McCone 
Wheelon. Finally, the DNRO and the NRO Staff placed too much credence in the 
power of the NROcharter; they revered it and believed that a simple re-write would 
clarify matters and eventually allot the total reconnaissance satellite franchise to 
Program A. 

Curiously, the strong concerns of the ONRO and his staff were of very limited 
interest to (SAFSP) Program A, which referred to them, naively, as "political matters," 
not understanding that Program A itself existed as a '"political matter• in a political 
world. The Program A organization believed it should concem itself solely with. 
operations; its losocould well have been two stars in an Operations Center, watching 
for the first sign of a newly launched bird on •rev one." Indeed, Program A saw its sole 
role to beoperational"birdlng;"' politics was the business of Its Washington "branch." 
Operating CORONA and GAMBIT was exciting and absorbing; such work was "the 
now;" devotion to •the now" contrasted with Program A's very casual attitude toward 
•futures." Even some years later, a Program A Director exhorted his group to bear in 
mind that "Our job is operations-not advocating new systems." Accordingly, the 
Program A technical plaming staff was abnormally small and under very little 
pressure to deliver follow-()n proposals. In general, Program A's approach to "futures" 
followed the conservative path of step-by- step improvement of wrrently operating 
systems, which essentially meant improving CORONA and GAMBIT. By contrast. the 
CIA's Program B was inclined toward radical or revolutionarycha~aginative 
creations which intrigued land, whose instinctive bias in fa\101' of innovation was 
reflected in the patents he held, and who had a very strong voice In endorsing 
•futures." 

Wheelan understood the overhead reconnaissance •territory" in detail and 
entirety, drawing upon his extensive experience with intelligence requirements, 
operations. interpretation, and application. He reviewed existing NRO •franchises,• 
searching for reiiSOOable entry points for an enlarged Program B, some route which 
would enable his prosram to compete with, and expeditiously surpass, Program A in 
operational sophiStication. He sensed a rare opportunity provided by the NRO's 
weakness on "futures" and decided that his main chance lay In engineering radical 
payloads which would make existing Program A equipment obsolete. One such 
payload might achieve, simultaneously, an improved search and surveillance capa
bility. If one could build that "dream" payload, booster, and spacecraft, •ownership" 
might come later. 
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The DNRO and his Staff underestimated the Pmgram 8 "th~t" to the existing 
NRO. There was no effort to predict or "'war-game" Wheelan's possible courses of 
action, to link the ONRO (privately) to the Land Panel, to counter with a super-panel 
of one's own, lo woo the Pre5ident's science adviser, or, at the very least;, to develq, 
an entente with Wheelon. The outcome of lhis negligence was ironic: unable to 
control Wheelan's far- reaching •studies, • the ONRO soon found himself actually 

·funding them from the NRO budget-in effect, subsidizing work which would 
eventually move the CIA from •Space Claiman~ to "Space Inheritor." 

In-house, Wheelon used a scholarly draft "think piece"' to justify an expanded 
CIA role in satellite reconnaissance. He outlined the history of the NRO and, based 
upon the extant situation, described various approaches to pemmental manage
ment of the program, easily making a convincing case for a major CIA role. (His paper 
contained some convenienl errors of fact, for example, crediting lhe CIA with 
developing and procuring the spacecraft for CORONA.) His concluding paragraph 
staked his claim:" All things considered, it is the i~ d satellite reconnaissance that 
has been central to the NRO problem thus far. Only a small portion of this activity
the payload-is at stake, although it is a large stake because it represents the total 
intelligence consideration. Several solutions are possible. It is hoped that the CIA 
proposal of orderly development and procurement assignment provides the most 
flexible solution for a rapidly changing field. If this is not practical, the assignment of 

· all reconnaissance payloads to CIA is the only way to preserve a balance in this 
situation and ensure a continuing dedication of these satellite collection systems to 
national intelligence needs."',. 

In July 1965, hk:Millan sent a status report to Vance and Raborn "on NRO 
activities toward meeting satellite search and surveiHance requirements in the 1967 
and subsequent time period. "137 He expressed the' view that in-house NRO studies 
and analyses, coupled with technology development and parametric analysis by the 
competing contractors, "had prog~ to a point that permitted decisions to be 
made with high confidence about the overall system configuration"' and .,that the 

. NRO was now in a position to proceed with an orderly program toward a first launch 
of a new system in the last quarter of FY&7."'lll 
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Section 8 

A New Space Inheritor: The CIA 

On 19 July 1965. not long after he became the DCI, Adm. Raborn proposed a . 
new agreement between the DoD and CIA '"to tpvern our relations with the NRO,"' 
forwarding a draft for Vance's consideration. He oudined basic principles to be 
applied to the agreement: 

1. The necessity for the existence of an Executive Com
mittee'" consisting of the Deputy Secretary d Defense 
and the OCt to provide policy guidance and ~ision 
and to allocate responsibilities under tie prosram as a 
whole. (Adopting a recommendation by Mr. McNamara, 
Admiral Raborn proposed that the President's Special 
Assistant for Science and Technology join such a convnit
tee when research and development matters were 
discussed.) 

2. The DCI, in order to be responsive to USIB Jequirements, 
should maintain the responsibility of providing specific 
program guidance to ensure oplimum exploitation of 
satellite reconnalssan~ missions for intelligence pur
poses. (Admiral Rabom suaested that the function and 
basic personnel incorporated In the NRO Satellite Opera
tions Cenler be retumed to and renamed the Satelli.te 
Reconnaissance Programming OfflceJ 

3. The potentialities of all aaencies of the Gowmment for the 
desisn and invention of new concepts and techniques for 
the acquisition of lnlelligence through overhead ~econ
naissance should be encourasecf and exploited to the 
maximum. 

4. The engineering development, testhl& and production ol 
new systems is normally the responsibility of conlractins 
firms responsible for the design of these systems. Supervi
sion of these contractors should losically be unde~ken 
by the agency with the best facilities and established 
competence and experience in dealins with these con
tractors. 

s. To a large extent, prosrams of the NRP are financed with 
confidential funds expended under the authority of the 
OCI and Public Law 110. Suitable provision should be 
made to safeguard the DCI's obliption for ensurins 

. appropriate control and accounting for such funds. ..... 
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On 13 Augu..o;t 1965, Vance and Raborn signed an" Asreement for Reorpniza
tion d the National Reconnaissance Program."141 It incorpotated Raborn's principles 
In the main, but did make some basic changes which had serious consequences for 
the CIA's hoped-for role as system manager of the new search system. The last brief 
paragraph of tilt! agreement stated: · 

f.lnitW Alocadon of Propam lelponllti1ida 

1. Responsibility for existing Pf'ORI'ams of the NRP shall be 
allocated as indicated in Annex A attached hereto."142 

Annex A is interesting in that it deals only with •amsnments for the deYelop
ment of new optical-sensor subsystems"143 and, relative to the new search system, 
states, in part~ that •following the selection of a concept, and a contractor, for full
scale development . . . the CIA will develop the optical-sensor subsystem for that 
system."144 

Allocation of responsibility for the remainder of the system is dealt with in 
subparagraph 1 d under paragraph D of the Agreement which concerns, intetesti,.Jy 
enough, the role of the NRP Executive Committee. Specifically, it states that "The 
engineering development of all other subsystems, including spacecraft, reentry 
vehicles, boosters and booster interface, shall in general be assigned to an Air force 
component, recognizin& however, that sensors, spacecraft, and reentry vehicles are 
integral components of a system, the development of which must proceed on a fully 
coordinated basis, with a view to ensuring optimum system development in support 
of intellisence requirements for overhead reconnaissance. "145 

Both "'sides" hoped that this carefully-crafted agreesneut would provide the 
incominsDNROwithlevcrasetoresolvethebitter,divisivedebatebetweentheNRO 
and the CIA over roles and responsibilities for the new general search system. 

The FULCRUM system concept had not ~ived an essential clear-cut endorse
ment from the Reconnaissance Panel of the Presidenrs Science Advisory Commit
tee.' ... The Panel's 30 July 1965 report '"reviewed the Perkin-Elmer, Eastman Kodak, 
and ltek work on high-resolution search systems" and unanimously concluded as 
follows: 

• There is no technical basis for selecting for development at this time one system 
over any other, nor does the Panel see an urpncy for making a selection now 
rather than, say, six months from now .. 

• Each system has intrinsic merits which are attractive, but, at the same time, each 
exhibits certain problem areas of concern to the Panel. 

• The efforts of all three contractors should be continued in order to better define 
the advantages and disadvantases of each system. 
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The Panel strongly recommended that •an three mnlractors be funded for an 
additional three mooths and that their efforts be focUsed on further definition of the 
unique and special featwes of systems design and on such analyses, tests, and 
demonsbations which would further substantiate performance claims. ••47 It seemed 
that impetus toward development of a new search system had fallen off; however, the 
new DNRO ultimately pressed the subject to a conclusion. 

At the time ol his 30 September 1965 departure, t«Millan furnished a report to 
Defense Secretary McNamara on the status of the NRO and NRP. His comments on 
the 13 August 1965 Agreement for reorganization of the NRO are ol interest. 
McMillan stated that the new Agreement went less far in actuallydefininsthestructure 
of the NRO than the old 13 March 1963 Agreement. He considered the Agreement 
less explicit in stating the authorities of the DNRO and too circumscribed in those it 
did define. While the new Agreement had evidently been intended to palliate some 
old frictions, McMillan believed It had weakened the NROconsklerably, introducing 
sources d additional friction. He described three specific weaknesses: 

• The Agreement was ambiguous in defining the authority ol the ExCom . 

. • It almost completely omitted reference to responsibilities of the DNRO in 
connection with reconnaissance operations. 

• -It imposed no obligation upon the CIA, or anyone other than the Secretary of 
Defense, to provide a focus of responsibility for actions undertaken in the NRP. 

In general, McMillan considered the Agreement to have a •tr"Ucial characterf 
it scarcely touched on the substance of the NRP, but rather set up procedures for 
negotlatina the kinds of dispute that had marked the recent past Its emphasis upon 
procedure, its severe dichotomY between the CIA and DoD, its detailed specifics for 
aiiOcatins responsibilities for research and development, and its t.lilureto provide any 
basis for an operating organization simply opened the way to further extensive 
negotiation on all the important substantive problems still facins the DNR0.'41 

(Although the ~t might well have contained the weaknesses cited by 
McMillan, it is a fact that, subsequent to its acceptance, working relations between 
the DoD and CIA appeared lo improve.) 

. On the same day Flax became ONRO, he received a letter from DDCI 
Richard Helms who "reported the consolidation of all CIA elements supportlnB the 
NRO into an orgarnzation headed by a Director of CIA Reconnaissance, Huntington 
Sheldon, who would report to OOS&T Wheelon.'"'4 ' (Sheldon was a senior, experi
enced, and very capable career Agency employee who had the the full confidence of 
the DCI and DDCI.) The letter also stated that "all CIA satellite activities ... would 
be placed in an Office of Special Projects under Mr. John Crowley.• Crowley had 
replaced Jack Maxey who •felt that CIA's role in the satellite Pf'OBI'am had been so 
circumscribedbythetermsoftheagreementthathecouldnotcontinuetoworkwithin 

· such constraints. ""50 0n 6 October, Flax responded in a positive manner to Helm's 
letter. Clearly, the new Agreement would improVe the operation of the NRP if the 
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individuals inwlved were so motivated. John Crowley was intent on developing a 
cooperative relationship between CIA and the Do0.'5'This objecti~ was further 
enhanced by the fact that Crowley and Flax got along well.152 

1'1le Tec:hnkal Task Croup and the Project Manap1nent Talk Greup 

The first NRP Executive Committee meeting under the new Agreement was held 
on 6 October 196.5. The ExCom was given a brief review d lhe three cameras under 
study for the improved satellite photographic system, together with their contract 
status. Flax described his plan to establish a Technical Task Group, to be composed 
of representatives of the CIA and SAFSP, under chairmanship of the NRO, which was 
tu prepare a statement of system operational requirements, to recommend the 
selection of a system configuration, to formulate plans for contractor selection, and 
to recommend a program plan (including schedule). Flax Indicated that he also 
planned to establish another task group to define project manasement slructure. The 
ExCom concurred in these actions.m 

On 15 October, a Project Management Task Group, chaired by 
Brig. Gen. James T. Stewart (now Director, NRO Staff) and consisting of 
John McMahon, CIA, and Col. Paul Heran, SAFSP, was established by ONRO Action 
Memorandum No. 1 for"the development d a project management plan, assigning 
responsibilities and authorities and defining management channels for the new 
photographic search and surveilla.nce system. "154 This task group was to recommend 
alternative project management arrangements and, subsequent 10 DNRO guidance 
on results of the first task, prepare a suitable final project management directlve.155 

A second, related group, the Technical Task Group, was set up bv DNRO Action 
Memorandum No. 2, also dated 1 S October, which "'directed the conduct of those 
reviews and evaluations essential to a decision to proceed with the ~lopment of 
a new ~raphir. satellite search and surveillance syslem ... ,,. This group was 
chaired by Col. David L. Carter of the NRC staff with Leslie Dirks, CIA, and Navy 
Capt. Frank Gorman, SAFSP, as members. The charter was explicit: 

• Based upon applicable USIB requirements, prepare a statement of system 
operational requirements for a new satellite photographic search and surveil
lance system and define the essential technical and Operational criteria which 
must be met by the system. 

• Recommend a basic system configuration. 

• Recommend the criteria to be used for subsystem design and source selection. 

• Formulate a preliminary master project plan (including schedules). 

• Prepare neces~ry project directives."' ~7 
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HELMS GORMAN 

The Report of the Project M~nagement Task Group 

rtw I'm jed i\\<l!l.l!.wnwnt T.t~k Group. in its rt~r)(>rl to DNRO fl." on 2n Octnlwr 
.Jl)(,'), lOil~idt•red v.mou~ iorms oi progr;un m,lnaw•mt•nt ior the .Kqui~ition oi the 
~Pilt!t<tl ~·.urh .1nd !lurvPillann· w,;;tenl. "Tiw 1.1sk ~roup rt><:omnwnded that cith<>r a 
~ingt.~ prujell din·t:lor ile a~sign£'ci irom either SAFSP or CIA. or ~h.lt co-projl:'ct 
dif('(:tor, hP ,w .. igrlt'd to c.un oultlw rf'o;pon-;ihilities. oi their respe<·ti\'t> ilg(•ncies.~"•" 
Thi~ c>quivurJI appro.Kh w,\s ~ent hv Flax to Huntin~.th.m Sheldon ell CIA, 
(icn. M.trt in ,11 SAl Sl'. ,m<l Sl(•w,lrt fon:omml~nt. The T a~k Group Rt•t><lrt. a~ sue h, ha~ 
not .;ur\i\'ed; hoWP\;('f, COOlment~ l'CI!lC«.>rning it olrf' .;ufiiliently cl(>fCliled to clJIOW a 

good undt•rst.lnding of the is~ue~ involvt.'d in thi~ import.lnt ,Kiion. Thrt't> !>t'b ui 
t. urnrnent~ wert• wturrl<.'d to the DNRO on 4 l'.:ovember I 963. 

Key CIA comnll'nts: 

• Tht>re t•xist two ·wb ni rhoiet's: 

h. how the Air rotT(> .llld CIA would ( nllaborat~· in (1X£'fllling ,l<,<,j~nt>ri 

re-;tmn-.ibiliht·~ for the program. 
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• If it were decided that a single project director would rNnage the new project, 
then a decision would emerge: namely, whether the CIA or the Air Force should 
have primary responsibility. 

• The most important factor to be considered in carrying out programs under the 
"'new• NRP is the desire of both the DoD and CIA to ensure that the full and 
creative participation ol each organization Is totally exercised. 

• CIA agrees(wirhthe report) that it is undesirable to have the new system managed 
within the NRO Staff. CIA also concurs with the rejection of an integrated system 
project director, which narrows the choice to a single system project director or 
a split responsibility, a Ia CORONA. CIA believes there was sufficient analolv 
between CORONA and the new system to sugest that the new system could be 
manasad successfully on a joint basis. Defined roles and responsibilities, which 
heretofore had been lacking in CORONA, would materialy add to success in 
the new search and surveillance system. 

• CIA argues that If a single organization were chosen to have primary responsi
bility for the overall management of the new system, the case for assigni"8 that 
responsibility to CIA is compelling. The history oftheCIA study program, dating 
back to February 1964, supports this argument. 

CIA added its comments on three specific items concerning the assignment of 
responsibilities: 

a. System engineering and system integration. CIA considers it essential that 
specific constraints be placed upon the overall system engineers and overall 
system integrating contractor. CIA feels it important to delimit clearly the degree 
to which the system engineering and integration activities impinge upon the 
responsibilities assigned to other government agencies. · 

b. Recoveryvehiclemodule.ln lightofitsconsiderableexperiencewlthCORONA, 
OA feels strongly persuaded to endorse a "'unanimous ·recommendation" that 
it be responsible for the sensor module which, accordina to the task aroup, 
includes the recovery vehicle module. CIA agrees that-if the recovery vehicles 
were to be employed in other programs managed primarily by the Air Force
a good case could be made for Air Fon:e procurement on this program. 

c. Orbit control module contractor. CIA does not consider it of critical impOrtance 
to follow the task group recommendation that the orbit control module 
contractor also build the sensor model structure and perform as syslem integra
tion contractor. CIA surmises that when the overall hardware flow is examined 
in detail it might well be more economical and expedient to assign the system 
integration function to the booster contractor."' 
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At lhis juncture there is evidence that the Agency, or at least Wheelan, was more 
concerned over the CIA's overall role in the NRP vis-a-vis the DoD Air Force than over 
~ FULCRUM program, per se_ This is confirmed in a draft memorandum in which 
Wheelon responded to Flax regarding the recommendation d the Manaaement Task 
Group. He stated that .,the most important factor to be considered in implementing 
the new NRO Agreement Is the desire of both signatories to insure a creative and full 
participation of OA in the NRP as a responsible contributor. • He then listed all the 
"Air force•- managed programs, large and small, and pointed out that. as~ 
the CIA had responsibility for only part of CORONA and for the new-
pqram. He concluded by saying, .,in summary, the most important decision which 
you [flax) face is-how to preserve appropriate CIA participation in the satellite 
por1ion of the NRP.•'iO This view was consistent with pressures placed upon the 
Agency by land and other senior advisors for improving its scientific and technologi
cal capability In Intelligence collection and evaluation. 

key .......... A (SAFSP) eon.nents 

In consideration of management arrangements for any NRP project, the overall 
objective should be the strongest, most effective manaaement structure possible. In 
light of the national importance of the projects, Gen. Martin did not believe that any 
avoidable degradation of this objective could be accepted responsibly or that the 
basis of any assignment could be one of maximum utilization of.resources, equitable 
distribution of projects or tasks, or the preservation of separate cqanizational identity 
andlor prerogatives of the participating agencies. 

• Overall project responsibility and corresponding authority, includins responsi
bility and authority for overall system engineerins and system integration, must 
be delegated to a single person who is organizationally and seographically 
located and appropriately chartered with respect to the resources involved, such 
that he can effectively control those resources, as necessary, to carry out his 
responsibility. 

• No management responsibility or authority should be retained by the parent 
agency, as such (for example, the Air Force has no management responsibility 
or authority over NRO projects assigned to SAFSP); 

·•.The person having overall responsibility-and any persons he designates-must 
have unrestricted access to all contractors and facilities participating in the 
project and all information concerning all aspects of the project He must have 
authority to determine need-to-know-for these personnel-for any informci
tion concerning the project and authority to grant any clearances necessary to 
personnel he determines to meet published clearability requirements. 

• For projects where divided management is directed, the person having the 
· · overall responsibility must be delegated corresponding authority over all 

participants in both agencies, established by directives in each agency and sent 
to all persons concerned. 
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Martin opined that the range of the task poup's excursion into manaaement 
approaches (some of which were excluded by the NRP Aweemenl) and inconsisten
cies between the task group's stated conclusions and supporting rationale were such 
as to render the task group recommendations, per se, of questionable value.,.. 

ley NIO Staff Colnmenb 

The position of the NRO Staff was that: 

• The Agreement reflected an obvious desire to maintain 01pnizational identity 
and responsibility. The casual discarding of the fully integrated SPO solution 
was deplorable and distressing. The fully integrated SPO approach to manage
ment was the only valid solution for a complex system development; all 
alternatives proposed were, in effect, committee-management proposals, full of 
inherent weaknesses. 

• There must be a single, authoritative, responsive system project director. 

• There should be established a fully integrated SPO (which collocated aU OA
OoO engineering, procurement, and security people in one office, and empow
ered those people to speak authoritatively for their •sponsors•). -

• Although, overwhelminsly, the manqementcapabilltytodo the job was already 
within SAFSP, total system assignment to CIA would be vastly more effective 
than the "idealistic but impradical soda I venture" proposed in the tuk group 
report.162 

ley NIO Staff Director Comments 

Gen. Stewart found It necessary to offer his own comments: 

• While he strongly desired the fully intearated SPO approach, he recommended 
apinst its selection, in view of the apparent intent and specifics of the NRP 
Agreement. 

• He recommended selection of the so-called segrepted SPO approach, with 
overall system responsibility and the Svstem Program Director, assigned to 
WSP. 

• It was his view that SAFSP was the only logical choice for overall system 
responsibility and for providing the SPO. 

• He had no firm convictions on the matter of collocation; there wa5 no question 
about the necessity for collocating a•Jine" Deputy SPD.163 

• The CIA office of special projects (OSP) should be charged with deYelopins the 
sensor module. This would enhance the Government's ability to hold the 
camera contractor responsible for key fadors associated with proper camera 
functiOning. 
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• He recommended against inclusion of the camera subsystem and a combined 
· serrsor/RV module in the sensor-source selection. 

• It was his recommendation that the OCV contractor also build the se~ule 
shell and RV module and be the system integrator. 

• He believed an early selection of the system engineer(regardless of management 
approach> was vital to the work of the three source selection task groups.164 

After all comments had been made, it was clear that the Project Manasement 
Task Force had not yet provided the DNRO with a simple, effective management 
approach to the new system, panlcularly considering the policies implicit in the 
August 1965 NRP Agreement. 

Despite agreement, within Colonel Carter's Technical Task Force, between CIA 
and SAFSP on the idea of a sensor module which included the reentry vehide, the 
DNRO was not persuaded, and he ultimately rejected the modular approach in favor 
of an integrated approach.'" Faced with the lack of consensus on the "'right"·way to 
do the project, Flax h~ to devise his own plan for the management and technical 
approach. This complicated chore came at a particularly busy time for Flax. Unlike 
his predecessors, he was not directing the NRO as Under ~ry of the Air Force, 
but as Assistant Secretary of the Air force (R&D) and, as such, had his plate mote than 
full of Air Force development programs. One of these demanding a great deal of 
personal attention was the (then-designated) TFX aii'plane, a tactical flshter-bomber 
which Secretary of Defense McNamara had decreed to be common to both the Air 
Force and Navy. On top of this, President johnson's concern that the US Supersonic 
Transport Program be given professional guidance caused him to ask McNamara to 
have someone keep an eye on the program, and, because of Fl1x's past experience 
at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories, McNamara turned to him to satisfy the 
President's concern (even though the Supersonic T r.msport Program was nat a DoD 
or an Air Force proJect).'.. · 

Despite such extraordinarily heavy non-NRO demands upon his time, Flax 
continued to make progress on the new space search and surveillance system. On 
1 April1966, he forwarded to Sheldon, Martin, and Dr. Donald Steininger (of the 
PSAC staff) cq>ies of a plan for~ new system, which he designated HEUX.167 This 
plan had a covering memorandum which requested that: •Jf you are aware of any 
fadols not previously called to my attention which might impact on the attached, 
please so advise me as soon as possible and I will consider possible adjustments. 
Otherwise, I anticipate sending this package to the ExCom in the afternoon of ApriJ 
Sth .• 161 (The final plan, as forwarded to the ExCom, was assembled by Flax, 
personally, and coordinated in draft form with Sheldon and Hornig. 169) 

Dr. Flax's proposed ExCom submission reviewed the activity of the NRO staff, 
the CIA, and SAFSP in carefully evaluating all aspects of the proposed new system. 
Specifically, it discussed one of the more difficult problems- to devise a technique 
which would permit the equitable competition of three"" proposed cameras (de
signed against varied technical and operational requirements), all of which were at 
different stages of analysis, creation, and demonstration. He also described the 
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gent>ral svstemnmiiguration to which NRPpMtkipants hadagr£'ed,md which lww.J!> 
ren•mmt>nriin~ ior adoption. 

F i.1x recommk'ndt..'<l cl m.ln.•,Aemenl approach that would m.lkf' lht.> CIA OSP 
rf'!>pon~ible ior the entire st>n~or ~ubsy~tern .mel St\FSP respon!>ible ior the renldinin~ 
~vslcm el~?menls. The Director, SAFSP, woulclix- dcs;~n.liC'd svstt·m prnjet:l dirc'Ctor, 
iSPDl rpsponsihit> ior owr.11: system enAinN>rin~ . .:;vst£'m ;ntc<griltion. and integrated 
projt>t·t man,igement. fl,lli conducted that this cl>~ignment 01 res.ponsibililie~-
genN.llly in .Kcorcl.lnn· with .J~signmenls de~:ribecl in thE' Aul:(ust 1965 :\:RP 
Agr('ement-would prm·iffi.. eitt-ctive snlt'lll m.magt>mE.>tll. ~, 

In rcwonding to Fl.1x·~ inquir~·. Gc.>n. M.utin hdcl that it W<U importc1nt to 
rnlir>< ,liP lhP program m.1n.lgf'lll('llf IPotm '·reg,urllf's'- oi tht> ..,,)p,··iiic .l~"i~tnmPnl ni 
rt>!>fJC.ln~ibiiilit"> in the spl:t-m.1nagement ,rructurt>. "'-· He iellthar "reAarclle~~ oi otlwr 
det,tib uilht·~plit-nwn.l~t'llll'nl ~l~m turt'.liai~on oiiicerl\,Ue highly unde!'ir,lble.:Jf dllv 

lor,llitm: tn(>y will inlfWdt:> r.l!her than help .Khit-ve tht:> rapport e-ssc-ntic1l to cl 

.;ucn:.ssiul devt:>lopmf'n!. · H(• was c1lso ronct>rned that Nthe ~hedule conlf'ml>lolted in 
the r>.Rk.tge leave!> no ,llterncJiiH~ but to empio~· lener conrr,1rts" i.l!> oppc:)!.t>(l to 
negoli,ltecl deiinili'<e contracts I. He po;ntecl out th.1t, although contr;.c I definitiz,Jtion 
.1iter ~uuru• self:'clion wc>ttld add six month" to thf.' ~chPdule. "sine£> the .. rah:!d 
ft>(!llirtsment i~ no morl• urAt'nl now th.1n it was .1 ~·e.H .lJ.lO. and in vi£'W oi thE> 
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non-technical delay ~I ready accepted during this past year, it is not obvious to us here 
that this relativelysmall additional delay would be unacceptable. • He wasconcemed 
that the proposed role of the SPO in carrying out his overall system enJineerinsf 
technical direction responsibilities had •restrictions which seem most unrealistic and 
unnecessary.• He then presented reasons for suspending -the restrictive language 
concerning the authority of the SPO during an operational mission. • 

In CIA response, Sheldon held that the proposed scheme ol marn~yement and 
organizational responsibilities for HELIX "raises a problem of such masnitude that it 
must be resolved before other aspects of the program can be meaninsfully reviewoed'" 
and specif~e~lly dted concern •over the problem 'of interface between the responsi
bilities assigned to SAFSP (Air Force) and CIA .• 17, Sheldon took direct issue with the 
DNRO when he told Flax" ... with CIA's in-house technical personnel and Its 
relationships with contractors built up over the years, it possesses a capability of 
program management commensurate with that of SAFSP .... I cannot accept your 
statement that SAFSP is the only NRP component of the NRO possesslns the 
personnel, facilities, operational resources, experience, and technical competence to 
be designated SPO for the new general search and surveillance satellite system. •n• 

On 22 April 1966, the DNRO submitted, for ExCom consideration and ap
proval, his complete proposal for the new general search and surveillance sysaem (still 
under the HELIX caveat). The package included: 

• A System Operation~ I Requirement (SOR) document which established techni
cal and operational criteria for the entire system. 

• The sensor subsystem Request for Proposal (RFP) to be issued to hek and Perkin-
Elmer. had eliminated Kodak earlier. Kodak was · the 

• A management plan for the development, Production, and operation of the new 
system. This included the assignment of responsibility to the CIA for the sensor 
subsystem and to SAFSP, as SPD, for overall system enpneerins and system 
intesration, for the satellite basic assembly, the reentry vehicles, and the 
mapping camera. 

• AgroupoffivepapersestablishingtherationaleforkeyportionsoflheSOR,RFP, 
and management plan and explaining requirements, system life considerations, 
recovery vehide considerations, measurement of system effectiveness, and 
system management. 

• A schedule of near-term planned NRO actions . 
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Or. Flax specifically requested ExCom approval ol the system concept, the 
management plan, and the fundamental principles set forth in the SOR and RFP.m 

The day before the EXCom meeting, Flax addressed a separate memo to Deputy 
Defense Secretary Vance, advising him of the reactions he had received to his 
proposed HELIX plan and of issues likely to be raised at the meeting. 

At its 26 April1966 meetin& HELIXJHEXAGON' 7• was the first Item on the 
ExCom agenda. "Vance proposed at the outset tha~ after such discussion as was 
necessary, Adm. Raborn, Dr. Hornig, and he meet in execuliW! session to make the 
required decisions. Adm. Raborn and Dr. Hornig agreec:t.•m Following the 
HEXAGON briefing, Adm. Raborn said that he had only one major recommendation 
to make on the proposed management plan: that the sensor subsystem definition be 
modified to assign CIA responsibility for the structure which enclosed the sensor 
subsystem, as well as responsibility for the development, production, and integration 
of the stellar-index (mapping) camera.'71 

Before the end of the HEXAGON discussion, Sheldon, who was still. in 
attendance, supsted a need for further examination of difficulties which the CIA 
believed might result from the plan: would both the SAFSP and CIA project offices be 
authorized to grant HEXAGON clearances? Would each honor need-to-lcnow deter
minations on the part of the otherl ExCom asked Sheldon and Flax to examine this 
matter."' Following the closed executive session, Vance advised Flax "that the 
Executive Committee had approved his HEXAGON IJI'OIP'ant proposal as submitted 
(without the Raborn -recommended change). "110 

Thus, frnaUy, more than two years after the original FULCRUM planning, formal 
authority was granted to proceed with developing a new smrch and surveillance 
satellite system. The CIA's role had been reduced from total system development to 
responsibility for the main photographic sensor. The compromise on management 
structure made management more complex, perforce, than it would ha\le been under 
a single organization. It was clear that a great deal of work needed to be done bv both 
go~mment managers before the program could become suct:esslul. Flax's compro
mises did not resolve all potential questions on HEXAGON, but they did resolve some 
earlier conflicts. ''Turf battles• had been reduced to the point where the program could 
proceed . 
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Sedion9 

The HEXAGON Dewlopment Propam 

At the same time the DNRO issued his management directive for HEXAGON, 
he also provided the following "Systems Operational Requirements for the New 
Search and Surveillance System:" 

a. To provide •an optimum capability for fulfilling the search and surveillance 
objectives specified for the time-period beginning in 1969 ..•. " 

b. "Systematic search of some 12 million square nm may be required semian
nually.• 

c. "'Periodic surveillance is required of previously known specifiC objective 
· targets at a sround resolution sufficient to deled and analyze chanses in 
· status or capability of a target." · 

d. "Numerically, coverage approachi~g a total of .. specifiC la'BetS may be 
required with coveraees of various numbers required at two months, quar- . 
terly .... " 

e. "During periods of crisis ... coverage of •my selected area ... to prove effective 
· ... must be flexible, i.e. capable of prolonged standby prior to launching, 

rapid response after decision to launch .... In addition, the overall system 
must be designed for minimal time between launching. recovery, and 
delivery of photography to the user. • 

f. " .... ground resolution from perigee altitude 2.7 ft. or better, at nadir. "111 

These requirements were frequently abstracted as "development of a sinsle 
capability for search and surveillance with continuous saereoscopic ground coverage 
equivalent to KH-4 (CORONA) and a resolution equivalent to KH-7 (GAMBJn."tiZ 

Under the management directive, the program was divided, with the CIA 
responsible for developing the Sensor Subsystem and SAFSP responsible for the 
remainder of the system; that is, the satellite basic assembly (SBA), recovery vehicles 
(RVs), 183 Stellar Index Camera (51), 184 and integrating these parts into a complete 
system. This arrangement proved to be extremely complex. When technical or 
ln2n!llcr•ri.:al differences arose between the Sensor Subsystem Prosram Officer CSSPO), 

••••• (CIA) CSPO), and the System Program Off~ (SpO), 
r:'!IAI':lll''l. the only common arbiter was, necessarily, the DNRO. 

Slnceboth-andBuzardwere reluctanttoreferproblernstotheDNRO,Iong 
and intensenegotiations were required to solve problems. 
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USAF Col. frank S. 
BUZARD 

Thf'\.(' m.Hl.J~~enwnt ,lrr.:tngement!' g<lVE' tlw 5-V!>lem progr.un dirt'"<:' lor iOin•t tor. 

St\fSPl rt~~ponsibilit~· lor ovt:rJ!I W'INn engint't'ring iindudin~ m.1SI('f sy~lf'm ~~x~d
ii• ,ltion•l ,lfld in1t•gr.11ion. prt"pM.llion of tht• ~~stem ior J,umd1in~. the ,Ktu.ll 
I.1Wl1 hing. on-orbit OfH'r.Jtion<., ,1nd n•cm'N~· .Ktivitie". Th.:>u,• Wl'l"l'. 01 l·ourw. 

re~rr.1inh on ttw ~COiJt' oi Ill€' ~PO authorif\· in cert.1in ,uf'a!>. For P\..llllplc•. the <.Wt>r.lll · 
~y ... ll·m t>ngineNm~ .md inh-gr.tlion rc~ponsihilitie~ oi the SPO would im ludt' all 
i nfl:ri.Kt>~ \\ irh tlw ~P'l'nr !>Ubsn>t(•m. hut not !i>yste-m enAine(•ring or technic ~·I 
clir('l lion ;,,,the ~ens<.•r -.ubs\·..;!pm ii~Pii. On thl' otht>r h,md. the ~PO. in tlw t.'Xt'rc rse 
'". inlcrl~H e re~pnn~ihili!). Wd' e>.pt'l.ll'd to lllt't'l the bt~~ic :>lructur .11, dynami(, and 
tiwrmaiJJOWN r,•quirem .. nt' olthe !>t'11Sor ~uhsv!'il('m. '' · 

II w.t~ :-t,Jtt•d t lt~Mh in <ht' lll,11ltlgenwnt dtKU!llt•nts th.Jt HEX.'\GON would he 
,111 •ntl'gr.•ted w'>lt•m in" hic:h the :•t•n:;or ~uh~~·!'lcm would ht• embc.:·clded ,.,·ithin tht: 
,,llt'llitP vPhl( lr•, in contrc~-.fto hPin~ .1 ~t>p,uale. boftl•d- on "p.l~fn.1cl" stoetinn. Tlli!> 
ie,11urr· ,Hided 10 rht- t omplt•xity ui the sourre- ~t'lct·:ion prot ess. The l\'1.0 '>f.•nsor 
tornpt'litors h.1cl ~t:ne'dlh ill-dt>fined .1nd 't\·odely din~r~t:nl structural, eleclric.:al. <lll<l 
therm.1l intNf.lC'<.•s with t'w sal£•1litP. Simil.ulr there \\t:''fi' iour s;Jtellite compE>IiiOh 
'' llh wrclefv diiienng UHltt•pt~. Both S1\FSP ancf Ct . ., n>t-ngni7t•cl that .lltt'r tht> 

. <.onll.l( tor., were "t'lt'\led thert.• wuufd he d pt"riud ui inJt•nst• inlt'rlilCl" negotiation. 
compromise. and rnudiiit;1tinn oi rksi~n to uc-,ltc .10 inl('gfclfec:f system. Thev 
t•stim.11t?CIIhcll tlw. rwgoli,llion wmlld lakP .1bou1 thrE'f' month~. 
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The HEXAGON Source Selec:tloa Gets Underway 

In their eagerness to get the system underway- and Buzard immedi· 
ately besan the source selection process for their parts of the system. This was done 
in a spirit ol cooperation and mutual assistance between the two offices but without 
a common understanding of system configwation or how hardware would be 
as~bled and tested on its way to the launching site al Vandenberg AFB (VAFB). 
Representatives of the CIA did participate actively in SAFSP's satellite and RV source 
selections; similarly SAFSP people worked with the CIA on the sensor subsystem 
selection. 

The schedule for these activities was aeared to an October 1966 decision date 
for contractor awards. 

Source Selection Schedule 

Acbal 
IFP ,.,..,. lriefDNIO Decillon 

hrtofs_. ............ .,_ On h ...... .,. 
Senior Sub .... 23Miy1966 27 Jul 1966 1 Sep1966 Ocl1t66 
Satelllle lA*: 16Jun 1966 22Aus1966 26Sep 1966 Jul 1t67 

Auanbly (SBA) 
lt~CXWMY Vehicle (RV) 19 Jul 1966 200cl1966 May1til 
Stellilr-lndex 24Aus 1966 17 Oct 1966 4Nov1966 May1til 

Camera 

The SSPO issued RFPs to Perkin-Elmer and ltek for the sensor; potential 
comractors for the SBA were LMSC, GE, McDonnell, North American, and Hughes 
(which decided not to participate); for the RV, GE, Avco, McDonnell, Lodcheed 
MisSile & Space Company (LMSC: which decided not to participate); for the Sl, ltek 
and fairchild. 

In general, the source selection process proceeded on schedule; however, 
when briefed on the RV and Sl results, the ONRO directed that competilOIS be 
allowed to correct their proposals to eliminate weaknesses found by the Source 
Selection Boards. The revised proposals went through the source selection process 
again and results were given to the DNRO on 7 March 1967. 
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Sollrce Selection Candidates and ...... 

hrtofSystan ...... farPrGPQIII ,..... ........ 
SeNor sum,..m (SS) Perldn-Eimer r.lcin-EIIMr ... ... 
s-lltea.ic,....., lMSC LMSC 

CSIA) 
GE a 
NOf1h American Avlllton NM 

McDonnell McOollnell 
HUJhes DllcliNd 

a.ntry Ylhide (1M lMSC Dedifted 
GE a 
Avco Avco 
McDomell Mc:Oonnel 

Shlir-lndea .... ltell 
C.... (51) Faildllld C.... Fairchild 

.• lnllnllnellt 
Company 

seletlld 
l'erldn-E .... 

LMSC 

MlcDannll 

ltek 

Perkin-Elmer, prOposing a newly organized Optical Technology Division 
(OTD) under leadership ol W. Richard Werner and Michael ~ire, responded to 
the sensor subsystem RFP with the FULCRUM camera system previously described: 
two cOUlter-rotating optical bars, an oscillating platen, the film supply oriented in the 
roll axis, associated electronics, and a film-transport system, with the film to be 
recovered in two RVs. This entire assembly was to fit into a vehicle with an outer 
diameter oil 00 inches1 

.. and a length of 170 inches.117 

LMSC, under the leadership of its prosram manapr, Dr. Stanley I. Weiss, 
responded to the sa1ellite RFP with a vehicle that was 10 feet in dianeter and had an 
overall length ol 46 feet 10 inches, of which a 33-inch section was devoted to the 
satellite-control unit (containing the equipment rack, the propulsion module, and the 
reaction-control module), 1 S feet to the sensor subsystem, and 25 feet 41nches to the 
recovery section if it had four RVs, and 20 feet S inches if it had two RVs. The total 
vehicle weight was approximately 16,00o pounds, including the four RVs and all 
expendables. Lifting this weight was well within the capabilhies of the Tifan-1110 
booster. 

In April 1966, when the DNRO gave program go-ahead, all those Involved In 
the program-the SPO, the SSPO, and the various potential contractors-assumed 
that actual development of the system would begin about 1 October 1966, when 
major source-selection activities had been completed. Unfortunately, such was not 
the case. Sensor subsystem go-ahead was given on 7 October 1966, SBA (the 
spacecraft) on 20 July 1967, and the recovery system and the stellar terrain camera 
were not approved until May 1968! The nine- monlhdelay between thestartofsensor 
development and spacecraft development created a number of technical problems 
which added substantially to the cost and time required to develop the system. The 
desiR" of the sensor system proceeded for almost 10 months on an assumed Interface 
with the spacecraft and the RVs; this design turned out to be incompatible wilh the 
design(s) of the rest of the system at a number of critical points. 
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II took ,t!lother 10 month .. -- irom )uh 1l)()7 to .\\,ty l'lhB-- lo n•..,ol\ t' the"l' 

ditt~>rem t''· Thi .. illtPiht' l'ltortlw tlw SPO, SSP(> .• 1nd their tonlrartoh rtosullt>cl in 
~ignitit .wt t hangt''- In the h,mlw.trt· d('..,i).!n" oi hoth tlw s,Ht'llite .md lht sen:oor: 

·'· I he iilm-supplv r<·t•l, to• tlw 'l'll.,or .. wer~~ rt'OI it>nted from lht• roll .1xi<. to tht· 
flllth .txis to ~implii\' t!w prnhlt.•m oi nmlrulling which:- .Jttitudt:· whilt' on 
orhiL 

b. fhc nud'>•'t tion or tht• s.ltellitt.> \t>hidt• w.a!- l~ngthc>nt><l hv 'i4 ind1es to 
oliUIIlllllOd.th• thf.. dltlll)-:1'. 
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II O·im h <"·Hilet<·r. 
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( .lp.thililf''>. 

I. Tlwrm.tl d,•,i).tn '''m et>t" wert> r.Hion<tlized lwi\H•en the !\en~or .md tlw 
.. ,,tt'ilil•.·. 
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The Original FULCRUM and HEXAGON designs recovered the film in two larse 
RVs. While this approach used the simplest film path and added the least weisht, it 
did limit the operational flexibility of the syslem and increase the averase age of the 
recovered material. (For a 3o-day mission, recovery would be scheduled for days 15 
and 30.) Although studies were made usins as many as 12 RVs, serious consideration 
was limited to the four--RV when there was an urgent need for the malerial (photos) 
on board-seemed 10 override the increase in con.,lexity and the slight decrease in 
reliability occasioned by additional RVs. Althoush the four-RV conliguration would 
require considerable redesign of the film-path irt.o the RVs, the DNRO approwd that 
configuration in July 1967. 

After a period of study and negotiation on the factory-to-launchins-pad se
quence (as with most other problems), the SPO and SSPO arrived at a mutually 
satisfactory solution. In this case the midsection, built by LMSC, was shipped by 
C-5 aircraft to Perkin-Elmer, where the cameras and the 1 ,576- pound, 208,000-foot 
film supply were installed and tested. The section was then returned to LMSC at 
Sunnyvale, where it was mated with the rest of the satellite.ln the meantime, the RVs 
would have their film take-up reels installed and carefully alianed at Sunnyvale. The 
four RVs Wo&Aid be installed in the forward section, which would be mated with the 
aft and midsections. Once completed, the assembled vehicle would be tested 
(operated) in thermal vacuum chambers (simulating the space environment) and then 
shipped to VAFB in a completely flight-conflaured condition, pad-ready for integra-
tion with the Titan-1110. · 

With the award of a contract for developina the sensor subsystem, consistina of 
the twin optical-bar cameras and associated film-supply and film- transport system, 
a period of intense adivity began at Perkin-Eimer.·At the time, Perfcin-Eimer had a 
businessbaseof$88million;theHEXAGONproaram wasestimatedat
The total Perkin-Elmer employment in the Norwalk, Connecticut, a~ was 2,800 
(1,350 of these were in the Optical Group) of which 150 people were Involved with 
HEXAGON.'" 

Manning the program was Perkin-Elmer's first problem: where would it set the 
numbers of talented people requiredl Perkin-Elmer's original proposal conlemplated 
arowth from 1 SO to 600 people within four months and to 700 by the eighth month. 
Perkin-Elmer intended that •additional mannins requirements would be met prima
rily by transfers from the Electro-Optical Division and by an extensive recruiting 
program. "' .. This srowth rate soon proved impossible to achieve, and it was not until 
1 S months later that 700 people were on board (and productive). The basic 
contJibutors to the manning problem were the hiah cost of livina in the area, the 
relatively low salaries offered by Perkin-Elmer, and, perhaps most importantly, the 
time required to go through essential security imetigations and clearance proce
dures for each individual. As a result of the Iauer problem. a large pool of uncleared, 
nonproductive, costly manpower accumulated at Perkin-Elmer during the first year 
of the program. '110 
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Perkin-Elmer's lack of extensive electronic-design experience and its shortasc 
of electronics engineers created very serious problems. When it hec.ame apparent 
that electronic design was falling far behind schedule, Perkin-Elmer subcontracted 
that work. This caused new problems, since Perkin-Elmer's structure for manasins 
sulx:ontrac~ wa!i inadequate. Although all of these difficulties were overcome within · 
lhe first year, they did cause serious slippases In sensor subsystem delivery.'91 

Additionally, the general Perkin-Elmer management structure was inadequate 
in both scope and experience for a program like HEXAGON. This condition was 
reflected in the need for two Perkin-Elmer reorganizations during the first year ol the 
program.l'z 

Between October 1966, when Perkin-Elmer received contractual go-ahead, 
and July 1967, when lMSC was awarded the SBA conb'act, the Sensor Subsysrem 
Program Office of TRW, the systems engineering contractor, played an important, 
though equivocal, role in the project. Since TRW had the system experience that was 
lacking at Perkin-Elmer, the SSPO assigned TRW some functions that would normally 
have been assigned lO Perkin-Elmer: 

• Definition cJ the sensor subsystem and its operational requirements 

• Preparation of development, acquisition, and operational plans 

• Preparation of system specifications 

• Definition and control of design interfaces 

• Surveillance of the development and acquisition of system elements, including 
participation in design reviews to verify compliance with system requiremenls 

• Review of equipment integration and acceptance test plans for adequacy, to 
assure meeting performance specifications.191 

Perkin-Elmer people quite naturally regaided the (very) acthlc local presence 
of TRW and TRW's participation in the general design and development process as 
unnecessary interference; this reaction added a morale burden to an already under
staffed and overloaded work force. On the other hand, TRW believed lhe manage
ment ar Perkin-Elmer was. and would continue to be, inadequate to' lhe task and that 
TRW should be given a much stronger role, including technical direction and hands
on manaaement. At one time, TRW SUB8fited to the Sensor Progr~ Office that it 
become the prime contractor, with Perkin-Elmer as a subcontractor.194 The SSPO 
decided to restrain TRW's activity at Perkin-Elmer. When the SBA contractor was 
announced, TRW became the primary support lO the SSPO in the negotiation of the 
technical interfaces between the sensor subsystem, the satellite basic assembly, and 
the other parts cJ the system. 
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Once the DNRO gave the go-ahead for' the satellitecontrad, thcSPO orpnized 
a !lumber of interface working groups (lfWGs) to define, negotiate, and pol i('.e each 
interface. Each group was headed by the responsible officer from lhe SPO, widl 
representation from the SSPO, Aerospace, TRW, and each contractor .Initially, these 
groups-rest and assembly; electrical; tracking, telemetry, and control; structuraV 
mechanical and thermal; and operadons--met for about one week each month to 
worlc: on mutual problems. As time Went on, the groups resolved many incompatibili
ties between the sensor and the SBA; however, by April1968 it was apparent that the 
process should be ended, since it consumed valuable engineering manpower and 
delayed overall program progress. In May 1968, the SPO called a •negotiate until 
complete• meeting in Los Anseles to resolve remaining differences. This meeting 
lasted four days, ending in agreed-upon documentation which defined the interface 
between the sensor stbsystem and the S8A.115 In spite of such difficulties, bolh Perkin
Elmer and LMSC continued developing many critical parts of lhe system which were 
not affected by the interface problem. 

In July 1968,theDNROpvethego-aheadforlheRVcontractwith McDonnell 
(now called McDonnell-Douglas ~sa result of a merger of the two companies). The 
interfaces between the RV and the rest of the vehicle proved relatively simple to 
define. 

In the period prior to July 1968, there had been considerable discussion of the 
need for a stellar-terrain subsystem.ln order for imagery to be useful for mensuration 
purposes (that Is, measuring distances and determining the size of objects an the 
ground) there was a need to record satellite attitude and position information at the 
instant a picture was talc:en. In lhe CORONA system, this had been done by a stellar
index camera--a separate unit which took p'ictures of both the starfields and the 
gromd, from which vehicle attitude and position could be determined accurately. 
Film from this unit was then fed into the RVs for recovery alons with film from the main 
cameras. This arrangement also made It possible to prepare maps from CORONA 
imaeery. The mapping community, represented primarily by the Defense Mapping 
Agency, desired a means d making maps from HEXAC.ON ima,ery.lt soon became 
apparent that these two requirements (mensuration and mapping) should be handled 
separately. The photointerpreters at NPIC needed 3 arc-seconds accuracy for mensu
ration purposes.'" Sufficiently accurate attitude determination could be ~ined 
from the attitude-control system telemetry data thereby eliminating (1) the need for 

· the stellar i~ry for tarset location and (2) the complication of recoverins this 
material in the main RVs. Therefore it was concluded that a sep;~rate mappins camera 
would be added to meet mapping requirements. 

In late. 1967, Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Nitze requested a study to 
finalize the nature of the HEXAGON mapping camera, which had been a matter of 
controversy. As a result of lhat study, on 12 March 1968 the DNRO directed the 
HEXAGON SPOto proceed with the development of a system with a 12-inch focal 
length retrain camera lens (rather than a l-Inch system which had also been 
proposed). The report noted that the smaller lens system required correlation with 
panoramic photography to produce medium-scale maps while the 12-ineh system 
would permit production of medium- and large-scale maps without c01related 
panoramic photography. 197 
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Several major system problems still had to be resolved before a final HEXAGON 
configuration could be established. One of the most diffiCult of these centered on the 
recovery of steltar-terrain camera film. Should a portion of this film come back in each 
of the four main RVsl Should it all come back in the last RVl Should it have its own 
RVl The mapping camera would have two film supplies: a 9-inch film for the terrain 

. camera and 70-mm film for the stellar camera. To add these cOmplicated, delicate film 
paths, their take-ups, and their associated electronics to the RV main take-ups would 

. be a formidable undertaking. Choosing to bring all the film back on the last RVwould 
limit the space and weight available to ~sor film and create a nonstandard RV. Also, 
sinc;e the mapping camera would probably be on only a limited number of vehicles, 
the "last RV"' option seemed undesirable. Although a separate RV would mean 
additional weight and an additional recovery operation b the reeD\'efY crews, the 
DNRO eventually approved that solution. This RV module was Rown on vehicles 5 

. through 16. Sincefilmsizeandweightwere compatiblewiththeMark-Vcapsulefrorn 
the CORONA and GAMBIT programs, it was a relatively simple matter to incorporate 

· the unit into the total system. In july 1968, ltek was gi\en the go.ahead for the stellar• 
terrain camera and GE was directed to modify the Mark-V recovery capsule. The 
stellar terrain or mapping camera module development was manaaed by the SAFSP 
HEXAGON SPO. 

As previously noted, while these studies 10 resolve the Sl problem were going 
. on, the DNRO approved award of the RV contract to McDonnell-Douglas and the 
mapPing camera contract to ltek (May 1968). These companies were integrated 

· rapidly into the HEXAGON program, but responsibility for the development of 
operational software for the system was unresolved and remained a major concern 
to both the CIA and SAFSP managers. 

HEXAGON SPO-particularly Col. Frank S. Buzard and 
-had had extensive engineering experience in the original 

Pros n SSD's Agena Program Office. They recalled the many 
problems of CORONA, a severely weight-constrained, non7 redundant system, where 
the failure of a single component generally led to mission failure. They had seen the 
extensive redesignofCORONAsubsystems: the nwnerous booster modifications and 
system Improvements that were needed to achieve longer lifetimes on orbit. They 

· knew the hazards-often catastrophic-of making payload or other changes and 
· failing to notify the ensineers responsible for system electrical circuitry. With these 
experiences In mind, Buzard and-SIIpulated that "'the SV have an 81 percent 
probability of successful operatio'ii"'llr at least 30 days with a goal of SO days at 
80 percent. Furthermore, selections would be based on previously designed and 
qualified hardware. Redundant wiring would be provided for all critical power and 
signal leads. And, most importandy, a strong system engineering function would be 
essential. •• 

The orisinal RFPs and resulting proposals were based on using a Titan-lifO
defined as a Titan-Ill core with three-segment solids-which would provide a lift 
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capability of approximately 16,500 pounds into the desired orbit. Between the time 
the RFP5 were issued in April1966 and the go-ahead b the satellite contract In July 
1967, it became apparent that this Titan configuration would lead HEXAGON into 
the same weight-constrained situation that had plcqpJed CORONA. Colonel Buzard 
recommended to the DNRO that the Tltan-1110 be defined as a Titan-111 core with five
segment solids. This change, apprO\Ied by the DNRO ~ 29 June 1967, increased the 
lift capability to approximately 2ol:nds, providing a margin for HEXAGON 
growth. Additionally, Buzard and insisted that after systan tests had wrified 
compatibility and system integrity, entft assembled satellite whide-SBA, 
sensor subsystem, and RVs-would be end-to-end tested in simulaled mission 
profiles, including dynamic optical testi111 in thennal vacuum chambers representing 
the spac.-e environment. During these tests, all the subsystems that could be exercised 
would be operated to insure a •launch-ready'" condition for the satellite delivered to 
VAFR. 

Also, as a result of CORONA and GAMBIT experience, LMSC developed a 
design philosophy that "no single-point failure shall abort the mission,• and •there 
will besraceful degradation inthceventoffailure." '"NosinsJe-point failure• meant, 
for example, that wires carrying sisnals from two redundant black boxes had to be 
in two separate cables with separate routiRRS and grounding poin.ts. It meant lhe 
creation and detailed review of system wiring and diagrams which would provide 
end-to-end checks on all electrical power, signals, and telemetry circuits, ensuring 
that the "no single-point failure" philosophy was carried out in actual design. LMSC 
also sized many of the critical ilems-such as fuel tanks-to allow for fUture growth 
in orbital life beyond the SO days specified.'" 

Perkin-Elmer and the SSPO both wanted to do final performance testing of lhe 
sensor subsystem at Perkin-Elmer; after It was installed in the midsection. Once the 
midsection was mated to the aft and forward section (to fonn the SV), only minimal 
camera operation would be permitted~ Thus, if a camera malfunction were detected 
or if any changes were required, the entire midsection would need to be retumed to 
Perkin-Elmer. In contrast, the SPO intended to conduct complete intesrated system 
tesrs-:-including acoustic tests to simulate the ascent environment, camera optical 
performance tests, and on-orbit simulation-prior to thipmentto VAFB lor launchins. 
This entire testing sequence would require about four months. Thus the SSPO and 
Perkin-Elmer did not agree with the SPO that there was a need to confirm optial 
periurmance o( the sensor at LMSC.In SSPO's planning, the final optical testing would 
be done at Perkin-Elmer, after the sensor had been installed in the mid/section; no 
real test1ns would be done at LMSC.ln the end, the SSPO and Perkin-Elmer essentially 
accepted the SPO plan: thorough system-level testing in thermal vacuum chambers, 
including dynamic optical testing in a special collirnator~ipped chamber at 
LMSC. This capability proved invaluable later in processing the first flight system; 
when critical camera components failed, they were replaced, and then lhe integrated 
system was tested to be certain that camera performance was not impaired .. 

SEEIEf 
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Table 

System Plopn Diledor IWSP) 
Director al Spedll Profects (CIA) s,.._ Ptopam Oflke (SAFSP) · 
Sensor ~ PnJtram Office (CIA) 

Sensor ~ Pqram Mil'· (Pertdft-Eimer) 
S.Wh Vellide ,.. .... Mer· (lM5C) 

c.w ....... 

By the end of 19&7, the HEXAGON program had made some progress toward 
a first launching date of April 1970. The general vehicle configura tion-Titan-1110 
booster with five sesment solids, a satellite vehicle 120 inches in diameter with four 
RV-s-had been defined. Although Perkin-Elmer had been Working for 15 months on 
the sensor subsystem, it was progressing slowly; the preliminary desisn review of the 
sensor subsystem, scheduled for June1967, slipped to December and would eventu
ally take place in January 1968. The system critical desisn review, scheduled for 
October 1967, then slipped to October 1968. LMSC was now on contract for theSBA 
including design of the aft (control) section of the vehicle and work on subsystems 
was progressing. Interfaces between the contractors were being negotiated and, by 
the end of the year, such Items as electrical power voltage levels (22-32 volts vs. 
25-33 volts), wire gauge (22 vs. 26), connector sizes, and film supply-reel orientation 
had been resolved. The midsection, which was to house the sensor subsystem, was 
being redesigned. This redesign was caused by the fact that,until sensoriSBA detailed 
interfaces were resc)lved, the SBA contractor, LMSC, had no detailed design require
ments in this area. In both the SBA RFP and the subsequent general specification 
(OS 1 0001) It was merely Slated that .,the SBA strUcture external 10 the sensor 
subsystem shall orient, protect, and support the sensor subsystem . • • • Sensor 
subsystem dimensions shall be such that a section of the satellite vehicle, 1 0 feet in 
diameter and 180 Inches In length, will house all the equipment .... •*There appears 
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to have been confusion in this important area, as the SSPO interface document issued 
by the SETS contractor (TRW) as late as 31 July 1967 instructed Perkin-Elmer that the 
available space for the sensor was a diameter of90 inches and a length of 170 inches 

· (vs.120inchesand 180inches, respectively,usedbytheSPO). lnasmuchastheSSPO 
had access to the SBARFP this discrepancy is hard to explain. In his draft history of 
the prograrnlOO holds that these changes (90 to 120 inches diameter and 170 
to 180 inches length) were made by LMSC between the time of source selection and 
contract award and claims this had a cost impact in the sensor. A comparison of 
before and after LMSC drawi~ does not support this view, even though some 
changes in extemal structural concept were made. 

During the first half of 1968, the SPO, SSPO, and the respective contractors
LMSC for the SBA and Perkin-Elmer for the sensor subsystem-resolved major 
differences and began to publish integrated plans, schedules, and technical interface 
documents. There was agreement on the total flow of equipment from each contractor's 
factory tO the integration location; testing, Including sensor operation, was to be 
performed at LMSC and at VAFB. There was also agreement that, if these activities 
were accomplished on schedule, a first launching date of 1 October 1970 could still 
be met. 

With all components on contract, and system desisn practically fixed, the 
HEXAGON system was becoming well defined. The orbiting vehicle would be 10 feet 
in diCllllf!ter and 52 feet in length. It would be made of three sections: forward, mid, 
and aft. The forward section, built by LMSC, would be 27 feet 9.3 inches long and 
would contain the mapping-camera module (ltek and GE), the four RVs 
(McDonnell-Douglas) with film take-up, and the forward film- path (Perkin-Elmer). 
The midsection, built by LMSC, would be 19 feet long 6 inches, and would contain 
the sensor subsystem (Perkin-Elmer). The aft section, also dew!loped by LMSC and 
referred to as the satellite control 5eetlon (SCS) would be five feet long and would 
contain the controls for the various satellite slhsystems plus the booster adapter for 
mating to the Titan-1110 booster~ 

The Satelrde-Control Section (SCS) 

The SCS contained all the subsystems cOncerned with the operation of lthe 
satellite vehicle on orbit. 

a. The attitude-reference module (ARM): sensors, gyros, and electronics to deter
mine the attitude of the satellite. 

b. The reaction-control module (RCM): the small hydrazine monopropel lant 
thrusters and associated tankage and plumbing to maintain the satellite in the 
proper attitude. 
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c. The orbit-adjust module (OAM): the large hydrazine monopropellant engine 
and associated tankage and plumbing to provide the impulse to maintain the 
satellite in the proper orbit, to change the orbit of the satellite when necessary, 
and to deorbit the satellite after the mission was completed. 

d. The solar-array module (SAM): the solar wings and associated electronics to 
charge and recharge the main batteries. 

e. The electrical-power module IEPM): the main batteries, orisJnally seven, to 
provide the power for all the satellite and payload functions. These batteries 
were kept charged by cu~nt from the solar arrays. In addition, the charge 
controllers and thermal cutoff relays were part of this module. 

f. The trar.king telemetry and command module (TTCM): the transmitters, 
receivers, recorders, telemetry equipment, and theexlended command system, 
which was the •brains• of the system, receiving and storins commands from the 
ground stations and transmitting vehicle-status information to them. The mini
mal command system, which provided a limited command capability to 
operate the satellite in the event of malfunction in the extended command 
system, was also a part of this module. 

g. The hack-up recovery aHitude-cnntml system (BRAC or lifeboat mz: the 
emergency attitude control system and command system to provide a means 
to position the satellite for recovery or reentry if the primary allitudtH:ontrol 
module, the reaction-control module, or the extended command system 
became inoperative. 

Most of the modules had extensive redundancy and •cross-strapping• ca~bili
tleswhich enabled the ground controllers toswitchtheconnectionsbetween different 
elements in the event of malfunction of some primary element. For example, the 
propellant tanks of the orbit-adjust ensine and the reaction-control thrusters could 
be connected to feed either the orbit-adjust engine or the small reactlon-conrrol 
thrusters. Similarly, the redundant syro in the attitude-reference module could be 
connected to bypass failed electronic c.omponents. 
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The sensor subsystem consisted of the two camera assemblies, the film supply, 
andfourtake-ups.Thesensorsubsystemtwo-cameraassembly,locatedinthesateiUte 
vehicle midsection, contained a pair of panoramic cameras mounted in a frame. One 
camera looked forward on the satellite vehicle ccamera A, port side) and the other 
looked aft (Camera 8, starboard side). 'Each camera had a 60-inch focal length, 
f/3.0 folded Wright optical system. The optical system, which contained both 
re~tion and refracting optical elements, was mounted in the optical bar. 

The cameras could be operated in any of 16 scan modes (30to 120 degrees with 
center angles 0 to ±4Sdegrees) as selected bv the "T'Unity" !iOftware, with frame 
format length determined by the scan mode In use. Scan modeS were selected as an 
in-flight option o~ a per-operation basis. The selected mode remained constant 
throuuhout that operation, giving Mission Control a maximum tarset ccweraae 
capability with minimum film wastage. (The original sensor subsystem design had 
only a 1 20-degree scan width. An NRO study, completed in December 1966, 
recommended including scan widths of 30, 60, and 90 depees, with variable scan 
centers of 15, 30, 45, and 60 degrees off nadir.) 

During photography, the optical bars rotated continuously through 360 degrees 
to provide cross-track scanning, although photography occurred only during a 
maximum of 120 degrees of scan. In each optical bar, a platen (directing the film · 
ac:ross the focal plane) was electronically locked to the optical bar ttvoush 130 
. degrees of scan (120 degrees scan plus 1 0 degrees for settling time, corresponding tO 
·the maximum cross-track coverage for the available scan modes) and then recycled 
to the start-of-scan position. 

Resolution (2:1 conlratt) 
Fihn !old 

film lUck diameter. 
Scan modes 
Center of scan 
Maldmullt IQII .... 

SteNOcoeweJ~ .,.te 
Frame bmal 120" -=an) 
Film wloclly 
lmllemolan~ 

W~f-ftlm) 

60-in.. focallqlh. ff3.0 tolded W~Wd (madMied Schmidt) 
system (T " ....... filler factor) 

lOin • . ~z.:a,-
0.911n. (miJdmum); o.•1n. ~ 
U-in.-wtde (black and~ T~ M14, 50-201, and 

olhers. Also, 50-130 (lnhreciW. color) IIIII S0-255 
t•ural color). 

Center of fonnat200 1/mm: ........ In fonnat 160.,.... 
Initial load 104,000 ft. of 6.6-tn. ~ \Jtmalely 

155,000 ft../CMnera 
61in. 
w, w. 90", and 120" 
o·, :t15", :t30", anc1 ~45" 
t:W 
20" 
6-in.. by 125-in. 
100 in./fii!IC (mulmum) at focal plane 
0.111 rid~ to 0.054 rlfd/fii!IC lor Vx/tf, :t:0..0033 rad/fii!IC 

torVy/H 
5,375 lbs.. 
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The sensor subsystem was organized into units so that most interactions 
occurred within the units; individual units interacted as little as possible with each 
other. The sensor subsystem electronic and electro-mechanical modules were either 
installed in the electronics compartment-mounted on the two-camera frame-or 
integrated with subassemblies. The distance the film traveled, from the supply 
assembly in the aft section to the first RV in the forward section, was approximately 
140 feet (in both cameras). Throughout its travel over 124 rollers in camera A, 
131 rollers in the camera 8, and six airbus in each camera, the film was to remain 
centered within specified tolerances. To correct the displacements of supporting film
path elements (such as rollers and air bars) caused by structural deformations due to 
launch ingand thermal variations, each camera contained active and passive articulators 
to steer the film at critical points in the film path. Active articulators also steered the 
film across the sensor subsystem primary bulkheads (that is, between the supply and 
the midsection and between the midsection and the forward section) to prevent the 
film from telescoping on the supply and take-up cores. Passive articulators maintained 

. film-path alignment between the RVs and across the two-camera assembly frame in 
each film path. 

The supply assembly maintained film-stack intesritv in all conditions cl pow
ered.flight and orbital operation. It supplied film to the two-camera assembly at 
controlled constant velocities up to 70 Inches per second. Each take-up assembly
one in each of the four RVS-had a film capacity of one-fourth the film load of the 
supply assembly. Film was pulled from the camera looper by the take-up drive motor 
and core. The looper assembly in each film path served as the interface between the 
coarse and fine film-transport systems. In the fine film-transport system, the film was 
accelerated to 200 inches per second, decelerated, and recycled, while the platen 
cycled through the photo-recycle phases. 

· The looper allowed the total length of stored film in it to be constant, but the 
relative film lengths in the supply and take-up sides of the looper varied as a function 
of looper carriage position. The twister assembly, located in the film-drive assembly, 
accommodated the angular change between the film-drive assembly rollers (which 
were fixed to the frame) and the rollers in the platf!n assembly (which were locked to 
the optical bar during the photographic cycle). The tWister assembly consisted of a 
twin air-bar assembly and a housing that incorporated a manifold through which 
nitropn gas was supplied to the air bars. The film wrapped one of the air bars before 
wrapping the entrance roller of the platen assembly and wrapped the other air bar 
after leaving the exit roller of the platen assembly. The twister assembly was free to 
rotate about its pivot-point in response to angular chanses between the rollers In the 
film drive assembly and those in the platen assembly. 

The film was completely enclosed In light-tight, pressurized assemblies through
out its passage from the supply assembly to the take-14) assembly. The film, as loaded 
in the supply assembly prior to launching, contained approximately 65 pounds of 
water, providing an effective relative humidity of awoximately 40 percent at 
ambient temperature. The enclosed pressurized film-path prevented rapid vaporiza
tion of the water from the film emulsion during system operation. Excessive vaporiza
tion could cause two harmful effects: (1) flatness distortion of the film, making it 
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diffiCult to track and producing flutter in the focal plane, and (2) creation of a ps layer 
between film wraps In the take-up assembly, causing uncontrolled telescOPing as the 
stack built up. 

The primary (two spherical tanks) and supplemental (one spherical tank) 
pneumatics systems supplied dry nitrogen gas to pressurize the sensor subsystem's 
endosed film path. (Each of the active film steerers contained nitrogen airbarS to 
preclude damage lo the film.) These bars contributed to pressuring the fllm path. 
These systems contained approximately 109 pounds of nitrogen under a nominal 
pressure of 3,265 psia at 70 degrees Farenheit. 

The supply assembly supported, protected, and drtm! the film supply for both 
the forward-looking and aft-looking cameras. Initially in the program each supply 
reel carried 1 04,000 feet104 of ~ .6-inch-wide Type-1414 film and weighed 
890 pounds. The two-camera assembly and the supply assembly were mounted in 
the midsection of the satellite vehicle. 

The mapping-camera module contained the stellar-terrain camera and its light 
baffles, electronics, film paths, and thermal controls; the doppler beacon and 
antenna; the Mark-V RV; and the structure to support all of these items. 

The terrain camera had a 12-inch f/6.0 metric lens with eight elements. It used 
9.5-inch film. The stellar camera, which imaged stars abow sixth magnitude, had 
two to-inch f/2.0 lens svstel1l5--0fle looking out each side of the module. It used 
70-mmfilm. 

The RV was an improwd version of the Mark-V Vehicle, originally developed 
for the CORONA program, modified to accommodate the 9.5-inch and 7o-mm film 
take-ups. 

The dOppler beacon assembly provided data for more accurate determination 
of the vehicle orbit. 

The entire module was assembled and tested at ltelt, then shipped to LMSC for 
integradon with the rest of the HEXAGON system and final systems testing.• 

In October 1968, Maj. Gen. John Martin of SAFSP became concerned that 
divided management responsibilities and the general complexity of the HEXAGON 
prog~m might lead to inadvertent omissions or errors in desiiJI. He asked 
Dr. Allen Donovan, senior vice presidenthechnical d Aerospace Corporation, to 
convene a committee of senior aerospace experts to conduct a •general system 
engineering revieW"'• d the entire program. 
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After visiting all contractors and meeting the managers and technical people at 
each plant, the committee concluded tha~ while the hardware program was not 

. oplimal, it was generally satisfactory. Their major conclusions were the following: 

• The current passive thermal control system was not adequate; an active control 
subsystem was recommended. 

• The electrical power system was marginal and should be augmented. 

• Development of the operational control software, which was not yet on contract 
should be undertaken immediately. 

The design of the thermal control subsystem had been a major problem from 
the start. Since HEXAGON would remain on orbit for 36 to 60 days, an •active' 
system with heaters and thermostats (as used on previous systems) would be a major 

. power consumer. A •passive" system would be one in which the temperature within 
·the satellite was maintained at lhe proper value (70 degrees farenheit:l: 23 degrees) 
by using a specially designed paint pattern on the satellite's surface. This paint design 
would control absorption of energy from the sun as well as the satellite's radiation 
of energy back to space, thus maintaining a proper temperature. The design of paint 
patterns depended not only on characteristics of paints themselves but also on the 
amount of heat gener!lted inside the satellite by electrical motors, sensor electronics~ 
. and dher equipment. 

LMSC and Perkin-Elmer each believed it was better qualified to do a lhennal paint 
design and, therefore, should haw design responsibility. The N.O Gc:Mmment offices 
supporiE!d their respective contrac:;tots, and this c:lisagreemem and resultant debate lasled 
through 1967 into 1968. The maller was finally resolved in February 1968, when lMSC 
wasgivenresponsibilityfordesignandPerkin-El~wasdirectedtoreviewlMSC'swork. 

later Perkin-Elmer became concerned about the effects of humidity~ the 
· pressurized film path, since tests showed that under certain conditions film would 
stick to the rollers and air bars, disrupting smooth transport. Because no one had ever 
flown 1,576 pounds of film (two rolls 66 inches in diameter), very little was known 
about how such a mass might behave in a space environment. Studies were 
undertaken to determine the water conlent and the outgassing characteristics of the 
film. Eastman Kodak was asked to supply film with a relative humidity of 40 percent 
rather than the normal 45 percent ±5 percent. Concem over the problem persisted; 
evenlually, it was decided to control the temperature gradient along the film path to 

: ± 3 degrees-a requirement that was completely beyond the capability of the passive 
control system; As a ~It, in 1969 it was decided to install an active system-made 
up of thermostats, heaters, controllers, and multilayer thermal insula~long the 
film path. This arrangement increased the power consumption of the system, so two 
solar panels were added to the 20 already planned. 
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Operationai.C:ontral Software 

Development of on-orbit operational-control software for the system was the 
final major issue between the CIA and SAFSP. The CIA desired to control the satellite 
from the SatelliteOperationsCenter(SOC) in Washington, sending specifac command 
instructions for sensor operations to the STC for re-transmission to the satellite (as had 
been done on the CORONA program). SAFSP, on the other hand, maintained that the 
complexity of the system-including the sensor subsystem---required that all control 
of the satellite be done by the Satellite Control Cenaer (SCQ at Sunnyvale, California. 
It was decided that the SOC would send the list of requirements (targets and tarset 
areas), with their priorities, to the sec where actual target selection for a particular 
revolution would be made (considering weather conditions and vehicle health) and 
sent as a cammand message to the satellite. 2117 TRW won the competition to produce 
appropriate software, called "T'Unity.'" Even though this was the last part of the 
system to go on contract, it was not a pacing item in the prosram. 

By the summer of 1969, it was clear that the projected launching date, which 
had already slipped from October 1970 to December 1970, was still in jeopardy. All 
major contractors were behind schedule. 

Dewlopment Probl .. 

At McDonnell-Douglas (the RV contraciOr) the development of the parachute 
system (which had been subcontracted to Goodyear Aerospace) was in serious 
difficulty. The drogue, which was to pull the main chute from the pack. could not do 
so. The main chute was completely destroyed in seven consecutive tesls; il was too 
weak to sustain the forces it experienced during deployment. In addition, the chute 
was unslable, oscillating from side to side as much as± 32 degrees. !The equivalent 
figure for the CORONA chute was :1: 7 degrees.) This oscillation made it almost 
impossible for recovery pilots to make aerial pick-ups. A number of "band-aid'" fixes 
were made to remedy the problem: vent holes were placed in the canopy to prevent 
severe oscillation, three belly-bands of stronger materials were sewn around the 
canopy 10 strengthen it, and a standard drogue chute was tested as a replacement for 
an unsatisfactory •ballute." 

GE, which was responsible for the extended-command system ~the •brains" of 
HEXAGON), was far behind schedule because of parts shortaaes and design prob
lems. At IMSC, gyro problems had developed in the attitude-control subsyslem. In 
addition, the design of the newly required active thetinal-control system was behind 
schedule. Perkin-Elmer had continuins problems with the film-transport system: the 
film mis-tracked, ran off the rollers, and jammed the system (as well as other parts _of 
the sensor).101 
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The ONRO and the Intelligence Community were concerned that further slips 
in the launching schedule might result in a period duri,. which there would be no 
photocoverage of the USSR. In 1967, nine CORONAs of the J Series had been 
launched; in 1968, eight more Js had been used. By 1969, !.here were only 
14 CORONAs remaining in the imientory. Should more CORONAs be procun!dllf 
so, how manyl And what should be done about HEXAGON, which was continuing 
to eJCperience development difficulties at all of the major contractorslD 

In addition, almost from the start of the HEXAGON program there had been 
critics who maintained that the system's requirements could be satisfied Jess expen
sively by improving CORONA or by using some other Jess sophisticated system. 
~of HEXAGON at Perkin-Elmer alone tJeSan 10 rise from the r 
--as of September 1966 to an cost of in 
February 1968 (and an actual final cost of 10 and the other mntractors 
were beginning to show similiar cost increases, these efforts were intensified. In the 
spring of 1969, the Bureau oitheBudget (BoB) convinced the new President. Richard 
Nixon, that the HEXAGON program should be canceled, since it could be replaced 
by a combination of improved CORONA and GAMBIT satellites. This provoked an 
immediate response from the CIA and others in the Intelligence Community whO saw 
a strong need for HEXAGON capabilities. On 15 June 1969, the BoB decision was 
reversed and HEXAGON was rein$1ated.ln November 1969, BoB made one more 
effort to cancel the program but there was general agreement that, with the SALT 
negotiations underway, HEXAGON was more needed than ever.211 

These program perturbations caused some concern to the various contractors 
and the program offices but, in general, had little effect on progress with HEXAGON. 

About this time, DNRO Mclucas gave his deputy, Dr. Robert Naka. the task of 
conducting an independent study oi the HEXAGON schedule specifiCally to deter
mine how the remaining CO~Id be used.· Nalca, meeting with 
Col. l. S. Norman of SAFSP and __.of the CIA, concluded that there was 
a 95-percent probability oi a HEXAGON launching not later than June 1971, a 
75-percent probability for March 1971, and a SO-percent probability of meeting the 
current official schedule of December 1970. They also roncluded that there was a 
95-percentprobabilitythatoneofthe firstthreeHEXAGONswouldbcsucccssfui.On 
this basis, Naka sugsested that the 12 remaining CORONAs be rescheduled so that 
at feast two launchings could take place after July 1971.312 Naka's committee met 
again in October 1969 and January 1970 to review program progress and to reassess 
the need for rescheduling CORONAs (or for ordering additional CORONAs); it did 
not change the original conclusions.zn 
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ONRO John L. 
MclUCAS 

\VhiiP thi<. clevelopnwnl .11.th ily Wcl!> A<>ing on. tlw fir~t ilem~ ior thE' lir~t tli~hl 
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iorw,trel <,ection ,111d clll "-'!lion build-up Wtl~ liOcl<~r \\',1\<. Sf:'\lt-r.ll prnhlt'OIS per~i"olt.'fl 
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M.m h l'l/'1. Another !--l'th,l( k unurrt>d on 7 July 11li'O wh£'n tlw iir!'l ilight-Mtid .. 
1 ,m,Na .1ss£•mhlv ~uiiNPrl .1 c.Jt.l;;trophl( 1.1ilure whilt' umlpr~oing te~ot ing .11 tlw 
Pnldn-Einwr pl.ml.ll W.l' 11t'l ~'"~·lf't thJt thE' S<'l:und iliAht-.trtiLif• !'<~n.;or ht:.• sul•stillllt•fl 
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launching was out of the question and the date slipped-first to April 1971 and later 
to •not earlier than• 2 May 1971. In late April, while final preparations for shipping 
the SV-1 were under way, a shutter assembly failed during extended service--life 
testing. The decision to remove, inspect, and replace the shutter assembly meant that 
first launching would slip to mid-June, since lhe entire reas,sembled vehicle had to so 
through additional collimation testing to verify camera performance.· 

When SV-1 was finally ready for shipment to VAFB, a more mundane problem 
arose. The State of california restricted use of the SV-1 transporter (a mammoih 
vehicle some 1 o4feethigh, 14feetwide,andabout 70feet long) to daylight,. weekday, 
and non-rush hours. It was now 28 ~v-the Memorial Day weekend-and incwe
ment ol the satellite had to walt until after the holiday. But once the SV-1 arri\'ed at 
VAFB, thinBS began to go smoothly. All prelaunching tests and preparations were 
completed without incident. AI 1141 PDT, 15 June, thefint HEXAGON vehicle was 
launched into orbit-noisily and successfully. 

Initial on~rbit tests showed that all subsystems were operatins normally. The 
vehicle was stable, the solar panels were deployed, the command and telemetry 
subsystems received and transmitted data, and the sensor was worlcing. But about 
8to 10 hours after launch in& itbecameapparentthattemperatures in the main battery 
bay-particularly on batteries 3 and 4-which should have stabilized between 
JS and 75 degrees Farenheit were actually as high as 80 degrees and continuins to 
rise. The cause of this problem was not known; but it was feared that at about 
135 dewees these batteries would explode into shrapnel, producins catastrophic 
results. Fortunately, during the night the battery temperature stabilized with a c)'Cie 
between 88 and 1 00 degrees. . 

But another problem arose. Since the temperature of the batteries would rise 
when they were being charged by current from the solar panels (and also when they 
were being dischal'8ed to operate the satellite), the power system had been designed 
with thermal relays, which would open at about 1 00 degrees, cutting off the charging 
current . .When the batteries cooled, the relays would close and chargins would besin 
again. If this cyclins permitted an adequate charge to build up in the batteries, the 
mission could continue In essentially a nonnal manner; howe~, If the batteries 
became too completely diseharged, they could not be recharged by the solar panels 
and would de(vade, in a short time, to a point where the vehicle could not operate. 
There was, on this flight only, a reserve main battery, with sufficient capability to 
opcratcthcvchiclcforfourorfivedaystohelpensuresornephotographyon the8isht; 
however, once the switch had been thrown to the reserve main battery, it could not 
be returned to the main supply. 

During the morning and early afternoon of 16 June there were numerous 
teams of contractor, SPO, and SSPO personnel collecting data, studying schematics, 
developing alternatives, and trying to decide on a course of action. Schemes were 
developed for reducing the power load, such as restricting payload operation to only 
afew(-4-4.5) minutes per revolution and switchingotherpowerconsumersoff.A final 
decision could not be delayed much beyond 1600 PDT, because after that time there 
would be no ()pportunity to command a change before the batteries expired. 
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'\1 rtw dt•t ,.,ion mt:•ding' I 600 PDT. I II lurwl. th~· ,\ero!.p.lt t· Corporali{Jit .mel 
mn-.r 1 ontr.lt'lt•r ,Hh·1~or~ rwr~o<1nt.>l wt•rt• in iavor ut r!w k•i-s ri!'ky option: ~willhin~ 
11, n·~en t• -.upph i):l'lling orw RV oi ph!olo-nl.lteri,ll but gi\'ing up ,lilt h.tnn.· ior .s r>tore 
prodi.l( live mi .. ~ionl. :\ if'\\ hr.lw ~oul:;. led hv HttlcHd-who fll,)(ll• th~ iin.1l 
dn ;,inn--oplo·cl tor ,mohN ~;olll!t~m: 1 unlinut• on nltlin sup;Jiy. BuLatd'~ hu!o~. 

S.-\1 SP DirHior !hi~ Cen. Lt•W Alfr;n. Jr .. •,\·hu lud H•t t>ntiy rt.-pi.H.t•d 
Bm;. Cl'n. \VIif:.llll (. •. King. h., r I '16'1-71 !, 'liPJXJIIt'd him in thi.; l hokt', clOd the 
mi ... sion c nnlinru:d on m,1in hath·ril• ... 

USAF Brig. Gen. lew 
AllEN, JR. 

Brig. Gen G. William 
KING, JR. 

In ... uh,~·qupnt d<l\ "· ,,.., tlw prohh:•m ht•f.J!llt' lwllt>r .mril.•r,loocl. tht• uperatinH 
I;•,Jnl kt•pt " \'t-•ry ( olft•iul ol( I IJlllll ul IJ<lllt'ry \·Oil age .md flO\\'t'l ·"'•lilclhll' .mel 
!'( lwduJ,.•tf opl'r;ttion<. .ll cordinf.~lv. Tlw sensor opt>r,lling tinw gr<tduully inne,l~t'd 
lrorn I 7 mrnutr·s pN iour-rt-volulirm.,p.m In Hl minuws. whkh. whilt.•only ,\I)()Ut unf:'· 
hait :lw dl'~i}-:n t •'P·•bility, did nvl limitlht> photogr,1phk IJ!>I.. .lpprl•<:iabl~·. Onn•JJrl~l 
thi, hurd:!'. lhl' t•nlirt• n•'li<lt- opet.!lt>d with onh minor problt'nh. The !'ot•n-,ur 
... uhw .. t~>m tr,'rhporlprf.HJ,OOO ,-et•l oi iilm into RV-1 \·vhich. while:· not a iull hJ<.I. w.b 
n(•,H tht• limi' ongin.lll\. St'l ior llldt C.lf)sule. 

·on 20 fun(• 19:' I. dwin~ orhilal rl•\'olution Bl. lht• iir~t RV w.t~ St'Jl.lr.llt~l irom 
the '>.tlt>llirt.' .1nd rN•nterNI in thv H.1w.1iian ren)Vmv .uN. RPrnv('ry iorn:•s s.ightf!d lht: 
r.:ap~ul€•. hut tlw I'·I~<Khute w.1s ..,u hacllv d.mMgt'lf th,tt ,){'1'1&11 ll't'Overv Wcl!' not 
illtPmplt•d Tht'<~apsule bndPcl in th<· \·\',Jf(•r. wht•rt' il w<ts retrieved h,· ~uri.ttf:.> lorn· ... 
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and taken to Hickam AFB for transport to the processing laboratory at Eastman Kodak 
in Rochester, New York. While the primary objective of the HEXAGON mission was 
to provide high resolution photography over broad areas, the intent of the first flight 
was to demonstrate functional operation of the system. The sensor system certainly 
achieved this intent. 

One of the NPIC representatives at the Eastman Kodak processing facility 
remarked, "My God, we never dreamed there would be this much, this good! We'll 
have to· revamp our entire operation to handle the stuff."214 

Between revolution 82 and revolution 179, operations were routine and 
normal. Based on the analysis of film from RV-1, numerous commands were sent to 
adjust the camera for better performance. The operations team developed procedures 
for tracking the battery voltage to determine how much power was available for 
payload (and other) operations. The limitation of 30 minutes of payload operation per 
four-revolution cycle imposed no constraint on the general operation, and 52,000 
feet of film was moved into RV-2, which was recovered on revolution 179 on 26 June. 
This time, parachute damage was less severe and aerial recovery was successful. 

On-orbit operations were generally routine from revolution 1 79 through revo
lution 405. Despite an emergency shutdown of the sensor subsystem on revolution 
314, film moved into RV-3. Unfortunately, on 10 July during the recovery attempt, the 
parachute was completely destroyed and the capsule sank on impact. Subsequently, 
the CIA attempted to retrieve the RV from the ocean bottom using the Navy deep 
submersible Trieste-II; but just as the RV was being hoisted into the ship, it broke loose 
and sank again. Some film was recovered but it was unusable. 

As a result of parachute problems on RV-1 and RV-2 and the loss of RV-3, a limit 
of 50 percent of load (26,000 feet of film) was placed on RV-4. By this time, both the 
operations teams and the satellite were tired. There were more emergency shutdowns 
of the sensor subsystem, presumably caused by film-path problems. In addition, the 
attitude-control thrusters began to degrade and usage of attitude-control propellant 
increased. On revolution 484, the voltage on the pyro batteries-essential to the 
recovery sequence-began to drop alarmingly, indicating that they were nearing 
depletion and that early recovery was desirable. On 16 July, during revolution 502, 
RV-4 with 26,000 feet of film on board, reentered and was successfully caught by one 
of the recovery force's C-130s.n~ 

The operations team continued to command the HEXAGON vehicle, exercising 
the various subsystems, conducting experiments on the attitude-control system, the 
orbit-adjust system, and Lifeboat (the back-up recovery control system). On 6 August 
1971, after 52 days on orbit, SV-1 was deboosted into the Pacific Ocean. During its 
active phase of 31 days, it had transported 175,601 feet (1,350 pounds) of film and 
conducted 430 photo-operations at an average ground resolution of 3.5 feet and a best 
Controlled Optical Range Network (CORN) target resolution of 2.1 feet. 1

1(' Of this 
175,601 feet of film, 123,601 feet (930 pounds) had been recovered in three RVs. 217 
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As a basis for comparison, the first successful CORONA recovery (August 1960) 
carried 20 pounds of film. Later CORONA versions carried 40 pounds; the double
capsule version had 80 pounds. In the GAMBIT program, GAMBIT-1 had 45 pounds · 
of film; in GAMBIT-3 the double-buckEt carried 160 pounds. 

On 24 June 1971, two days before lhe successful recoveryofRV-2 from mission 
1201 and the completion of mission sesment 1201-2, Colonel Buzard left the 
HEXAGON Program Office. having been program director from prosram inception 
through aU of the difficult days of program definition, source selection.· interface 
resolution, complex development, schedule and perfonnance presure, and exactins 
testing. His outstanding leadership and devotion had been rewarded by a very 
successful first flight. He was assigned to duty with Gen. Allen as his Vice Director; 
he retired from the Air force on 1 November 1972. Col. Robert H. Krumpesucceeded 
Buzard as HEXAGON Program Director on 24 June 1971. 

As a result of the SV-1 expcr.ience, a number of items had to be improved before 
the next launching: the parachute system, the pyro battery, the battery bay tempera
ture, and the attitudes control thrusters. 

The parachute system, which had been subcontracted to~r Aelosp«e, 
needed to be completely redesigned. McOonneii-Dousfas and Henry Epple (of 
Aerospace Corporation) designed a new, stronger, more stable "extended slcirr• chute 

. which was manufactured by Para Dynamics, Inc., of El Monte, California; the new 
drogue chute was designed by Irving Air Chute Company. This new design was 
carefully tested and proved vastly superior to the Goodyear versiOO; it was used on 
all subsequent flights. In order to ensure the quality of the chute, · Epple and a 
McDonnell-Douglas representative inspected the completed chutes and personally 
packed them, using a vacuumtechniquetoextractairandreducevolume. Thechutes · 
were •baked• at 370 degrees for 6 hours to set their shape; then they were installed 
in the RVs.211 

Controlling the battery temperature was a more difficult problem, since the 
cause of the difficulty was not known. There were several theories: 

• The aft section was absorbing more solar energy than predicted. 

• The aft section thermal-control surfaces were improperly applied or were 
damaged before launching. 

• There was a basic design error. 

• Ascent events caused contamination of the thermal-control surfaces. 
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.-\ilt•r .ln<~lvsis and .1 grmmd-t~stin~-: pro~r,un ehmint~tecith~ ltr~rllm.'t' lhl'UfiLed 
l'<lll~l .... t>liurh Wt.·n: lOll( t•ntrated on .1~ en I nmlamin.llion. r-our SV-.! ~<·nsor:o. wt·rt~ 
-,,l.u t.•d un tht> h.tllf't\ h.l\ oi tlw ~t·nmd ~.1tell ite whidt• to dt.•ll•rmint• prt·<·iselv when 
cont.Jmin,Jiion otcurred. W.:1') it irom rhe cloud of du~t ,11 ~oli<l rock<'! motor !SR,\-\) 
i~nition .tnd liilout~ W.ls it trom tht.• ~m.1ll ._.,tid rod.et~ th.11 ~l.rgt>.d till' SRM .1i1er 
hurnuut? In rhe me.lnlimt•. ~.m1cthin~ b,l(lto lx• dont• abou: th1~ hrJtteri<·~ in SV -1. 
Fortun<~h•ly. thc>rc.• \vas unu .. l'd 'P•Kl· nn lhP otlwr sifl~ ltlw tool ~id<•l oi tht> n•hiclto~ 
.ul<lthe IMttNi£.., \\t'rP movPd to tiM! lorJiion. 

USAF Col. Robert H. 
KRUMPE 

All oi tlw!'e liw~. plu~ tht• norn1.1llt>!>ling '>l~qul:'nct•, slipped the l.1unching ui 
SV-lto 11 Oecernlwr I q71. Tlwn. during th~ countdown .• 1 problem ir1 ~ Ti1.1n p~:ro 
t: ir( uil r au~t·cl itn additior1.1l delay. whilt.• the su~pt'c·t wiring h,lrne!>s was replact'CI. 
•\s ,, resuh ui thi~ dd,ty lht•lhrust-vector t.ontrol v.lht~s on the SR.\\~ corroded and 

.were replacer!. 

Th~ ~e<:ond Hf\.-\CON vt•hiclt> 1SV-!1. mi~!'ion 1102. iin.tlh· \\<l~ l.umdll'd 
into ib pl.mnt,.•d Bb- by I fN-nrn.o1hil on .W ).u-1u,uy It);'.?. Although therp WPrP <.onw 
problernr,. pholo~r.lphit oper.:rtinns took pl,l(t:' un d,w I through d,1y 1'l ul th(• 
mi~sion. 
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During the latterpartofRV-2 operations and at 43 percent of clodtime through 
the mission, there was a catastrophic failure ol the forward-looking camera in the 
sensor subsystem: the film was broken during a camera operation.219 The rest of the 
mission was limited to monoscopic coverage only, using the aft-looking camera. The 
mission was troubled further by excessive propellant usaae in the satellite vehkle's 
reaction-control subsystem (RCS); this subsystem, like the orbit-adjust subsystem 
(OASJ, used monopropellant hydrazine thru5ters). The propellant tankage of the RCS 
and OAS was cross-strapped so that excessive RCS propellant needs were larply 
accommodated by using propellant nominally planned for OAS usage. Despite the 
use of a redundant set of RCS thrusters, the rate ofRCS propellant usage was enough 
above nominal that the mission was terminated during revolution 632 onday40 using 
the Lifeboat-112m subsystem, with no solou• phase. 

As a resuk of the battery problems experienced on the first HEXAGON flight, 
the batteries in bay 12 had been moved to bay 3 to prevent overheating. This change 
proved effective on SV-2. Also, SV-2 was instrumented with quartz crystal microbal
ances and calorimeters to determine the cause of the problems seen on the ffrst flfght. 
This instrumentation showed that the solid-rocket staging event was the source of 
contamination of the thermal-control surfaces. 

Approximately 100,000 feet of film wasrec<mftd from the A-side camera in the 
four RVs and about 56,000 feet from the 8-side in RVs 1 and 2. Resolution •was 
degraded by the need to use larger slits to compensate for the low sun angles, scene 
characteristics (snow and blowing snow), and ground haze typical of the winter 
season.•m Because of parachute damage during Mission 1201, all main chutes were 
modified, as described above, and deployment was delayed until the RV reached 
40,000 feet. This modified design performed satisfactorily on mission 1202; all four 
RVs were recovered aerially. 

During. ~flight pl,1nning for the third HEXAGON vehicle, mission 1203, a 
principal concern was managing an anticipated RCS thruster problem. Previous fliaht 
dati and ground tests "indicated that thruster-valve lea lease and subsequent degrada
tion was caused by particulate deposits on the thruster-valve seats. •nl Possible 
sources of these particulates were contaminated fuel and non-wlatile leSidue (NVR) 
building up in the RCS tanks after they were filled with propellant. Test and analysis 
showed that residues resulted from exposure of the hydrazine propellant to the rubber 
diaphragm in the RCS tank. The concentration of these residues was proportional to 
the lef1Ph of exposure of the fuel to the diaphragm. Four preflight decisions were 
made to minimize this anticipated thruster problem: the fuel loaded in the SV was to 
be as dean as possible; at the time of lift-off the primary RCS tanks would be full ·of 
fuel; secondary RCS tanks would be empty to delay the onset of thruster degradation; 
vehicle activity would be minimized. Propellants would be loaded into lhe seconct.ry 
RCS tanks and transferred to the secondary RCS only after the primary RCS started to 
degrade.l24 

The satellite vehicle for mission 1203 was mated to the booster vehicle on day 
R-ll,andprelaunchingc:heckoutbeganandproceededsmoothlytowardtheplanned 
launching date of 7 July 1972. Mission 1203 was successfully launched at 1046 PDT 
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at the opening of the launching window, and the Titan-1110 injected the SV into the 
desired 96- by 137 -nm orbit. As was the case with the previous flight, special 
expe~:iments were conducted durins the third launchins and ascent to measure the 
contamination environment, which had caused over-specification battery tempera
tures on the first flisht. Analysis of the data from these experiments confirmed that 
contamination occurred during the Titan-tiiD SRM stasins and was caused by the 

· small thrusters at the front end of the launch W!hicle that pushed the SV away from 
· the COR! of the Titan-1110 at burnout. 

The third HEXAGON mission, which was planned (or 45 days of photosraphlc 
operation followed by 1 5 davs of solo operation, actually flew 69 days. Photographic 
operations were conducted on days 1 through .$8, solo experiments and lifetime 
demonstration activities were conducted from day 58 today 69, and the SV deorbited 

·. using Lifeboat-II during deboost. After ascent 1here was an anxious period when the 
lefthand solar array was very slow in erecting after release; however, it eventually 
deployed to the proper position. 

During the first pha5e of mission 1203 (which was desisnated 1203-1 and 
connoted that exposed film which filled the fii'SI capsule (RV-1 J), all camera 
operations showed normal characteristics, with no malfunctions experienced. 
RV-1 recovery during revolution 132 on day 9 was nominal; the capsule was air 

· recovered, and a major section of the RV heat shield was retrieved from the water. 

Durins segment 1203·2, "operational photography progressed nonnally until 
revolution 314 when there was an indication ofminordisturbances in the aft camera's 
fine film path. • Certain limiutions in camera operations were established but •similar 
disturbances were reported on rowlutions 348 and 350 but no further action was 
taken before recovery of RV-2 during revolution Jsq•us on day 22. Evaluation of the 
recovered fi Jm showed that, beginning on revolution 314, film in the aft camera had 
not tracked properly. 

The first irldication ol an RCS thruster problem occurred durins revolution 175, 
when a 1 ()().degree temperature increase was obsetwd on thruster 8. Despite this 
indication, thruster leakage was not significant until revolution 306.1 odilule possible 
contaminantsintheRCS,SOpoundsofpropellantwas transfemdfromtheOAStank 
to RCS tanks during revolution 331 without perceptibly affectins the leafcase rate • 

. Normal RV-2 separation, reentry, and recove,Y were carried out during revolution 
359 on day 23. 

Duringmissionsegment1203-3,whichlasted14days,theaftcameracontinued 
to show film-path disturbances. After a series of problems, aft camera operations were 
suspended on rewlution 399 for the balance of the flight. This action was taken as a 
consequence of a film fold-over during revolution 364, which doubled the rate at 
which the take-up radius was increasing and, made a catastrophic failure probable. 

· The overall quality of lhe film was reported to be "fair to good .. with the aft camera 
performing noticeably better than the forward unit. Photographic quality improved in 
the aft camera and degraded in the forward camera as the mission progressed. 
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By revolution 385, the leakage of RCS-1 had increased to 0.25 pound!il 
revolution, and the thruster temperature had reached 1 ,000 dep!es. By revolution 
420, the RCS-1 userate was approximately 2.4 pounds/revolution (about 10 times 
nominal), and planning beMan fortransferringfuel to RCS-2, which was accomplished 
during revolution 436. Mission segment 1203-J was completed on day 36 during . . 
revolution 586 with normal reentry and aerial recovery of RV-3. 

Mission qment 1203-4 lasted for 21 days with continued-but non
ca1aSimphic-problems in the sensor and RCS.In this segment, the cameras operated 
normally to revolution 719, when the forward camera experienced a fold in the film 
similar to that suffered by the aft catnera during segment 1203-3. Both cameras 
continued to operate; however, the aft camera was also used In a monuscopic mode 
to optimize film use and reduce camera risk. 

In RCS.2, the propellant-use rates increased from 0.3 pounds/revolution during 
revolution 800 to 1.5 pounds/revolution during revolution 820. While it may not have 
been related, it was noted that '"a pattern of increasing leakage was observed after 
revolution 801 when monoscopic camera operations, with one optical bar rotating. 
were interspersed with stereoscopic operations. "'l» While monoscopic operations 
were part of the HEXAGON repertofy, the reaction~ontrol thrusters were used more 
frequently to compensate for the inertial imbalances invol~. RV-4 reentry and 
aerial recOYerfoccurredduring revolution924,endingmissionsegment1203-4.0n 
day 68, following a simulated mission late in the solo phase, the vehicle began 
tumbling. It was recaptured shortly thereafter and put underlifeboat-11 controi.The SV 
reentered the atmosphere during revolution 1,1 04, successfully terminating the third 
HEXAGON mission. Other than the RCS and camera problems noted, all subsystems 
worked very well. 

The fourth HEXAGON flight, mi~on 1204, was planned for a 60-day photo
graphic phase followed by 15 days of solo operation. It actually flew 69 photqvaphy 
days followed by 22 days of solo experiments and lifetime demonstration activities. 
The Titan-1110 boo5ter injected the satellite into a nominal orbit on 10 October 1972. 
The camera subsystem operated properly throughout the mission with some opera
tional constraints to preclude the mistracking which had occurred during mission 
1203. All film was recovered; it had an a~ ground resolution of 4A feet.D7 
Because most photography was taken between± 45-degree scan at a relatively low 
altitude, mission 1204 •provided the best overall imase quality relative to previous 
HEXAGONmissions.•l21AIJsatellitevehicleperforrnancewasnominalexceptforthe 
RCS and the attitude~ontrol system (ACS). None dthese anomalies affected mission 
success because of the availability and use of redundant equipr-neN. The anomalies 
in the ACS included inertial-reference biases, a failure in a flight-control electronics 
assembly, and noise spikes. 

The causes of the failures were identified and corrective action taken on 
subsequent flight hardware. Although satisfactory vehicle attitude and rate control 
was provided at all times during the 91-day flight, leaks in the primary system 
developed, as expected, and control was switched to the back-up system on day 26. 
No leaks were detected for the remainder of the flight. In the program evaluation, it · 
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was concluded that '"eUmination of the present RCS r.anbge, which has rubber 
·diaphragms installed, stops the gross valve leakage problem experienced on previous 
flights."229 On day 91, the SV was deorbited under ACS/RCS conbol durins revolution 
1,463. 

On 20 January 1973, General Allen was transkrred to the position ol Chief of 
thelntelligenceCommunityStaff,urlder00JamesR.Schle$inger.AIIenwasreplaced 
as Director of SAFSP by Brig; Gen. David D. Bradburn, who had been Chief ol the 
NRO Staff. 

The fifth HEXAGON flight. mission 1205, bepn when the vehide was placed 
into a nominal85-by 158-nmorhiron9March 1973. Launched at 1300 PST near the 
close of the launching window, It had been delayed durins countdown because of 
a multipathing problem between the satellite and the nearby Vandenberg Remote 
Tracking Station (RTS). For the first time, this SV carried the separate Mappi,.-Camera 
System (MCS) and ils associated Mark-V reentry \'ehicle (RV-5).1tek had built lhe MCS 
and General Electric rhe Mark-V RV, which was quite similar to RVs.used in the 
CORONA and GAMBIT programs. Mission planning wa~ for a 70-day main-camera 
mission, including a concomitant 30-day mapping-camera mission, and Rve days of 
solo operation. About halfway throush the mission, during 1205-l, a yaw-rate bias 
was observed, which persisted to some extent throughout the remainder of the flight. 
Panoramic camera \lelocity/altitude compensation capability was used to panlally 
offset the yaw bias error. These compensatory adjustments were only partial, due to 
the relatively rapid changes in error. The yaw bias of 1.5 degrees caused a resolution 
Joss of as much as 15 to 20 percent. All film In both camerasofthesensorsystemwas 
used, and all four o( the assigned RVs were recovered successfully. Even though the 
cameras performed very well, mission 1205 generally produced only fair ima&e 
qualitvbecauseofthe excessive amount of haze and poor weather prevailing durirw 
the mission. The situation was compounded, to some extent, by the relati\'ely late 
launching time and, therefore, post-noon acquisition times over targets. 

The operation and performance of the first mapping camera were highly 
successful. Both the stellar and the terrain cameras functioned wen, exposing 1,982 
frames of film, with only minor anomalies, over a 42-day period. The resolution of 
the· terrain camera was judged to be excellent throughout the mission. Evaluation of 
results indicated a quality level that significantly exceeded predicted values, based 
upon hardware acceptance test results. The evaluators2» ol the results rated ""the 
image quality in ground resolution ... outslanding for rhls scale. Numerous small 
manmade features were easily detected and occasionally identifiable; a baseball. 
mound, small aircraft on taxiways, individual homes with driveways. •zs• This was 
quite remarlca~ for a 12-inch focal-length lens at a 92-mile altitude. '"The stellar 
photography provided adequate star imases in both magnitude and quality, •zu 
despite degradation by corona and solar radiation foaing. Aff RVs, induding RV-S, 
performed properly and were air recovered without mishap. The SV was routinely 
deorbited O\ler Shemya during rewlution 1,139 on day 70. 
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The ~i\th HE X:\CO'. ~.!iellitt• v-..hit It;'. mis!'ion lltlfl, w.ll> pi.Ked into .l nominal 
H8· IJv 15 'i .l-nm orbit on U Juiy I <Jij. Thi~ \'\'clS the ~l·conrl mission to <·,mv lhC' 
m.lpping-<·anwr;t mo<lult• .!lld .l~o;oci."'IPd R\1. Mis!>mn planninA ·mduric:'d a 45-d..ly 
!llJJ)ping-c..1n1<•r a mission merg.;:•d wilh .1 7 )-dJv p.lnor.am•c·< Jmer.J mission. and Jive 
d.w~ oi \do opt;>r,Jiion. On tlw inurth d.w of the mi~o;ion, tlw SV e\perit'nn~d a 
;>rimclflf··lllitud«• n,nrrol ~vo;h:m tPACSi .JnonMIV v.-hich t·,<uc;NI,l vaw biao;. Control 
\\'J" switi lwei to lht' rt>rlund.lnt ACS :RACSi .iur tht' rent.tind<·r ui tht> miss.ion. ExcPpl. 
ior:! 1 ir,m1p,; lo~l dut> In l,Kk oi a <olt•ll,•r-pl,ll<•n pressOJ.lt'f,Jiion, the n1.1pping CclOlCrd 

op<'r<ilt•d ... un ('~'tully throu~houttlw miso;ion \\iith the tiim qua lit}· rated .1s \'err ~ood. 
:\II tht• llMf)ping ( rllllt:'r.l iilrn, including 6 I lrame~ oi ne.u-inir.H£>cl !IRI iilm. was 
t>:-.pmt'CI,wd tr~m~porft•d mto RV-5, whk·h was .1erially rerov<.'rt"<l clurir1g rE'\,olutio:-1 
bEU. l!w p,lnor.lmir r.Jnwr.t np(•r,11!:"<1 throughout the mis.,ion, ,md its RV~ W<"rt' 
olf:•liallv fl,•tO\·t'H'cl on I'('\, I liUii1111!\ .!I 0. '105. Cl1h, .md I .2112. The 0\'Nclll im.l~E:' qu,llil~· 
01 th<• panorclrl1i< CtlllWt.l ~Y~Iem W,lS rJit><J ,1-; _good .. All the:- iil01 \·1-'elS C\f)~fi .tnJ 
lrclnSflOrlt>cl .ntn lhf• R\'~ induding 2 I .000 lt.oel oi S0-25.> <:olor iilmloc.tted in iive 
"t'flJr,lll' wgments on lht> a it c.lm(•ra and :iOO teet oi II< itlm on the iom .ud C.llll(>r.L 
:\11 soln lest~ \·\'f•re SUf('(''"'ullr completed .Hld the ,,11ellite ~,.1~ denrbited durin~ 
rt•volut ion l.·f7 I oa rl,l\· <I:.!. · 

On .: :; :\u~u.r~t Colon<•l KrulllJJf.' w.1s tr Jn .. il.'rrt•d to th(.> Air Fore f.' Spa<e Jnd 
,\1i,,iif·~ Svst<.>m Org<tnil.llion. He w.•~ rt•plilcecf ,u HEXAGON 1Jrogr.un din•ctor hy 
Colurwl ~<tv f.. :\nder~on. who had bl'lm sc:'n .. irl,.; .1s hi~ deputv. 

USAF Brig. Cen. David D. 
BRADBURN 

Rt''''''H' ~icfc•. IJI.m4 
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Not long after the first successful HEXAGON flight, external circumstances 
· made it necessary for DNRO John Mclucas to consolidate all aspects d the provam 

into Program A (SAFSP). The causal factor wa5 the approval by President Nixon d 
program go-ahead ~electro-optical imaging program on 
23 September 1971. -hadbeen selected for development as the next 
photoreconnaissance system; its planning, technology, and advocacy were by CIA's 
Offtee of Special Projects. Now that the program was cleared to proceed, its 
development management would r~uire the coocerted effort of the OSPIDOS& T 
staff. (The Air Force role in-would be to provide launching and limited on-

. orbit suppon services.)Carl E. Duckett, now the DOS& T. agreed that he should offtoad 
work from OSP to ensure proper manning for-management; as a result, all 
HEXAGON responsibility was transferred from Prosram B (OSP/005& n to Program 
A (SAFSP). This rearrangement and its timing were directed in a message from the 
ONRO to the Director, CIA Reconnaissance Programs, and the Director, Program 
A.2u 

A principal transfer problem involved adjusting CIAIOSP contracts with the 
Perkin-Elmer Company. In this regard, the ONRO directed that the first buy of 
photographic payload systems (one through six) and the second buy (seven through 
12) should remain the responsibil The ONROexpected OSPto manaae 
the contract for one through six but to •seek a convenient 
opportunity to transfer contract"m for payloads seven through 12 to 
Program A. 

The CIA's HEXA~SAFSP was com-
pleted by ....._.. (CIAIOSP), and 
Col. Robert H. Krumpe (SAFSP) in March 1972.2• Haas was deputy director of OSP; 
Patterson was the director, HEXAGON (SSPO), aiftii!IJJIIkru the HEXAGON 
SPO. The plan was concurred in by OSP director nd approved 
by General Allen, Director, SAFSP (Program A). tir'Sf u 3 was set for 
completion.217 lt also envisaged that the execution of atripaniteagreement by rheOA, 

· SAFSP, and Perkin-Elmer which would •substitute SAFSP for CINOSP as the cus
tomer, effective 1 JubU.!!ZJ•Zll for contracts -(Fiiaht Sensor Subsystems 
seven thru 12) and~Facilities Contract). The idea of a tripaniteasreement had 
been recommended by hief, Contracts Staff/OSP, who had 
evaluated219 the possible options. The terms of this agreement were carried out on 
schedule. 

This transfer of responsibility was a complex and important operation, irwolving 
·much more than contractual responsibility. h called for extensive communication to 
ensure that the new owner understood all matters ranging through engineering action. 
rest and analysis methods, software management and support, and post-flight 
analysis, as well as issues of security responsibility and budset and fiscal adions. The 
record shows that representatives of both parties worked diligently and cooperatively 
to ensure that the program was neither hindered nor weakened by the transfer. 
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. The effectiveness of the transition process was noted on 30 June 1973 in a 
messase from General Bradburn, Director, SAFSP, to DNRO Mclucas and to 

· Leslie Dirks, Director of CIA Office of Development and Engineering (OD&E) that 
replaced OSP, in which Bradburn formally assumed .,all responsibility for mana,e
mentofconb'act -covering HEXAGON sensor subsystems seven through 
12. •l«~ He extended his .,personal thanks to the many people in OO&E who helped 
make this transfer in such an orderly and effective way." Bradburn noted that this 
milestone represented the final step in the transition and concluded by congratulating 
OD&E for the success of the program under its leadership, assuring the addressees that 

. "we will do our very best to continue that proud record. • 

After the formal transfer date, CIA/OD&E continued to support SAFSP in both 
technical and business matters. In a typical case, hecau.w of the incentive nature of 
the Perkin-Elmer conb'act, OD&E researched Its own records and gave SAFSP a 
complete rundown of fee penalty aspects involved in Perkin-Elmer delays on 
HEXAGON flights one thru six.241 

The HEXAGON program continued to fly with ever-improving results. The 
seventh HEXAGON satellite (and the first Block-11 panoramic camera and SBA) wae 
placed into an 88- by 154-nm orbit on 10 November 1973. All ascent events were 
nominal and proper stabilization of the SV allowed deployment of the solar arrays at 
the first station contact. Preflight mission planning included a 45-day mapping
camera mission, a 90-day panoramic-camera mission, and a 30-day solo operation. 
The panoramic camera operated through the 103-day mission, and its RVs were 
aerially re<:overed on days 15, 38, 65, and 103. All the film was transpo«ed into the 

. RVs, including 4,983 feet of S0-255 color film in RV-1 and 501 feet of FE-3916 
infrared color film in RV-4. During the 1207-1 post-flight analysiS, it was determined 
that in the panoramic camera a metering capstan resonance at peak Vx/h values was 
affectins image quality; in compensation, the perisee altitude was raised two miles 
on revolution 289. All other panoramic camera operations were normal. Mapping 
camera operations were a.lso normal, and 98.4 percent of the film was transported to 
RV-5, which was recovered aerially on day 58. Solo tests were completed and the SV 
was deorbited on day 124, 13 March 1974.242 

and film degradation. Z43 

The remaining Block-11 HEXAGON vehicles (missions 1208 through 1212) flew 
· with remarkably few problems; the results are shown in the HEXAGON Operations 
summary at the end of this section. During the eighth flight, the attempt to aerially 
recover RV-1 was unsuccessful but the capsule was successfully retrieved from the 
water. Despite this problem-plus a few incidents with the panoramic camera 
system-all mission objectives were accomplished. Flisht 12oq was normal, with the 
mission portion lasting a total of 129 days, followed by a 12-day solo phase and 
deorbit (on Lifeboat) on day 141. Flight 1210, after a few non-catastrophic problems 
in both the panoramic and mapping camera systems, flew for a total of 151 days. · 
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Flight 1211 had panoramic camera problems; as a result, much of the 120-day 
mission was conducted in monoscopic photographic mode. During HEXAGON 
mission 1212, malfunctions in inputs from the solar arrays to the main battery bus of 
the satellite vehicle required power load management During ~ of the 
mission, operations of the mapping camera, doppler beacon, and -were 
inhibited. 

In August 1975, General Bradburn was transferred from Prowam A (SAfSP) to 
duty as the deputy commander, Electronic Systems Division, Air Force Sy51iem5 
Command. He was replaced by Brig. Gen. John E. Kulpa, who had been serving as 
diR!Ctor of the NRO Staff. 

During the flights of the Block-11 HEXAGON vehicles, work began on an 
Improved version, known as Block-Ill (vehldes 13 throush 18). Several areas in the 
spacecraft were changed. In the electrical distribution and power system, four Type-
40hatteries replaced the seven batteries previously used (fourType-29, one Type-30, 
andtwoType-31.245'Thenewbatterieswereconlisuredsolhatthreewouldpowerthe 
main bus; the other powered lifeboat and could, if necessary, be switched to the main 
bus or to both. New thrusters, with extended lifetimes, were developed for the RCS. 
There was increased cross-strapping between the RCS and the attitude-control 
system. Two added tanks with ullage control were added to the orbit-adjust system 
(OAS), increasing the OAS propellant to 3,708 pounds. . 

The panoramic camera was provided with an improved erna-aency shutdown 
capability; now either camera could operate monoscoplcally, with both optical bars · 
rotating and with revised film transport start-up equations and software.146 The 
capacity of the nitrogen supply (supporting the airb.lrs which served as film rollers in 
the film transport system and pressurized the film palh) was doubled (from 34 to 
68 pounds) and a "large looper" was added to decrease inter-operation film wastaae, 
thus increasing the quantity of imaged film bv about 20 percentm Two film 
improvemenls were also made during Block-Ill. On SV-14, ultra-ultra-thin base 
(UUTB) film was flown instead of ultra-thin base (UTB), permitting even larger film 
loads to be carried. On SV-15, new mono-cubic-dispersed emulsion. film was flown 
for the first time, significandy improving photographic performance. · · 

To meet the Defense Mapping Agency's desire to use HEXAGON panoramic 
material to niake maps, after the stellar-terrain camera was removed (mission 1216), 
Pedcin-Eimer developed the solid-state stellar camera (S'}-a system which utilized 
a ligllt-sensitive charge-<:oupled device (CCD) at the focal plane in lieu of ronven- · 
tional film-to record the stellar field. SJ flew on mission 1217 and through the 
remainder of the program. 

The first Block-Ill HEXAGON vehicle, SV-13, set a new record for mission 
lifetime. launched on 27 June 1977, It flew successfully for 180 days with only a few 
minor anomalies. It was deorbited on 23 December 1977, having successfully 
performt!d four times the original 45-day design pl . 
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Tlw 1-llh HI:XAl;( )\i mi::.StOO. l.wnc. ht-d fill I h .''v\Mrh I '178, iri'\O ilt•w iw Ill!) 
d.tv, . .-\ •n •• lium:tr(m oltht• .ri! t .HHt·r~t oi tlw p.mor,lrnit !JarluMI on lt'\·uiution 1.!. lH 
re;;ultt•d rn limited C.lmt:•r,l op<•r,lllon iur tht: <iur.lfion oi rhe rnio;;sion .mel, .Kcordin~l~·. 
tlw ,,,-,l .• lmt:'r ,, ri lm ,uppl y \\ u"' not t lt-plt-tt>d h\· m i.;.,ilJJf H'nd. " F .lih...rt• of tht• terr.1in 
t .mwra'.,tlwrnl.ll .;hutfpr on rt>\'olution Rf,l) l("'ullt'll in .m opr•nthnm.1l duorror tnt· 
rl•matndt•r or tht• mi.,-.ron. Tlw t·M·t· ... .,.iH• pu\\-'t·r ll'-lgl' 1 ,Ju..,<•d h\o· tht.•<;t• anomcllit's 

n.l~t·mt•nl. 'ttl h .1~ redu( in).: tht• opt:r .1iiun 
tht· n·dund,mr ilighl'nmtrob d(·l·tnmic ,1!-St 

During !Ill' tli!-lhl ,,; HE>..-\CON rni,~ion I.! I~. Prns.:r.Hn Dirl>dm 
l ol. Rl\' :\r'df'r"tiO rl'tirPci ii!m1tiwAi1 fmu•. Ht•\\·<•srepl.r< Pd. on I ..-\u,~:ml J97H.Iw 
C(•l. lt·~ll'l S. Mt Chri ... ti.lll. Durin~ .'\ndl'r!-tllt'!> IPflllrt', the m.mdgt•mt:•nr uf the 
HlXACON .md CAMfHT Progr,vn~ h.ullwc.·rH ombirwci \\ ithin ,,..,inglt• SPO. Wirh lh(' 

,ld~'""' Ol iOil>!t'f hull("'i'o irt'lflH'Ill lli),!ht .. on hoth GAMBil cllld HfX;\CO:"\. ( omhinillJ~ 
1ht· lwD '""'t'm pro!1,r.l0lllilict•,- .ll S,;\FSP ,,,nd :\eru~pdn· 0.c:•rJx,ro~fionl ,md t:•limin,11· 
int-: tlw 1lupli< .11!' engineNing .;!ali .... tl' ... l 1 n''''· ,md i,Jnlitif" at li\ISC ior tht>:>t> l\HJ 
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limited broad coverage photography. This "'storage• coincided with the end ol 
mission sesment 1216-3 and the beginning of segment 1216-4. During the active 

· mission, both the panoramic camera system and the MCS performed well, except that 
the MCS terrain thermal door malfunctioned, as it had in two previous missions. This 
failure had no impact on the imagery, which was comparable to the good product of 
previousmissions.H1 Lateintheflightofmission 1216,theextendedcommandsystem 
exhibited a series of failures which lent drama to the successful recovery of RV-4. 

After its launching on 11 May 1982, the 17th HEXAGON whicle, mission 
1217-the fifth Block-Ill vehicle-performed well with 208 operational davs 

· (203 photographic, five solo). It was deorbited on 5 December 1982. SV-17, like the 
remaining vehicles, did notfly the mapping camera module; however, the panoramic 
camera system did include-for the first time-the system, which provided suffi
ciently precise vehicle-attitude information to permit panoramic photography to be 
used for some mapping, cartographic, and geodetic applications. In addition, "'this 
was the first mission on which the sensor system used the large looper and modified 
·film transport in order to reduce the amount of unexposed film bet.Yeen operations. 
As an example of film saving, wastage was reduced from 23 to 8 percent during the 

· RV-1 (1217-1) sewnent, resulting in 10,400 feet of additional film for photography, 
compared to previous missions. •zsz 

The senSOIS performed well, with a few anomalies. One of consequence 
occurred on day 190 when "the A-side (forward camera) experienced an emerzency 
.shutdown (ESD) due to an apparent short. The result was loss of the A-side and 
subsequent monoscopic, single Optical bar operations in the 8-side for the remalni"K 
13 days of the mission. •zn · 

Some problems were experienced in recovery. '"The recovery of RV-1 was 
aerial. The reco\el'ies of RVs 2, 3, and 4 had to be from the water, because of failure 
ol the parachute-cone-bag cutters, which precluded the target cone from deploying. • 
The failures were attributed to contamination in manufacturing: probably solder flux 
prevented the spring-loaded firing pin from driving a line-cutter, which held a cone
bag holding-line. .zs4 

On 19 January'1983, General Kulpa retired from active duty and was replaced 
as Director, Program A (SAFSP), by Brig. Gen. Ralph H. Jacobson. On 8 March 1983, 
Colonel McChristian was assigned as Jacobson's deputy {SP-2). McChristian was 
replaced as GAMBIT/HEXAGON Program Director by cOl. Larry Cress. Cress was 
SPO Director for the remainder of the program, retiring from active duty on 
'22 May 1987. 

HEXAGON vehicle 18, mission 1218, was launched on 20 June 1983 and 
· demonstratedvehicleoperationwhich•wasgenerallyexcellentforallsubsystems."'•Ds 
It flew a 271-day (nine-month) primary mission plus five days solo and was deorbited 
on 21 March 1984. SV-18 carried 304,7 40 feet of film. The forward and aft cameras 
used 149,66& and 151,038 feet of film, respectively, during the 1,722 camera 
.operations of the primary mission. These operations included 79 engineering lestS. 

liEilY ,..,.,. ..,. 
BYEMAN-TALENT-IC£YHOI.E 

CUtrlrvl s,.,._ Joltrdy 
lYE r«JJOJ-92 -114-
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USAF Brig. Gen. Ralph H. 
JACOBSON 
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USAF Col. larry 
CRESS 

.-\(.,o l, IIHI S ~olid ·~t.tle:> .,(·n~or ·' opl'r.ttions wt·r~! tondut:t<•d, inlludin)411 S' ,Kii\'ily 
dt.•llc'diorl !SCAiJ1 ·. · oper.ttion~. Tlw owrall i11M~l' quality rangt-c! lrom wry ~ood to 
poor \Vilh tlw degr,ul£><1 pori ion.; .1ttrihuted to h.l.ll', t loud< ov~r. ,md ~·rilin)! hi),lh 
l ;nu:-. Th(• st>nsor .1nd S · ~nlt·m~ showed no "i~nitk .1111 .mom.1li(~~ durin~ the prinl.ll)' 

mi~Mon. 

/\~ dll .ldjunt·t to the prim.uv mi.;~ion. SCAD tests wt•rt.• <ondlKtt.•d on ,, non· 
intNrNing b.,~i.;toclt•nton!>tr,lle the ie.t~rhility oi detet.·ting nighttimc<~ctivil~' ll!-ing I hi::' 
s· .. uh .. ~o.;(('IH Tilt' tlight-pHl\'PI1 SSP soilwdrP w.l<. lnfl(hiied to providt' the vehicl<:> 
ni.111E:'li\Pr!-rpitrh. roll. .mel vawl rt•quifE'<IIo point (•itlwr the It-it or right S'I'K•rt· .. ight 
<tl tlw d(•.,irt•d t.lr~eL 1\l~urithm~ wc·rl' .tddt.•d Ill .1s~ure cont•Jrm.lrt\ t' to .111 !<YSI~Ill 
cons1r.1int-.. induding marwli\er tinw intt•rv.ll~. S linwliaw ... vt~hic le elev.1tion .1n<l 
sl.tnl-range lirnil,llton~. ,md .;olar vt-rtor .lnj!lt>~ relativl' to th<' Wll'iOI !-Ubw~tt•rn. 

"· ~ighllinw a<."tivity wa~ dett!l\l'l.l. Thn•!>hulds were~('(. ib!>umin~ derlr weatht.•a, 
to obt,tin nMJ..imum int('lli~<'ll<T without exn.'sSi\·e d.l1J huilt.•r overilow. 

h. r or ~onw te'its. p.utit ularl\ ovN Zoaw oi Interior IJrgets. ,, ( orrt'1.1tion l odd ht.• 
m,ul<> lwl\vt-en known "~round tn,th" .md the: gl'onwtri<. di .. trihutinn ui light 
sourn•.;, .1s cl~>tertt>d bv tlu· S' ..ub.;y~tt-m. 
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d. Refined attitude data were obtained by processing star "'hits' imaged by the 
skyward-looking sensor. 

e. Boresight poinlin~ for a given target was repeatable to within one milliradlan. 

The four RVs were acquired with no damage to the capsules. The recovery of 
all RVs was aerial and normal with no recurrence of parachute-bag cutter problems, 
as in SV-17. 

After the success of the Block-1, -11. and -Ill HEXAGON flights, it was disheart
ening to experience severe command system problems during mission 1219; Launched 
on 25 June 1984 and originally planned for a 302-day flight, 1219's duration was cut 
to 109 days. Three RVs were retrieved, containing 55 percent oftheorisinal film siDck. 
ltwasnecessarytodeorbittheSVwiththeremainingRV-4,usinglifeboat,onday109, 
11 October 1984. SV-19 was the first Block-IV vehicle and the first with the Block
IV command system. The extended-command system portion of the convnand system 
contained plated wire memories in both of the parallel (PPMUs) which •directly 
related to the shortened mission as both PPMUs of the command !iVStem failed after 
numerous bit failures occurred during the flight."2S1 

-These failures and subsequent safing of the vehicle and new operating 
procedures seriously reduced attainment of mission objectives. Uplink commanding 
and remaining hardware performed nominally!'2" Alter mmplete failure ol the 
extended-command system, the minimum-command system was successfully used 
for all station contacts as well as the recovery and deorbit events . .ztO 

The HEXAGON flight program ended sadly On 18 April 1986, when the 
launching of the last vehicle (SV-20) was terminated by a catastrophic booster failure 
nine seconds after liftoff. A subsequent investigation by the Air Force Space Division 
(which was responsible for the Titan-340) determined that a failure in the plumbins 
near a high-pressure pump in the •boat tail .. pan of the boosler caused the explosion. 
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HEXAGON Oper.tions Sunnary 

Millien llecowerlel c ..... 
1:1D1 

l.aunc:hed 6/15/71 RV-1 6/11)/71 Chute problem, wateriKOII'eiY 
Deorllited 1/0fi/71 RV-2 6/26/71 Aerial recowery 

IV-3 7/10/71 Chute Qlled, up~~~le lost 
RV-t 7/16/71 Aerial recowry 

50 percent filntloMI 
2.7 - raolutlon 

1202 
uunched 1/20/72 RV-1 1/26/72 
Deoltlited l/21/72 RV-1 1/01/71 F~ camera filled 

RV-3 1/17/71 MoiiOICIOpic operalioA 
RV-4 'lJa/72 MoiiOICOpic QPIRtioll 

2.7 feet resolution 
1203 

LlundMd 7/07/71 IV-1 7/15/71 
Deorllited 9/13/71 IV-1 7/29/72 

IV-3 8/11/72 Film path dilturb.nces 
RV-4 9/17/72 =apeqtion ICSs 

1204 
Llunc:hed 10/10/71 RV-1 10/21/71 10,000 fl color filnl 
Deorbited 1/08173 IV-1 11/05/72 

RV-3 11/13/71 
IV-4 11/17/71 

1:1D5 
Launched 3/09/73 RV-1 3/11/73 . 1st==::,.., . 
Deorblted 5/11/73 RV-1 4/05/73 0.., due 

IV-3 4/19/73 toyawenor 
RV-t 5/11/73 
RV-5 4/11/73 

1106 
Llunched 7/13f73 RV-1 1/01/73 lndllllppinsamera 
Deorllhd 10/12/73 RV-1 1/14/73 

RV-3 9/rYa/73 
RV-t 9/25/73 
RV-5 9/14/73 

1207 RV-1 11/14/73 AI million objec:tMa 
Uunched 11/10/7) RV-2 12/17/73 llthfied 
Deorblted 3/13/74 RV-3 1/13/74 

RV-4 l/10174 
RV-5 1/08/74 

11M IV-1 4/lll74 All million oll;ectiwe 
Launched 4/10/74 RV-2 5/11/74 satisfied 
Deorbited 7/21174 IV-3 6/16/74 

RV-t 7/14{74 
RV-5 6/09/14 

1119 RV-1 11/17/74 Alllllillion obfettiva 
Launched 10/19/74 RV-2 11/13/74 Sltilied 
Deorblted 3/11/75 RV-3 1/21/75 

IV-4 3/07/75 
IV-5 12/17/74 
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HEXAGON OperatioM s.unm.y (COntinued) 

Milllan 

1210 
Launched 6/08/75 
Deorbited 10/GS/75 

1211 
Launched 12/04/75 
DeotiJited 4/01/76 

1212 
Llunched 7/08/76 
Deofbited 12/13/76 

121:1 
~unc:bed 6/27/77 
Deorblted 12/23/77 

1214 
t.unched 3/16/71 
Declrbited f/11/71 

1215 
Launched 3/16/79 
Dearblled 9/22/79 

1216 
LallftChecl 6/11/M 
D.orblled 3/06111 

1217 
Launched S/11/12 
Deorbited 12/0S/&2 

1211 
t.unched 6flljJ83 
Deorblled 3/21/14 

1219 
t.unched 6/25/84 
Deorbited 10/11/14 

1228 
launched 4/18/86 

SlEIIR 
~I'M 

BYEIIAAH-TALENT -KEYHOlE c_., s,.., Jointly 
lYE 140003·'1 

RV-1 6/24/75 
RV-2 7/29/75 
RV-l 9/04/75 
RV-4 10f06175 
RV·5 7~/75 

RV-1 1/01/76 
RV-2 1/27/76 
RV-3 2/21/76 
RV-4 3/29/76 
RV-5 2f02176 

RV-1 1/03/76 
RV-2 9f06/76 
RV-3 10/19/76 
RV-4 12/(YJ/76 
RV-S 9/08/76 

RV-1 1/02177 
RV-2 9/05/77 
RV-3 11/04/77 
RV-4 12/19/77 
RV-S 10/17/77 

RV-1 4/l0/11 
RV-2 6/01/78 
RV-3 7f2l/78 
IV-4 9/M/78 
RV-5 7/11/11 

RV-1 4f26/19 
RV-2 6/16/79 
RV-3 7/31/79 
IV-4 9/19/79 
RV-S 7/12/79 

RV-1 7/24/M 
RV-2 9/07/M 
RV-3 10{7.4110 
RV-4 3/f15111 
RV-5 10/14/80 

RV-1 6/15/82 
IV-2 8/02182 
RV-3 9/29182 
RV-4 11/'J0/12 

RV-1 8/24/83 
RV-2 11/07/83 
RV-3 1/fJJ/84 
IV-4 3/16/84 

RV-1 8/05/14 
RV-2 9/24/84 
RV·3 10/11/84 
IV-4 ndused 

CMI'Mftls 

M.tppinsCIIMI'a 

=~ lifeboat used after 
RCSdearatioft 

Afl~•f..._.on 
d•y », IIIOfiOICopk 
.tl amera operation~ 
resumed In 1211-t 

r=;ii: s,.a duritis 
early 

B-tide shidler problan 
RV-2 w .. er nac:ovety 
All million objeciMs 
ulillied 

AH million ob;ecliws 
Mtis&ed 

PMU-5 haldwMt Wlure 
RV·l droJue mort. end up 
penetrated~ 

ST ther-1 door falute 

ST .......... door falure 
PMU-BW..... 
lnsensltM SGLS·1 teee1wr 

RDAW!ute 

Forw.rd c.mer.w w .... on ct.y 
190; Mono-1 for reiMincler ol 
million 

w .. er rec:ow:riel of 
1Vs2,364 
111~ 

BllliplnHyblld 
PPMU-A IJ'OI'II" l8dion 
~ 

RV-1water~ 
Seriow failures in u 
-A, B Quted eerly 
mislion termination 
S' 

Entire million aa.t due to,._ ol 
Tlliln booller 9 secondl.tter liftofr 
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HEXAGON-Au-.. ..... 1nc:e AMI 

. -·· Nere•• e.eeN 

During its 13-year life, HEXAGON provided a unique collection capability 
which may never agail) be achieved by US imqery salefliles- Is ability to c:over 
thousands ol square nautical miles with contipous. cloud-lree. high-resolution 
imagery in a sinsle operation• provided US inlelli&ence users and m~pplng, dwtlns, 
and geodesy CMC&G> organizations with vast amounts d nearly simuJta'leoUs 
contisuous coverqe. Order-of-battle information across enlire Soviet military dis
tricts could be achieved in a short timelrame. Sino-Soviet militaly actics could be · 
studied and determined by analyzifta imapy ol Warsaw Pact. Soviet. and Chinese 
1...-scale exercises. HEXAGON pcovided the best MCirCi suppon ever fumlshed 10 
the user commu~le contiguous lmasery wllhin specified geometric 
accuracies. 

· 15Jun 71- 16)111 71 
•• n-21r.b n 

7Jul n-us.p n 
1o0ct n- 110.: n 
t Mar 73 -11 ~ 73 

13 Jul 73 • 2S Sip 73 
10 Now 73- 21 ,.., 74 
10/tfW 74- 24)1111 74 
2t0ct 74- 7AW 75 
... 75· 60ct 75 
40ec 75· 2tAW 7i 
I lui 76- tDec 7i 

........ d.,. on orbit. nota~Un~tn& dllylfll..._.. ... ..-.,an-'*-
tcOMIREX .._,..,....._hla,....Sfraln .. _lnthe_.., ...... to ...................... ,..._ .... 
tRV-3- loll Cllt 1211. 

JIEUl 
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MappinJ c....~ (12-lnc:h Terrain) Coverap 

Million ~of~ NMiiral Miles) 

1205 
1106 
1207 
1201 
1209 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
1214 
1215 
1216. 

One of HEXAGON's most significant contributions to the US security posture 
was tile confidence it provided national leaders in· negotiating arms-limitation 
agreements with the Soviets and conducting continuing negotiations for future 
treaties. HEXAGON was ol paramount importance in confwming or denying Soviet 

. strategic weapons development and deployment. Any new Soviet ICBM complex or 
de~elopment-such as mobile missiledeployment-<ould be detected quickly. New 
construction ol antiballistic missile-<ABM-) related fadlitles or production of nuclear 
submarines capable of ballistic missile launchinp was mcmitm!d closely. Inactiva
tion of outdated weapons systems could be observed. lhis infonnation was invalu
able at the international negotiating table. 

In January 1977, the-electro-optical imaglrw CEOII system came on 
·line. Although primarily planned as a high-agility, high-resolution system with near
real-time (NRn capability, this system could also provide broad-area coverage 
similar to HEXAGON. It, therefore, was considered to be the replacement for 
HEXAGON-a 5'(5tem conceived and developed under rather difficult circum
stances-but one which performed well above and be)Qnd user expectations. 

IEEIR' 
IMndlt:•M 

BYfM;W.TALfNT·KEYHOU 
COitflol s,.ms tolnl/y 
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Section 12 

HEXACON Financial Summary 

The total cost of the 20-flight HEXAGON prosram, including the CIA-manased 
portion, beginning with FY66 and ending with FY86, was $3,262,000,000. z.• Of this, 
the OA funding totaled- which largely ~lopment and 
production of the first 12 sensor unitS' at Perkin-Elmer--. The CiA figure 

· included, in addition to Perkin-Elmer payload costs. the amount ol for 
. special facilities . Perkin-Eimer,-fortheSSPOSETS 

contractor f~eld support. Of the total $3.26 billion cost, 
ililil.l was spent as DoD Secret or "white• funds; 

as "black" funds. This translates to an average 
and an average cost per photographic da~ of 

Using available data on number of cloud-free unique targets taken by some of 
the missions, as well as the number of cloud-free square nautical miles covered on 
those missio~ming these are representative, the cost per unique cloud-free 
targetl"1 was -and the cost per unique cloud-free square nautical mifel64 was -Of the major contractors, Perkin-Elmer received 

. graphic related items, lockheed Missiles 
for the SBA and related goods and ~nce!S. 

mapping-camera subsystem, and GE for the 
sullsys1tem The cost of launchiiii spacecraft of 

which Martin-Marietta Company received for Titan-Ill hardware and launching 
services. As the technical overseer of the program, the Aerospace Corporation was 
paid. million. 

Revetse side blank 
-121-
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A Goodly Heraae 
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The history of satellite reconnaissance bepn with a visionary RAND study, 
sponsored by a newly designated military service, the Air Force. The vision could not 
become reality until a means was found for boosting heavy loads into earth orbit. This 
means finally appeared in 1958 in the form of IRBM-class ~ers, and a concerned 
US President immediately seized the opportunity to sponsor this new possible method 
for obseNin& from space, activities in hostile, denied areas. 

A Gruwfn& Technical Exoelence 

Only 30 months after Eisenhower's decision, the CORONA satellite made its 
first successful flight, delivering photography at resolutions of 30 to .fO feet. With 
improved camera and film, CORONA resolution soon l'1'lmled to 10 feet; finally, 
ground resolutions of 6 to 1 0 feet became common, with area coverases of over 
8,000,000 square nautical miles. 

CORONA was a search system, desisnecf to answer the question, •1s there 
something thcrcl• The Intelligence Community always has a follow-on need, catego
rized as SUNeillance, which says, "There is something there! We now want to watch 

· it, leam more about it, and, if possible, identify and classify it." Once again, 
Eisenhower took leadership in sponsoring a new imaging satellite system, and within 
three years, the surveillance "bird"' was produdng pictures. Early flights of this 
GAMBIT system delivered qftwotothree feet; eventually, 
these numbers Finally, it became routine to expect 
GAMBIT to cover when mission-life was extended to four 
months in the closing -3 program, almost-taraets would 
be covered. 

Six years after the CORONA decision, it was reasonable to envision a follow~ 
on reconnaissance system which would combine the capabilities of CORONA 
(search) and GAMBIT (surveillance). This volume of the NRO history has recounted 
the new development that produced that system (HEXAGON) and detailed Its 
impressive performance as an intelligence collector. · 

A Growiris lntemational Acceptance 

Satellite reconnaissance began operation without benefit of a judicial code
such as the well-defined international law of the high seas-for eslablishing the 
legitimacy of such activities in space. In the 1960s, there was alway$ a question as to 
whether the Kremlin would object to an operational reconnaissance satellite. As a 
corollary, if the. Kremlin did object, would its reaction culminate in actual 
interdictionl 

-123-
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These and other concerns were shared by a number of DoD and State 
Uepartment officials including DNRO Joseph C:haryk who, in discussions with 

. Deputy Defense Secretary Roswell Gilpatric and Under Secretary of State 
U. Alexis Johnson, ursed the formulation of a national policy on satellite roconnais
sance. The primary objective of such a policy would be to avoid, blunt, or at least defer 
confrontation with the Soviet Union. It was agreed that "we must avoid provoking 
'them' into such objection." It was an accepted fact that the problem would be just 
as serious whether the "them" turned out to be (unexpectedly) a friendly country or 
(more cxpectedly) a Communist puppel nation. But the main case-a properly 
planned response to strenuous objection by the USSR-shoold be the primary 
c;onsideration of US policymakers. 

The initial step taken by the DoD to control information to news media on all 
military space flights-actual and proposed-was embodied in the '"Gilpatric Direc· 
tive" (DoD 5200.13 of 23 March 1962). This action placed a security blanket over all 
details of all military space programs and, in consequence, severely limited release 
ol information regarding these activities. Gilpatric subsequently sent a proposed 
paper on "National Policy on Satellite Reconnaissance• to President Kennedy's 

·Special Assistant, Gen. Maxwell Taylor, recommending that the subject be given 
immediate consideration. In response, the NSC issued National Security Action 
Memorandum (NSAM) 156, which set up a committee under the chairmanship of 
U. Alexis Johnson to develop US policy with respect to US reconnaissance programs 
and outer space. Among other things the policy aimed to maintain unilateral freedom 
of action to conduct space operations and to prevent foreign political and physical 
interference with the condu<:t of these operations. 

The report of the NSAM 156 Committee and its recommendations for US policy 
on outer space were discussed at the 10 July 1962 meeting of the NSC, which 
approved 18 points ofpolicy.~ 

AdditiOnally, the BYEMAN and TALENT·KEYUOLE security systems-put in 
place specificially to protect all aspects of reconnaissance operations and products
were deemed to be still other important factors in keeping the NRO PfOiram obscure 
and inoffensive to the international community. 

The most effective protet.1ive measure d all was furnished by the Soviels 
themselves on 12 May t 962, when they launched their own reconnaissance satellite, 
Cosmos, under similar close security. The existence ol this spacecraft in orbit 
·symbolized tacit acceptance of 'freedom of space;" in Washington one could 
i~ine echoes of Eisenhower's 1955 •Open Skies'" pian. 

The final symbol of acceptance occurred a few years later, when both the United 
StatesandSovietUnionadoptedasoothingeuphemismforreconnaissancesatellites: 
"National Technical Means of Yeriflcatlon'" (NTMY). 
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Col. (later lt. Gen.) Andrew ). Goodpaster was Staff Secretary to Eisenhower 
during the bulk of that President's administration-1954 to 1961. He joined the 
President in conference with nearly every visitor, sitting unobtrusively at the side, 
jotting an occasional note. At the end ol the conference, he would accompany the 
visitor to an anteroom and review key points and decisions made by the President; 

• then his handwritten notes would go into a special file box for ready. definitive 
reference. 

Goodpaster was well aware of Eisenhower's concem o~ surprise nuclear 
attack. He had observed-and perhaps participated in-the President's early decision 
that no task "transcended in importance that of trying to devise practical and 
acceptable means to lighten the burden of armaments and to lessen the likelihood oi 
war."*' He had attended White House conferences leading to the building of the 
U-2; later it had been his sad task to advise the President of Gary Power's disaster. He 
had also recorded Eisenhower's decision 10. build CORONA and is regarded, in that 
prosram's folklore, as a patron and founder. 

One afternoon years later, in the summer of 1964, a request went to the office 
of the DNRO to provide some "satellite information" to the Assistant to the Chairman, 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Maj. Gen. Andrew J. Goodpaster. The NRO Staffs Deputy for 
Plans-a graying Colonel-was sent in immediatercsponscandwasgreetedcordially 
and disarmingly by Goodpaster with a paternal "Come right on in, son!" 

Goodpaster's questions were brief, direct. and sequential; he was still the 
ultimate staff officer. What could CORONA dol Was COKONA vulnerablel Did it 
have potential for improvementl Was the program adequately fundedl In a few 
minutes the brisk interrOgation carne to an end. Goodpaster paused briefly, in 
thought. Then,ln a softer tone, he said, "Tell yourpeoplethattheyhavedonea mighty 
work-well beyond what we ever dreamed was possible. Keep on moving ahead; 
always ahead. You know, your group is so secret that it will never hear any public 
praise.l think It may be enough for you to know that you've put us in a posftionto keep 
watch on the Bear. I have the belief that you have given us hope for a quarter century 
of peace with that Bear." 

As these lines are written 24 years later Goodpaster's quiet assessment, so 
visionary in 1964, is very close to coming true. 

Retietse side blank 
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Appendix A 

HEXAGON a_, the lntelllpnce Community 

NatioMIIntelllpnc:e aequirenweull M~na~enwnt 

The first HEXAGON was launched on 1 S June 1971. Its function was to 
fulfill overhead imagery requirements developed by the Intelligence Community's 
Committee on lmasery ReqUirements and Elcploitation (COMIREX). 

COMIREX had been established on 1 July 1967,»1with these functions: 

In .JCc:ordance with polic:ies o1J1PfOV8d by fie United 
States lntelli&ence Board (USIB), the Committee wll • 
vise, assist, and &enf!'ally ad for the USIR on matters 
involving thecoordi,._ed developmentofintelligence1uicf.. 
ance for imagery c:ollectinn by overhead recorinaissance ~ 
denied areas and, as set forth in the Nalional Taskirw Plan 
(NTP) fnr the Exploitation ~ Multi-Sensor lma&efY, on 
matters involvi"' the exploitation of imagery. 

COMIREX was a follow-on to the Committee on Overhead Reconnaissance 
(COMOR), which had been established in 1960to rnanase owrhead reconnaissance 
intelliaence requirements. The primary chanse between the commiDees was an 
expansion of COMIREX's roles and mission in the imaserv arena and the assignment 
of COMOR's SIGINT responsibilities to a new USIB unit. the SIGINT Ow!rhead 
Reconnaissance Subconwnittee (SORS). 

The membership of COMIREX was comprised of desisnated officials of the 
departments and agencies that constituted the Intelligence Convnunily and were 
represented on the USIB: CIA, DIA, NSA. State, Amty, Navy, Air Force, Defense 
Mapping Agency, and Atomic Energy Commission, now part of the Department of 
EneiJY. Consultants were appoin~ from agencies that were doina systems devel
opment and imagery exploitation: the National Reconnalsnce Offk:e (NRO) and 
the National Photosrap.hic Interpretation Center (NPIQ. (See Qaphic 1.) 

In 1975, the Civil Applications Conwnittee (CAQ was esblblished with repre
sentation from the Departments of Commerce, Interior, Agriculture; the Environmen
tal Protection A&ency (EPA); and the Agency for International Development CAID) to 
apply satellite imagery to civil requirements. An earlier informal 8J'OUP, known as 
ARGO, had operated on an ad hoc basis since 196&. COMIREX was charaed with 
overseeina activities of the CAC and ensurina that national imaQet'y security policies 
were followed in the use of any authorized ima&ery. Only don'1estic imqery was 
eligible for use by CAC asencies, except for AID. lmaserv of national disasters, such 
as drought, famine, and floods, was provided to assist the US Government in 
determining humanitarian aid requirements. HEXAGON's broad area coverage 
capability was ideally suited to satisfying disastercoveraae needs such as floods and . 
earthquakes, and also civil mapping requirements; it. therefore, was more frequently 
used than any other overhead system to satisfy CAC requirements. 
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Graphic 1. Connillee on 1.....,-y lequi.......a. and hploitation 

The day-to-day management of the Intelligence Community's collection and 
exploitation requirements was handled by two COMIREX subcommittees: the Imag
ery Collection Requirements Subcommittee (ICRS), responsible for managing collec
tion requirements, and the Exploitation Subcommittee (EXSUBCOM), responsible for 
providing exploitation guidance to national exploitation centers. 

By 1971, the COMIREX requirements interface with the system operator-the 
. NRO-was throush the NRO's Satellite Operations Center (SOC) In the PenQp'a. 
The NRO developed a HEXAGON Reports C.ontrol Manual CRCM) 1hat specified at 
what time in the mission cycle-both pre- and post- launchins--COMIREX would 
furnish requirements data. For example, the desired film load for a specific mission 
hadtobefurnishedtothe NROnot later than launching minus.daysandthe initial 
_mission requirements at launching minus. days. These examples indicate the 
extensi\le pre-mission planning phase of each mission. With a film load in excess of 
200,000 feet and consisting of four or more different film types with dlffen!nt 111m 

· thicknessesdistributed throughout the film supply, the production, splicing, and. 
stackina of film became a major technical undertaking.. Similarly, the pre-mission 
planning phase for HEXAGON was far more extensive than that for GAMBIT. 
NumerousmissionsimulationsanditerativerevicwswithiCRSwererequiredtoarrive 
at optimal projected requirements for each mission. After launching. the I«:M 
-specified timelines for real·tirne aaivitles such as wearher fort!casls, "bucket" recov
ery schedules, and film deliveries to processor. 
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HEXAGON flight manased by the Secn!tary of the Air Force 
Special Projects Office at the Satellite Test Center in Sunnyvale, 
California. There the targeting software (T'Unity) was run· and the adual camera 
operations selected; then the vehicle and payload commands were generated and 
transmitted to the orbiting HEXAGON vehicle through the Satellite Conhl Facility's 
worldwide tracking and control neNiortc. All this was done in the minimum lime 
required in order to take advantage of the best possible weather forecast data. Until 
1977, the SOC acted as thel!!!!!:t!.9Lbetween the requirements manqer, COMIREX, 
and the systems operator, --of the NRO. . 

---lDJ.211, all sex: responsibilities for HEXAGON operations were transferred to 
--at the Salellite Test Center in Sumyvale, California. This improved the 
effectiveness of HEXAGON operations by creating a more efficient, direct interface 
~e requirements m~nager (COMIREX) and the system operator 
--· Also, by eliminating an NRO middleman, some timelines were short
enedandthepossibilityofmisinterpretingrequirements(especiallythosewhichwere 
special or ad hoc) was lessened~ Another influencing factor was the installation of a 

"utom;ated Management Syslem (CAMS), discussed later, within the 
facility; CAMS provided a direct tasking link between COMIREX and 
In recognition of its broad responsibilities and authorities, -

was, in 1981, designated an Operating Division (00-4) under the Secretary of lhe Air 
Force Special Projects (SAFSP) Office in Los Angeles. 

00-4 played a key role in the success of the HEXAGON pqram. A primary 
factor was OD-4's application of the human iudsment element to the computer
generated mission plan and on-orbit tqeting. This was important for HEXAGON 
operations, e\len more so than in other prosrams, because film management played 
such a prime role in each mission's success. The husc amount of film c:anied by· 
HEXAGON was in dangerofbeingquicklyand inefficiently expended, if not managed 
carefully. Missions of 260 days duration were achieved against a design specification 
of 45 days. As mission durations extended, the number of missions could be reduced; 
thus sound operational management of mission resources became critically Impor
tant. 

Pre-mission planning was more important to HEXAGON's success than It had 
. been to other programs because it established the le\lel of film allocation by 
requirement types, requirement priorities, weather lhresholds, and operational strat
egies, each of which would have a major effect on lhe course of the mission. Extensi\le 
iterations between the NRO and ICRS were accomplished to ensure an optimal 
missionplanforpresentationtoCOMIREXforflnalapprovai.Atthecompletionofpre
mission planning, the Intelligence Community had high confidence in the accuracy 
of projected levels ci satisfaction against standing, special, and mappina, charting, 
and geodesy (MC&Ci) requirements. (Standing requirements defined collection 
objectives that took into account ongoing scheduled intellisenc:e needs in a form 
consistent with the capabilities ofexistins or programmed systems. Special require
ments provided day-to-day adjustments to collection taskins through Community 
mechanisms to reflect and respond to immediate or chansing intelligence needs.) 
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Application of the human judgment factor paid off most significantly in on-orbit 
operations. Although T'Unity targeting software was usecho provide recommended 

· targeting operations, each T'Unity selection was manually reviewed. Consideration 
wa5 given to actual predicted weather, satisfying mission requirements as a whole, 
climatology for future accesses, and desired mission duration. These subjective 
factors could not be programmed into the targeting software but were highly 
important in the final detennination of camera operations; in fact, most software
generated targetins selections were modified arter review by the 00-4 operations 
team. 

HEXAGON l ..... ry Security Policy 

HEXAGON imagery and imagery-derived products were controlled within the 
TALENT -KEYHOLE (Tk) security system. Access to TK-protected information required 
a special security clearance and an authenticated need to know. In the early 1970s, 
the increased utility of satellite-derived Information made It essendaiiD provide more 
of it to lower-echelon military and other Intelligence Community users OU1side the 
Tk com~rtment. Accordingly, in November 197.1, President Richard Nbcon ap. 
proVed recommendations by OCI William Colby that moditred some of the strict 
security controls on the imaserv satellite prosram. Specifically, the DCI was autho
rized to remove from TK controls, after consultation with the Secretary of Defense, 
such photographic products as he deemed appropriate, provided that the products 
removed were appropriately classified and did not reveal the sensitive technical 
capabilities of current or future intelligence satellite programs. As a result of this 
authorization, most of the product-exceptoriginal-formatfilm-and almoSt all of the 
infqnnation derived from it became available to US intelligence users at the Secret 

. level outside the Tksecurity control system. This action significantly Increased the use 
of intelligence from the HEXAGON program. 

The chairman of COMIREX managed the TK security system for the OCI. A basic 
policy objective for HEXAGON product was increased usage outside the Tk security 
control system in meeting requirements ofthe Intelligence Community, the military 
forces of the United States and its allies, and the federal mapping agencies. The 
BYEMAN control system, which handles access to operational and programmatic 

. data on NRP programs, is managed by the NRO and was unaffected by modifications 
to the Tk security system. 
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HEXAGON was the first overhead reconnaissance system with development 
and system char~teristics defined primarily by national intelligence requirements. 

· On 21 June 1966, COMOR forwarded to the USIB* specific requirements for a new 
search/surveillance system to replace CORONA The stated requirements were: 

•a. Retoludon and Swath. The requirement for a capability for search with a 
continuous stereoscopic swath width at least equivalent to KH-4"" 
( 150 to 180 nm) and a resolution equivalent to KH-7 (3 to 5 feet over the total 
format), as approved by the USIH on 31 July 19&4, is reaffirmed. 

b. Obliquity and Stereo COIIVeiJeiN:e. KH-9 Should be deslsned to provide 
photography from vertical to between 45 desrees and 60degrees obliquity. The 
stereo conversence angle should he no less than 20 desrees and no greater 
than 45. 

c. Search Milsian. KH-9 should have the capability to provide stereoscopic, clou~ 
free (about 90 percent) photosraphy of about 80 to 90 percent d the built-up 
areas of the Sino-Soviet block (approximately 6.8 million square nm) semian
nually and should provide similar coverage cJ about 75 percent of the undevel
oped areas (2.8 million square nm) annually. It should he noel that 
this requirement differs from that approved by USIB on 19 March 1965 
(USIB-0-41.14/229; COMOR-0-13/43) and that it is based on the results 
obtai~ and general satisfaction with search coveraae acquired over the last 
18 months with the KH-4. In addition to search of the Sino-Soviet blcx, KH-9 
should provide the capability to acquire cowrase ofcontinsencv areas in other 
parts of the world on demand. 

Present areas requiring this coverage are Indonesia, the Middle East, South
east Asia, and parts of North Africa. We do not expect this requirement to 
exceed 3 million square miles per year. 

d. Suawllance Mission. In recognition of the capability of KH-9 to obtain high
resolution area coverage when meeting the specifications [in illem at above, we 
believe it appropriate to specify frequency of coveraae in terms of surveillance 
of seosraphic areas representing target clusters rather than in terms of surveil
lance of individual point targets. Based on tarptdistribution, we have identified 
about .clusters ransing in size up to areas in which 
approximately-percent of current targets are located. As new tarp1s are 
added to the list, it is expected that the great majority will also fall in these same 
clusters. Although the bulk of these areas are located within the Sino-Soviet 
bloc,several of similar size fall outside this area. These tarset clusters, each of 
which contains a variety of target category types, should be considered dynamic 
and therefore subject to chanp as experience with KH-9 is K!!!!'ed. For 
planning purposes, however, we believe that surveillance of abou-percent 
of these areas quarterly should be accomplished, especially since the KH-8 
high-resolution spotting system can be employed to round out coverage or to 
obtain additional coverase as may be deemed necessary. 
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e. Flexibility. As presendy described by the NRO, KH-9 will provide missions of 
30 to SO days duration. This long life, while providing the capability to acquire 
greateramountsofcloud-freephotographythroushtaklnsadvanrageofweather 
opportunities, includes the liability that the information deri\led will be old 
when received unless provisions are made to recover, process, and read out 
missions in incremerts. We believe that each recovery vehicle increment 
should contain no more than 1 0 days' coverage2711 and that there should be 
additional flexibility provided to recover portions of a mission in less than 
1 0 days on demand even at some sacrifice in total mission coveraae. 

In order to avoid acquiring a great quantity of coverase In a few days and then 
being faced with a long period with no search/siM'Veillancebeingconducted, we 

able, readout of photography acquired early in a mission could be used to 
influence collection later on in the mission, the system would have the 
Capability to respond to special events or to current intelligence needs, and 
excessive peaks and valleys in the rate of collection could be avoided. 

f. Stamlty CapaWiity. In order to assure that seart:h/surveillance is conducted 
without undue time delays in coverage, standbv vehicles at about R-3271 days 
should be available to provide backup for possible failures and to provide 
emergency contingency coverage during times when no vehicles are on orbit. 

g. Mappina and Chartinl· For KH-9 photography to be used directly in the 
preparation of maps and charts, it must contain the strong geometry required 
to meet the horizontal and vertical accuracy for large- and medium-scale maps 
and charts of which the most demanding is the large-scale (1 :50,000) topo
graphic map. These maps require a relative horizontal accuracy of 85 feet and 
a vertical accuracy of 16 to 3 3 feet over a distance of 1 0 to 20 miles. An accurate 
photogrammetric control network extending 500 miles in any direction with.in· 
~pecified regions is essential for the development of an orderly production of 
coordinated series maps and charts. KH~9, in addition to providing seart:IV 
SU!Willance as stated [in items c and d) above should ako provide coverase of 
about 7 to 1 0 million square miles of the free world each year. This requirement 
usually can be satisfied by one-time coverage supplemented by re-coveragc of 
relatively small areas (see COMOR-D-13/65 for additional stalement of 
requirements). • 

COMOR recommended that USIBapprovethestated requirements and forward 
them to the NROfor use in system design. It was also requested that the NRO provide 
COMOR with information on those specific requirements that could be exceeded 
appreciably at negligible increased cost and/or those specific requirements which, 
if reduced, would resuh in substantial program savings or in substantial improve
ments ·in other requirements areas. USIB approved the COMOR recommended 
requirements on 20 July 1966.272 
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There were several other key HEXAGON dellelopment decisions tmt were 
responsive to USIB/COMOR identified needs during the development phase. These 
primarily were related to improvements In HEXAGON's capability ID meet MC&G 
needs and included the addition of a 12-inch focal length stellar-index (51) camera 10 
the system at an estimated cost of-. The Sl camera was needed to meet 
the Defense Mapping Agency's stated photogrammeb'ic control network require
ments, established as:273 

• horizontal error of 40 feet over 20 miles and 400 feet over 500 miles 
• vertical error of 1 0 to 20 feet over 20 miles and 80 feet owr disunces up 10 

100 miles 

A Doppler beacon and accelerometer were also added to the system 10 support 
MC&G requirements and ensure the required horizontal and vertical accuracies were 
met. The NRO estimated the additional development cost at- plus -per mission. The stellar-terrain camera system and Doppler beacon were 
added startins with mission 1205 in March 1973. 

The NRO met or exceeded COMOR's requirements, as shown in this Table. 

Resolution 
Swath 
Obliquity Stereo 
Corwei'J!'K:e 
Search Mission 

SuiVeilance 
Mil&ion 
Flexibility 

Standby Capability 

3-Sfeet 
1S0-110nm •s· -w oblquity 
2~- .. ,.~ICe 
Built-up areas (6.1 million 
sqnm) 

eoveraae ao-9DIMI 
semiannually 

UndfNeloped art~~s (2-1 mm sq 
nm) 

Coweraae 751Mt annually 
ContlnaencY areas (3.0 million 
sq nm1 annually 

Tarpt dusters- cowrap 
101M. quarterly 
30-50 days ml5sion dumlon 

Mwinl and Charting • as ft horizontal accuracy 
Geometry • 16-33 ft wrtial accuracy 

over 1D-20 miles 

2-3feet . 
300rwn 
Wobliquity 
w c:onv.pnc:e 
Usualy ac:Newec:t-

• 7-10 milion sq nm baNded 
free world ClOW!fip 
annualy 
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COMIREX Automated M••••nent SysteM (CAMS) 

As the definition of intelligence requirements grew more complex and 
HEXAGON and other NRO satellite programs delivered increasing amounts of 
imagery, the need for an automated, interactive requirements management system 
became mandatory. Although some form of compuler support had been available b 
the Community from the earliest days of the CORONA program, all such supportwa.-; 
in the form of offline programs that were useful in mission planning and requirements 
analysis but had little utility for near- real-time managc!mCnt of requirements during 
the course of a mission. Furthermore, the Community members could not directly 
access the national data base to retrieve information on requirements, imasing 
attempts, past coverage, and so forth. The shortfall was eliminated in 1976, when 
CAMS became operational. For the first time, Intelligence Community members 
could, from a CAMS computer terminal located in their own facility, nominate a 
collection or · time- sensiti1te 

nature, such as a iillll the COMIREX staff could react immediately . NRO to attempt 
coverage of the border area on a priority basis. Provided-at an im satellite was 
on orbit. it could be tasked against such a requirement 
than, as previously, hc:NJrsordays. (The CAMS networkandcnvironmentaredepicted 
in Graphics 2 and 3.) 

In January t 961, National Security Council Intelligence Directive (NSCID) 
Number 8 established responsibility and procedures for the conduct of imapry 
exploitation in response b national foreign intelligence needs. The directive created 
a National Photographic InterPretation Center (NPIO for priority exploitation of 
satellite irnapry and charged the Center with providing common imagery support 
services "to imapry exploitation organizations within the Washington, DC, area. 
NPICwasalsochaiJedwithmaintaininganup-to-date,consolidatedfileonimagery
derived target data to serve national and departmenlal need5. The NSCID provided 
that irnasery exploitation requirements that were uniquely departmental in nature, 
fOr example DoD studies, were not the direct responsibility of NPIC, but Were to be 
undertaken by thedepartmentsconcemed. Those agencies without phoaoinlerp'etation 
capabilities, f01 eMample State Department, could call upon NPIC to meet their needs. 

Consi5tentwith NSCID Number 8, an NTPforthe Exploitation of Multi- Sensor 
lmasery was issued in January 1967. This plan defined the specific roles and 
responsibilities of Intelligence Community imagery exploitation orpnizations
NPIC, CIA, DIA, Army, Navy, and Air Force-in response to national imagery 
exploitation requirements. National requirements for imagery exploitation by the 
Intelligence Community were to be deVeloped and managed by COMIREX. · 
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F~m Dillemlnation lelponlilllldes 

Requirements for disseminating HEXAGON imaaerv wete prescribed bv the 
EXSUBCOM of COMIREX in response to Community needs. lmasery products 
included film, exploitation data, and printed matter. Additional imagery-related 
material included data on target coverage, film indexins, camera performance 
evaluation, mapping, cloud coveragelseneral weather, requirements satisfaction, 

· and overall system performance evaluation. This process was dynamic, continuously 
supplying data, whether it was film products, i.nformation on operational control and 
management of a mission underway, future mission plannins dau, or exploitation 
end products. 

NalieMI PhalotraPhic Interpretation Center (NPIQ 

NPIC played a primary role in the success of overhead imagery prosrams. 
Collec:tinB larse volumes of HEXAGON imaBerv would serve lillie purpose without 
a dedicated and responsive organization to exploit and report on both the key 
intelligence information derived from each mission and routine infonnalion, such as 
Order of battle, on which continuing and long-ranse intelligence decisions could be 
based. NPIC's search of and reporting on the Soviet Union following each ml5$ion was 
a key input for US Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALn monitoring and onsoing 
SALT negotiations. During times of international crises, such as Middle East hostilities, 
India-Pakistan border tensions, and so forth, a HEXAGON mission wou.ld imase the 
area of concern, and NPIC photointerpreters would be sent to Eastman Kodak to 
conduct immediate readout of the area of interest in order to provide national 
policymakers and the Intelligence Community the most current information avail
able. On occasion a mission "'bucket" misht be returned earlier than plamed or 
extended on orbit to satisfy urgent current intellisence needs. NPIC provided 
outstandins readout in satisfying national intellisence requiremeru throughout the 
HEXAGON program. 

It is appropriate to make special mention of the first Dill!dor of NPIC, 
Mr. Arthur C. Lundahl. A s~rb technician In photographic interpretation and 
photopammetry, Lundahl used the talents of individuals from such divene disci
plines as photointerpretation, photogrammetry, printing and photo processing, 
automatic data processing, communication and graphic arts, collateral and analytical 
research, and technical analysis to ectract maximum intellisence from HEXAGON 
imagery. During his remarkable career,lundahl enjoyed the confidence of Presidents 
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon, as well as senior manaaers within the CIA 
and the DoD . 
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Arthur C. Lundahl 

The National Imagery Interpretability Rating Scale (NIIRS) 
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Ill the earl\·. I '170<. .• 1s n.ttiorl.ll nliiPtlion .1nd t'\f)loit.ltion wquin•nwnt!> 
t'Xfjdlldt>tl diU.l bt~ .I Ilk' int fPchlll):dY "IJI:'t iik' it glt:'\\" clflflclll'fll I hell tht· Cornmunih 
nec-cled ,1 lwtter nwasltrt• lor r,ttin~ tlw qu,tlrt\ , •i ima~ott>ry-- "mwthing thclt woulcl 
J'rll\ idt• .1 lll!:'d!>Uff'lllt'lll oi -..11 isi,.n lion ol .r .,l,llt•tf inM.:t>rv rt'ltuirt•nwnt. Tht• n-.e,tsuna 
ti1.1f h.ul hl,l:'n u.;ed ~inct' tht> iirst "lit ( essiul ~.ltellit(' rnb~ion w.h ,1 r.Jiin~ of ~oocl. i,tir. 
or pour. SU<. h J ~cc.1le did nol )(ive tht• u:.er or tht•lollechll very rnuth iniorm..tlinn on 
Hw proh.1hility th.Jt .~ ~llf't·ific' in!PIIigf'nn• nePcl h.uiiX>t>n an~Wf>red. For ex.lmpiP, w.ts 
H[X .. \CON sec1rch inl.l)!ef)· ol good t-nough iniPrprNahilit~· to (lcfe< I ,, nt'\V Snvit~t 
.mtrb,tlhstit. rm~sile L-\BM1 ialihty{ 

I lw word ··qu.llrt'(. h.1s a diiit-r(lnl rm•.ming ior photos< ient i!>t' th.m it hd"' ior 
rollt•t lion ~''item t.•n~o:irWN'i TtJ llclldnre thi~ 1,1( t. ,1 :-..,ltiullJI lmolgt.'l'\o lnlt.'fjltt'lclhilitl 
R.Uirlg ~cdi(• rNIII<S. pronm,nrt>d "rw.m,"l \vas clf•\elorwrl. The NIIRS ~hstiltdl'~ tlw 
phr ast- • inior'll.ttion put(•nti.tl ior intt>lli~t>nt t• purpo!-~~ • ior .. fJ•Miit~." The purpo~e oi 
NIIRS w.h ~t.tll'd con( i~t•!v ,h •·to oht.tin irorn thl• photor:lterprt>h•r .1 jucl~rnenl a~ lo 

tht• intPrpn•tclbilitv ot .111 M·quirt'd irn.1~e ." t\~ a re~ult oi tlw .ultlf>lion oi NIIRS ir1 I 971. 
tlw Community ustor~ h,1d ,1 qtJit k .md .ttUJrdll' ••~)ot'!o!'Olenl ,1s to whethttr or not .1 

requtrt>ment h.ul bt>en mE'I, .md tht' colll•Ciinn rnan.l~(·r tCOMIREXJ h,ul d rt•li.ahle 
rn.mner in Vl·hirh to t01sk tht• rollt>( lor li\ROl nr to n•Jllfl\'t' td.,king ii tlw rt>ctckrut 
dt'lermin<.>d t!ldl rt'qt,irf'fl qudiitv had ht-tm dt hit·,~l. 
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One of the key needs for an improved imagery ratins scale developed as a result 
of the first SALT and ABM treaties. A better method had to be found to report on the 
quality of HEXAGON search imagery and to determine If the Imagery were good 
enough for detecting activities covered by the two treaties. Could it detect new or 
mod.ified ICBM launching complexes, ABM launchings, and radarsl Followins each 
HEXAGON recovery, NPIC was tasked by COMIREXto NIIRS-rateall Soviet imagery; 
this information was incorporated into special SALT reports provided to US agencies 
and persons involved in treaty monitorins and nesociations. For example, a chart 
comprising the cumulative plotted NIIRS rat in~ of the Soviet Union was prepared 
annually for the President, the DCI, and elements of Congress. The chart showed in 
detail the areas covered and the quality d the coverage. 

The NIIRS rating scale ranged from 0 (which meant that interpretability of the 
imaserv precluded its use for photointerpretation) to 9 (which provided the highest 
interpretation capability). The following summary shows typical examples for the 
1 0 NIIRS catesories. 

Ratina Category 0 

Interpretability of the imagery precludes Its use for photointerpretation, due to 
obscuring, degradation, or very poor resolution. 

Ratins Catgorv 1 

. Detect the presence of large airc_raft at an airfield. Deeect a launching complex 
at a known missile test ranse. Detect annored/artillery ground forces training areas. 

Rating Category 2 

Count accurately alllarse straight-wing ain:raft and all large swept/delta-wing 
aircraft at an airfield. 

Identify a completed Type 111-C launching area within a known ICBM complex 
by road pattern/hardstand L"'nfiguration. 

Ratina Catepy 3 

Count accurately all straight-wing airaaft, all swept-wlngaircraft, and all delta
wing aircraft at an airfield. 

Detect vehide.Vpieces of equipment at a SAM, SSM, or ABM fixed missile site. 

RatjOR ytepy 4 

Identify a fighter aircraft by type, when sinsly deployed. 

Identify an SA-2 or CSA-1 missile by the presence and relative positions of wings 
.and control fins. 

Identify trucks at a ground rorces installation as cargo, flatbed, or van . 
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Ratjnp Catepv 5 

N8Feltl 81&8N 

Detect the presence of call letters/numbers and alphabetical countrydesipator 
on the wings of large commercial/cargo aircraft (where alpha- numerics are 3 feet 
high or larser). 

Identify an SA-l transporter by owrall confisuration and details of chassis 
construction. 

Identify a singly deployed tank at a ground forces installation as light ormediu.W 
heavy. 

Ratina 9!!nPY 6 

Identify a FAGOT or MIDGET aircraft by canopy configuration, when sinsly 
deployed. 

Identify the following missile ground support equipment at a knoWn stra1elic 
missile site: warheacVcheckout van and fuel/oxidizer transporter. · 

Ratjnp Category 7 

Identify the pitot boom on a FLAGON aircraft. 

Identify a stratesic missile transporter/erector (fixed or mobile system) when DCJt 
in a known missile activity area. 

Ratins Category 8 

Identify on a FISHBED J aircraft the dielectric patch outboard on each wing 
leading ec:fse and the horizontal tallplane tip spikes. 

. Identify the VHF antenna on the forward transit support assembly of an SA-'f 
transporter/launcher. 

Ratlrw Category 9 

Identify on the appropriate model FISHBEO aircraft: wins-flap actuator 
falrlnas, fairings in afterburner area above horizontal tallplane, pltDt boom pitch-and
yaw vanes (when uncovered), and air dump port forward of canopy. 

Identify a Mod-3 SA-2 missile by the canards (just aft of 1105e). 

Wulher Support-Key to HEXAGON s.cce. 

In spite of the fact that it carried more thap 200,000 feet of film, HEXAGON can 
becharacterizedasafilm-llmitedsvstembecauseofthelaf'RI!numberofrequirements 
tasked to it and its long mission duration. Available film had to be utilized judiciously 
to take full advantage of long on-orbit life· capabilities and to satisfy hish-Priority 
objectiws. The key to effectiveness was sood film management: one that produced 
maximum cloud-free imagery of each mission's stated requirements. Consequendy, 
the accuracy of weather forecasts was critical to HEXAGON success. A large 
proportionoftheprioritysearcWsurveillanceareastaslcedtoHEXAGONwerelocated 
on the Eurasian land mass. bn any siven day throushout the year, about 65 percent 
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. of this area was likely to be obscured by clouds. Without efforts to overr.ome the 
weather handicap, much of the coverage would have been obscured by clouds. The 
followinggraphicsilllustratethispoint.Graphic4showsthemcancloud- freenessb 
the month of January, and Graphic S shows the same data for the month of July. For 
both months there is less than a 40-percentchance of observi~a point on the ground 
on any given day for the areas of primary intelligence interest. 

Weather support comprised a <:ontinuous cycle during HEXAGON operations. 
Climatological data were used extensively during the mission planning stage to help 
in selecting the launching date and time and as an input to mission planning software 
that affected such factors as requirement weights (priorities), film allocation, weather 
thresholds, and requirements satisfaction goals. Climatology also played an important 
role in on-orbit operations. For example, if~ probability of successful coverage of 
South China was highest in December and January, marginal opportunities for 
photography could be passed up in August or September to concentrate collection 
efforts in the months with a higher probability of-success. 

On-orbitweathersupportwas provided by Global Weather Central (GWQ from 
its facilities at the SUateglc Air Command (SAC) headquarters in Omaha, Nebraska. 
GWC was a component of the Air Force's Air Weather Service. Accurate on-orbit 
forecasts and verifications were primarily dependent on weather satellites developed 
by the Air Force in the •white" program 417, funded by the NRO (see GraphiC 6 •. 
Optimum support was provided by a Jn()ming scout satellite, used for forecasts, and 

. an afternoon satellite, used to provide weather verification of areas imaged earlier. In 
adual practice, due to launching problems or unexpected on-orbitfailures, it was not 
always possible to h.ve both morning and afternoon weather satellites in action. 

A second key element in the forecasting process was the information .eported 
by thousands of weather stations scattered around the world, including in the Soviet 
Union. Broadcasts from Soviet station5 were intercepted by SIGINT collection means 
and relayed to GWC. Under ideal conditions, weather forecasts for an upcomi~ 

· HEXAGON pass could be based on weather data about two hours old. weather 
verification data for areas imaged could also be as fresh· as about two hours. 

How good was GWC forecastingl As noted above, two-thirds of the Eurasian 
landmass is cloud-covered at noon on any day of the .,.car, but HEXAGON's cloud
free return for the area consistently ranged in the 70- to 85-percent range. This despite 
the fact that the Intelligence Community often levied requirements which, because of 

. their high priority, had to be a~ under weather conditions that were forecast 
to be poor. 

Toimprovethemissioneffectivenessfurther,aquickcheckoftheGWCweather 
verification was made after each •bucket" recovery (except the fourth) by rushing a 

· copy of the film to Washington where the Defense Mapping Arf!.ncy, which had the 
in-house film-delineation resources, produced a cloud-cover readout that was then 
converted into world aeronautical grid (WAG) cells, the requirements acwunting 
measure used by GWC. The readout was quickly passed back to the operator to 
update the mission requirements file . 
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HEXAGON Collection Requiremenh Formulation 

As the HEXAGON hardware development improved, so did the Community's 
requirements revie~~~~ and definition. For example, an in-house aA aSlie55lnet1t in the 
mid-19605 defined first-priority objectives for the 1970s as follows: 

Priority objectives of the photo-satellite effort in the l970s will be the first to 
monitor the strategic capabilities of the USSR and Communist China. Satellite 
photography is essential for monitoring such major aspects of these apabilities as: 

A. The deployment and mode of operation of strategic forces, both offensive and 
defensive. 

B. The research, development, and testing of weapons systems related toSiratesic 
Systems • 

. C. The production, testing, and stockpiling of fissionable materials and nuclear 
weapons. 

D. The compqsition, strength, disposition, order of battle, readiness, and combat 
roles of general-purpose forces. 

E. The capacity and operating statos of the industrial and logistics establishment 
supporting military forces. 

Throughout its lifetime, HEXAGON was to provide a significant input toward 
meeting these priority objectives. 

At the time of its introduction, HEXAGON had the unique capabiliiy to satisfy 
three major Intelligence needs: search, surveillance, and MC&G. 

EVolution of HEXAGON Broad-Area Sutch letP•emenb 

Broad area search (BAS) imagery collection and exploitation are conducted 
worldwide for the purpose of timely detection of previously unknown installations or 
activities associated with any current intelligence problem. The primary objective is 
to eliminate surprise and increase confidence In the overallintelligem:e production 
process. HEXAGON satellite imagery intelligence was uniquely capable of accom
plishing this objective by providin1 a permanent accountable record of direct 
evidence which confirmed or denied lhe presence of new activity in large, contisuous 
geographic areas . 
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Search requirements for HEXAGON cwlved from 1hosedefined for CoRONA 
and were revised frequently to meet newly recognized inlelligence needs. The initial 
HEXAGON-defined search mission was included in the 1966 USIBZ14 system . 
definition and was stated as follows: 

s-rr:b Mi~MM. KH-9 should haw the capability to 
provide stereosc.opic:, cloud-free (about 90 percent) photoz
roaphy uf ..bout 80 to 90 percent of the buik-up aras of the 
Sino-Soviet bloc (approximately 6.8 million square nm) 
semiannually and should provide similarcoverapof about 
75 pei'Cent of the undeveloped areas (2.8 million square nm) 
annually (see Graphic 7). It should be noCied that this 
requhement diffeB from thai approved bv USIB on 19 
March 1965 (USIB-0· .of 1.14/229; COMOR-0-13/43) and 
that it is based nn the resuks obtained and aener.~~l Ylisfac
tlun with sean:h coveril&e ilCquired ~r the last 18 months 
with thl'I<H- 4.1n addition toseoan:hoftheSino-Sovietbloc, 
KH-9 should provide the capability to acquire cover• of 
continsencY areas in other POiftS of the world on demand. 

Presentarea. .. requiringthisccwerqearelndonesia,the 
Middle East, Southeast Asia, and parts of North N'ria. We 
do not eXpect this requirement to exceed 3 million square 
miles per year. 

For the first lime, the Community recosnized the collection efficiency in 
proposing a high probability of •detection," that is 90 percent cloud-free photogra
phy! 80to 90 percent of the built-up areas, and 75 percent of the unde\<eloped areas. 
The application of probability rules in defining collection requiremenls was to ploay 
an important role in defining future search requirements. To ensure that HEXAGON 
search/suM!illance requirements were compatl~e with the mission-planning and 
targeting software under developmen~ the Community updated its collection 
requirementsm in 1969. The new requirements reaffirmed the basic structure 
outlined In 196&, amplified major elements within It, and introduced several new 
features. 

A major iMovation was adoption of the 1 :50,000 WAG cell, an area averaging 
about 12 by 18 nm, a the unit of accounting for defined area surch requirements. 
The WAG system, used univeJSally for aeronautical navigation, already had been 
.adQpted by the NRO as a tool for use in managing collection operations. This system 
permitted the Community to delineate and classify the various categories of !ieareh 
and surveillance areas to a much higher degree than had been possible. The WAG 
cell was used in the HEXAGON program for four purposes: delineation of require
ments, tasking requirements to the NRO, developing NRO taraetlng software, and 
reporting the exploitatiof\lrequirements satisfaction process. For example, standing 
and special surch requirements satisfaction reporting was accomplished on the 
basis of the percentage of WAG cells imaged satisfactorily during the specified 
collection period. (An illustration of the WAG cell system is shown in Graphic 8.) 
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COYerage of the year-round, all-weather tran~tion routes leading to most 
sites of significance to the Intelligence Community was recORJtized as a key 
requirement, and as a consequence, the built...,p areas were defined in terms d 
proximity to transportation. In the absence of any techniques for pre(isely defining 
the term of "proximity to transportation," the Community retained the fisure adopted 
In ·1961-1 S nm. Under this rule, if any portion of a WAG cell fell within 1 5 nm of 
a transportation arlefy, the entire cell would be counted as part dthe built...,p area. 

Another feature was the precise delineation of 1 07 target clusters and the 
specification that they be covered quarterly with 25 percent of the cltJSters photo
graphed 85 percent cloud-free or better and the remainder 70 percent cloud-free. 
The objective d this cOYer age was search as well as surveillance; the clusters were 
recognized as the most likely areas for new targets to appear since •new installations 
of military importance are frequently localed near or within facilities of similar 
nature .... "These more precise delineations of the cluster and built...,p regions led · 
to a reduction «their combined size froin 6.8 million to about 5.1 million square 
nm. 

The actual delineation of the target clusters and buiiH.IP resions by WAG cell 
on the basis of major lines of communication (t0Cs) was a very larp and complex 
taSk performed by CIA's Office of Basic and Geographic Intelligence (OBGI). Usins 
large.scale maps overlaid with WAG grids, each WAG cell that fell within 15 nm d 
a major LOC was identified and stored in a compuler database for later use in 
preparins graphics that delineated the new requirements (see Graphic 9). 

sa-dins Sean:h Delineatiens in the 19701 

The initial delineation of WAG cells for the target clusters, buiiHJP realons. and 
u~ areas as called for in the 1969 amplification of the KH·9 ~uirement 
was completed in early 1970. Follow-on detailed studies were conducted on the 
location of significant aiJ.weather transportation routes and changins criteria for the 
designationoftargetclusters.Thesestudiesledtorevisionsinthedelineations,which 
were promulgated. in mid-1971 and in the fall of 1972. In early 1973, nearly 
1.5 million square nm of the most inhospitable oi the undeveloped areas were split 
off and designated as remote regions. At least 80 percent of each of the three remote 
categories identified for the USSR, China, and Mongolia was to be imaged every 
l8 months. · 

In mid-1976, a fifth coverase catepy, topographically unsuitable, was 
created through the subdivision d the regions previously designated as remote . 
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In 1977, COMIREX provided additional collection guidance which embraced 
a still more sophisticated breakdown of collection frequencies and a further elabora
tion of area delineations. A major impact on the new delineations was caused by 
stringent application of the "target proximity theofy. • Studies in 1975176 had shown 
thai important tarsets tend to be in clusters. 'E't'CSlt of active COMIREX targets 
in Eurasian Communist Countries and the Middle East were within -of another 
taqet. Even in the 75 percent of the land area wheresignificantcultural activities were 
sparse or absent, more than half of the relatively few intelligence targets present were 
within-of one another. 

The reason targets tend to duster is logical and well mdeBtnnd. Many types of 
military units, for Instance, must be located in border regions to facilitate derensive 
and· offensive operations. Such units and most important fundions of military and 
intelligence sisnificance require logistic support and thus are positioned on or near 
major LOCs. In many instances, new military facilities are located near existing ones 
to a\'Oid the expense of having to develop from scratch the logistics, housins, 
communications, and other support bases required to maintain permanent opera
tions. Heavy industry is concentrated in regions having not just tl)e r'E'Cessary mineral 
resources but also adequate supplies of labor, water, and electric power. Defense 
plants tend to be ciU!Otered near key suppliers and/Or pools of skilled labor. Thus, the 
tendency of intelligence targets to be clustered was recosnized and taken advantage 
~ in the development of Imaging requirements and collection strategies. 

The seven newly delineated categories were defined as follows: 

• C1usten. The most tarset-dense portions of the delineated resions. Althoush 
constituting only about-percent of the total land area covered bv del~ted 
standins requil1!ments, these dusters contained nearly.percent oftheurgets 
then active in the COMIREX target deck. 

• LOC T.,.a Areas. Part or all of each WAG cell included in this catesory was 
both within of at least one active COMIREX tarset and within
of an all-weather LOC. Altogether, this category covered abou~iCeiii"''r 
the land within the delineated requirements area and contained about 
~cent of the active targets. 

• R~ Tarpt Areas. The clusters and LOC target areas together contained 
~percent of the active COMIREX targets, yet comprised only about 
IIPefCent of the total land area. The remaining targets were widely scatlel'ed. 
This category was composed of WAG cells either largely or completely within 
-of at least one of those scattered tarsets. 

• Olher LOC AreaL Part or all of the area within each cell in this cate80rv was 
withi~anall-weatherLOC,butnoneofthecellswaswithin •• l 
of an active target. It was estimated at the time that about~centof future 
targets would be located within the-percent of the land area contained in 
this category. 
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• Ulldeweloped Areu. Cells in this catesorv, which comprised aboul::'iiii 
· of the land area, were at le~from all-weather LOC and at le 

from any known target and were served by only rudimentary transportation 
sys~. 

• Remote Are-. In this category Wete cells moie tha from any 
COMIREX target in regions without meaninsful transportation arteries. About 
.peicent of the land area fell within this classification. 

• Topapaphic:ally U._iblble AN1L Those regions marked by towering moun
tain ranges, swamps, lakes, and glaciers and deemed as highly unlilcely areas 
to support new activities or targets of national interest to the IntelligenCe 
Community. 

The 1977 guidance also addres.lled quality, mode, and frequency d coverage 
considerations. In the case of target clusters, no imagery poorer than NIIRS 4 was to 
be counted toward requirement satisfaction. For the remaining six delineated 
ca .. ories, no imagery poorer than NIIRS 3 quality was 10 be counted. and at least 

.percent of the imagery coullted had to be rated NHRS 4 or better. 

For the first four categories above, stereoscopic coverage was required. For the 
remaining categories, stereoscopic coverage was preferred but monoscopic was 
acceptable; The coverage periods for each of the sewn delineated cab!gories were 
as fOllows: 

Clusters 
LOC Target Areas. 
Remaining Target Areas 
Other LOC Areas 
U~loped Areas 
Remote Areas 
Topographically Unsuitable Areas 

2 
4 
6 
9 

12 
18 
24 

The 1977 requirements statement was the last formal requirements revision to 
affect HEXAGON operations. A 1979 "BAS Statement of Requirements for 
Mid-19805 Planning" confirmed that the existing (1977} requirements would con
tinue to constitute the primary intelligence search needs. It also formally recognized 
Third World areas that had regularly been tasked to HEXAGON missions as ad hoc 
(or special} requirements. These were divided Into secondary and tertiary search 
areas with defined collection frequencies and quality. finally; in 1983, a new 
requirements statement •sAS RequiremeniS for the Mid-1980s and Beyond" was 
undertaken to define BAS requirements for the follow-on search system. (Graphic 10 
shows an eXample of BAS requirements.) 
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Graphic t t shows the desired age distribution of search imagery that would 
provide a high confidence that any new adivity of intelli&e!'(:e signifacance would 
be detected within a reasonable time period. For example •• percent of the WAG 
cells should be collected by the time that half of the Slated collection frequency has 
expin!d, and. percent shOuld be collected by the:ii!i!of the irements period. 
For example. to satisfy the undeveloped area search fe9!!!rement. 
~rcent of the area should be seen within anv · and-percent 
seen within any-period. Generally, HEXAGON met the need for those 
requirements that had longer periodicity; it sometimes fell short of meetins short
period requirements, depending on the frequency of missions flown. 

0.5 1. 0 1. 5 

t, IN FRACTION OF COVERAGE PERIODS 

Graphic 11. Cumulative Ap Distribution 

HEXAGON Search C.,.bilitfes 

17, 

z.o 

Search isconductedworldwideforthepurposeoftimelydctectionofpreviously 
unknown installations or activities associated with any current intelligence problem . 
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HEXAGON's search mission was defined, In part, as follows: 

s-dl ........_ KH-9 should have the capabilily to 
provide slet'eOKopic, cloud..free (about 90 percent) photos
raphy ol about 80 to 90 percent of tfle built-up areas of the 
Sino-SOviet bloc (approximately 6.8 million· square nm) 
semiannually and should provide similar coveraae of about 
75 percent of the undeveloped areas (2.8 million square nm) 
annually. In addition to search of the Sino-SOviet bloc, 
KH-9 should provide the capability to acquire coverage of 
contingency areas in other parts of the world on demand. 

PresentareasrequiringthiscO\'el'aaearelndonesia.the 
MiddleEast,SoutheCJ!itAsia,andpartsofNofth.Africa.Wedo 
not expect this requirement to exceed 1 million square miles 
per year. 

HEXAGON's ability to satisfy the stated search requirement varied throughout 
the program's life and was dependent primarily on the actual launching rate and the 
numbers of special requirements tasked to each mission. 

Graphic 12 shows the level of satisfaction of the standing search requiremenls 
maintained over the three-year timespan from t 974 to t 976. This graphic does not, 
of course, reflect HEXAGON's responsiveness 10 special search requirements that 
were tasked to each mission. For example, considerable resouras might be expended 
in searching all probable ABM deployment areas. This could have a very high priority 
frQm an intelligence standpoint, but would contribute little to satisfying standing 
search requirements because most ABM special search areas were in easier-to-satisfy, 
longer-period search areas. Another example of HEXAGON's responsiveness to 
special search needs is shown in Graphic 13, which depicts a successful effort to 
search all mission number 12 U) in order to confirm/ 
negate 

Three different summary tables of Mission 12 1 7 requirements satisW:tion are 
provided to Illustrate the tremendous area coverage capacity of a sinsle HEXAGON 
mission. Table 1 depicts the levef of effort standins and special search 

l
reqililullliremenlll 15 tasked to this mission: over nm attempted and over 

square rvn of unique area of which was cloud-
free. Table 2 shows the effort against selected requirements ranging in 
size from over 800,000 square nm to about 8,000 square nm. Each of these special 
requirements shows a high level of satisfaction, except for the Colombia requirement. 
Colombia is located in one of the poorest "W"eather areas in the world. Table 3 is a 
cOmpilation of the total mission coverage by mission increments and geographic 
areas. 
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Table l 
Mission 1217 

lntellipnce aiMI MC&G w~ Cowerqe• 
ly leawery Vehicle 

•Square naudcal miles (sq nm) calculated on the basis of 3- by l-nm WAC 
. include both mono and stereo ~rap t&fF"}. . · 

SEelff 
...... seN 

tThts includes the total area IIIOCillted with ~~~. hie deli~ ieprdless of whether the area w.s 
.actullly tnked to Million 1217 for collection. 
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HEXAGON Surveillance Capabilities 

Surveillance is the periodic coverage of installation, objects, or activity for the 
purpose of updating information previously obtained. 

In the 1966 USIB requirements definition for HEXAGON,214 the surveillance 
mission was defined as folloWs: . 

~ ltf/sMm. In recognition d the capability 
of KH-9 to obtain high-resolution arp.a coverage when meet
ing the specifications above, we belie\le it appropriate to 
specify frequency of coverage in Jerms of surveillance of 
geographic areas representing target ciU$1erS rather than in 
terms of stJrVPillance of individual point targets. Rased on 
target distribution, · about .ciU$ters 
ranging in Si7e up mile areas in whkh 
approximately-percent of c~nttargets are located. 1\s 
new targets are added to the list. it is expt'Cted that thta great 
majority will also fall in lhese same clusters. Although the 
.bulk of these areas are located within the Sino-Soviet bloc, 
several of similar size fall outside this area. These target 
clusters, each of which contains a variety of target c.ategory 
types, should be considered dynamic and thereforesubjectlo 
change as experience with KH-9 is acquired. For planning 
purposes, however, we believe that surveillance of about 
.percent of these areas quarterly should be accomplished, 
especially sim:e the KH-8 high-resolulion spottins sysl.em 
can be employE'd to round out coverage or to obtain adcli
tionl!l coverage as may be deemed necessary. 

HEXAGON wascapableofmeetinga significant proportion of the Community's 
surveillance requirement. The quality of HEXAGON imagery was adequate to satisfy 
a large proportion of stated intelligence needs. A 1968 COM IRE X assessment, 277 for 
eJ<ample, noted that HEXAGON's planned resolution would satisfy percent 
of projected surveillance requirements from an image-quality standpoint. Table 4 
illustrates the tremendous number of national interest targets a typical HEXAGON 
mission was able to image (in this case,.percent of all active COMIREX targets). In 
addition to these targets, thousands of additional targets carried in the DoD Bombing 
Enqdopedia were also imaged and revieYied by DoD organizations. 

Actual HEXAGON experience confirmed the 1968 COMIREX projection. Table 
5 shows the relationship of COMIREX standing surveillance requirements to quality 
(NIIRS), and Graphic 14 shows the typical NIIRS distribution ofCOMIREX targets on 
a mission. The actual mission results dearly demonstrate HEXAGON's capability t(j 
meet a high proportion of the standing surveillance requirements in terms of quality. 
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Tables. 
Relationthip of Standiqlmapry 

Surveillance lequirenlents 

. •Any spedftc: talpt may be pouped in one or ll'ICII'e of the broad intellipnceproblems; hence, 
this multlpidty of lnteUIJence contributions. 

tThe Nltton.l lmqery Interpretability Ratins Scale (NRRS) Is a &I"AdUilled sale desip«t to judile QUilty for intel...,_ 
pufPOSeS. There are 10 lewk on a aeometric proaression ran&ins from useless (NIIR 0, to ihe best ·imapy systems 
(NIIRS 91. · lit.-., the demand on a daily basis of cle•r tarpt !maps •t specified quality and mode. 
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Graphic 14. NIIRS Distribution and CUmulative DistriiJuticin ofUnique Comirex 
· Tarpts Covered on KH-9 Million 1210 
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HEXAGON and Third World Countries 

. HEXAGON contributed to US knowledge of Third World countries more than 
any other system before or since. It was through HEXAGON that we became aware 
of transportation, industrial facilities, and mi in Third World 

Color lmapry 

There were predictions that color would add much to the Intelligence Informa
tion collected by HEXAGON; however, with the exception of its contributions to 
economic intelligence, this did not prove to be the case. A variety of color and near 
infrared films were flown on HEXAGON. A number of special analyses of color 
imagery were accomplished but these special films never produced any significant 
intelligence items that could not have been observed on black-and-whitefilm.ln fact, 
on several occasions, the color films' poorer resolution inhibited photointerpreter 
rea~. · · 

There were some applications of HEXAGON product to economic intelligence 
for which color was useful. This was particularly true in coverage of grain production 
and in oil- and mineral-area potential evaluation. 

HEXAGON Mapping, Chutfn& and Geodesy (MC&G) ~pabilities 

In 1966 the USIR approved the following statement of HEXAGON's MC&G 
requirements: . · 

~nr atNI cturtinr- For KH-9 photography to be 
used directly in the preparation of maps and charts, it must 
contain the strong geometry ll!QUired to meet the horizontal 
and vertical accuracy for large- and medium- scale maps and 

· charts of which the most demanding Is the large scale 
(1 :50,000) topographic maps. These maps require a relative 
horizOntal accuracy of 85 feet and a vertical accuracy of 
16 to 33 feet over a distance of 1 0 to 20. miles. An accurate 
photogrammetric ·control network extending 500 miles In 
any direction within specified regions is essential for the 
development of an orderly production of coordiNted series 
of maps and charts. KH-9, In addition to providing searctv' 
surveillance as stated above should also provide coverage of 
about7to10millionsquaremilesofthefreeworldeachyear. 
This requi~nt usually can be satisfied by one-time cover
age supplemented by re-coverage Of relatively small areas 
(see COMOR-D-13/65 for additional statement of require
ments). 
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It would be difficult to dispute an argument that HEXAGON was the ultimate 
design for a mapping system. Certainly,.in the forseeable future, there is no planned 
replacement system that provides the simultaneous coverage of larse, contiguous 
areas of the earth at large scale and at required geodetic accuracies. 

The Defense Mapping Agency COMA) and its predecessor organizations (CIA 
and other government agencies that produced maps and charts) were almost solely 
dependent on HEXAGON for mapping source materials. Source materials for MC&G 
products were provided initially by the main camera, mission number 1201 thtough 
1204; a combination of the main camera and the 12-inch focal lensth mapping
camera system (MCS) on ml.ssion numbers 1205 through 1216; and the metric main 
camera system on mission numbers 1217 through 1219. 

In general, mapping produds are generated at various scales for air, ground, sea, 
and space operations, and for intelligence and military planning. The geodetic data 
derived from satellite imagery provides the military with tens of thousands of accurate 
point locations needed for operation of strategic and tadical weapon systems. MC&G 
requirements t:an be divided into three categories: point-target requirements used to 
update information files; broad area coverage (non-metric) for original map compi
lation and revision; and broad area coverage metric requirements for original 
compilation requiring accurate point positioning. Each HEXAGON mission contrib
uted significantly to these requirements. 

HEXAGON satisfadion ofDMA's stated MC&G requirements was a function of 
the number· of HEXAGON missions flown annually and the proportion of eac:h 
mission's film that could be allocated to mappin~ needs. Even the reduced launching 
schedule (toward the end of the program) satisfied extensive mapping requirements. 
In one sense, any clear imagery collected for any purpose has potential MC&G utility 
since a new requirement in any area of the world can develop at any time. Table 6 
illustrates the mature HEXAGON Program contribution to. MC&G requirement 
satisfaction on a single mission (number 1217). It shows that over 12 million square 
nm of clear imagery either satisfied a mapping requirement or was adequate to satisfy 
future or potential requirements. This 12 million square nm represents about 
60 percent of this mission's total cloud-free imagery. 
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Table6 
Missloa 1217 

MCAG SuiMwy (Million 1q ,_,-

-------------------------

USSR. 
China 
Europe 

Sub-T~ 

Wottdwide 

. Priority 1 
Priority 1 
Priority l 
Priority 4 

Sub-Total 

T<QI 

Groa 
Attelnpts 

Bonus MC&G Requirements s..mm.rr 
Exl5tin& (FY 84-87) Requirementst 
Unst•ted/Potential Requirements* 

ToW 
Grand Totlll 

Totlll 

DMAAIU!III. .... ~ ...... 

*Calculated on the basis of l- by 3-nm subcells. Some of these subcells will be ft!tasked on subsequent 
mislions to prcMde 90-pera!nt cloud-&ee ContiauOus coverip of their n!lated 12- by 11--IWII WA.C cell 
~ 
tThis CCM!f' ... 4IISSelled by DMA to be usable to support ecislins MC&C requhment5 tlut - nat 
idenllfted for taslci111 this mission.~ . 

tlhi5 coverage usessed by DMA to support fulUn! but yet unstated MCaG production ~ 
~ . . 

NOTE: The total DMA requirements ....,...,.. all current outstandina requiremenl$-no total 
m•pplns n!quirements expected to be satisfied on •llinB'e misliqn. . 
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In this final volume in the series of docwnents that provide historical perspec
tive on the film-return programs developed by the National Reconnaissance Prosram, 
it is appropriate to review comparative imagery examples from each ol these 
programs. ThefollowingimasesoltheUSCapitoi(Graphics 15, 16, 17,and 18)at the 
same magnification graphically illustrate the improvement in quality throu&h the 

film-return Site 1 at 
showing 

imagery (Graphic 1 9) and a 
that demonstrates each system's 

or greater (Graphic 20). 
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The following examples of HEXAGON imaB!fY are included to convey a sense 
of some ol the intelligence problems that HEXAGON helped to solve. In addition, 
some exampl~ ol the best imagery from the mature system are included to provide 
an appreciation of the very high-quality imagery achieYed by the HEXAGON system. 

• Annr Lllnitalionl ~ US asreement to the first Strategic Arms Limita
tion Talks !SALn Treaty in 1972 was madepossiblebytheabilityofthesatellite 
reconnaissance program to monitor Soviet research and development, produc
tion, and deployment of stratesic offensive and defensive weapons systems. 
During iiS lifetime, HEXAGON played the key role in monitoring such activities 
and deployments. Graphic 21 depicts the sisning of the first SALT aareement 
between President Nixon and Soviet Chairman Leonid Brezhnev in 1972. The 
US Government delayed the sisning ol this agreement until the quality of 
HEXAGON imagery could be confirmed through analysis of the first mission's 
imagery. Graphic 22 showsa typical HEXAGON 90-desree frame of imagery 
encompassing an area of about ;quare nautical miles (sq nm). Considering 
that the USSR encompasses an area of almost 7 million sq nm and the malure 
HEXAGON system would image about this area cloud-free on a 
typical mission, the task of the · ic Interpretation Center 
(NPIQ to assess this imagery for SALT verification purposes was sisnlflcant. For 
example, Mission 1217 covered over sq nm of the USSR uniquely. 
This would equate to over .. frames of imagery of the size shown in Graphic 
22-a tremendous search task for NPIC to accomplish in a timely manner. 
Graphic 23 shows destroyed SS-7 silos at the Perm ICBM complex in the Soviet 
Union. These older ICBM launching facilities were destroyed to sUy within the 
allowed numbers of launch facilities as newer ICBMs were bfousht into the 
inventory. Graphic 24 shows the ability of HEXAGON to provide total coverage 
of a specific SALT -related issue, SS-7/SS-8 dismantling. It shows camplete 
HEXAGON coverage of all launchers on two successive missions as compared 
with partial CCM!f'age on two successive GAMBIT missions . 
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IIMion 

2211areh ·17118y 76 

5 December 75 • 21 .... ch 78 

18 September- 5 November 78 

101-9 9 July- 9 December 76 

Gl'lllphk 24. 5§..7/55-8 ICBM a....ch Site Dilnlandins 

• Delec:lion. Detection of new activities or facilities of intelligence interest was 
one o( the primary tasks of HEXAGON. Graphic 25 shQws re-coverase of the 
Mishelevka phased-array 
mission. Graphic 26 snuows o11e 
which was detected on an 
areaCO'I4!fa8e capability, coupled with theCOMIREX-defined requirement for 
periodic coverage of areas of intelligence interest, provided high confidence 
that new Installations and activities of intelligence significance would be 
detected early in the construction phase. 
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• MIIIIMy ForceiOr*roflaftklnfonrMfion. The ability of HEXAGON to furnish 
high-quality imagery of military installations during each mission increment 
allowed US intelligence analysts to develop and maintain very accurate order
of-battle information on Soviet, Warsaw Pact, Chinese, and other nations' bees. 
Entire Soviet military districts could sometimes be imaged on a single mission, 
providing current and accurate force-stn.K:ture assessments. The followins 
graphics illustrate this capability. 

Graphics 27 and 28 depict Soviet army barracks iUustrative of regular and 
frequent coverage of Soviet army facilities by HEXAGON to maintain current around 
order-of-battle Information. 

Graphics 29 and 30 illustrate naval order-of-battle information available from 
HEXAGON imagery. 

Graphic 31 shows coverage of a Soviet BACKFIRE base, a high-interest str.dlegic 
target that required regular coverage by HEXAGON. 
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• ,_,..Qualify. The high quality of im~ that HEXAGON was capable of 
achievina is sometimes overlOoked because the GAMBIT program completely 
overlapped HEXAGON and produced ima&ery of the vefY highest quality. As 
pointed out in the text, HEXAGON was capable of meeting a high proportion of 
the lntell igence Community's surveillance requirements. A number of ecamples 
(Graphics 50-60) of high-quality HEXAGON imagery are included to illustrate 
this point. The two US images provide the reader with familiar objects for 
comparative purposes . 
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HEXACON Success -A TeMII Effort 

A&IR 
N81'8114o81le8f4 

An attempt has been made In this annex to briefly desalbe national 
intelligence manasement roles and the interfaces between the requirements man
aser, COMIREX, and the system operator, NRO.In realitytheserolesareconsiderably 
more complicated than can be shown here and they are affected by factors not 
addressed or merely alluded to but which are part ol the overall formula for program 
success. Some of these factors are: 

- development and production of system hardware and software; 
-launchlns of satellites and their maintenance on orbit; 
- operations of the film-bucket-reoovery force; 
- film technology and the development and operation of means for processing 

and duplicating high-resolution films; 
- development of film-exploitation techniques, equipment, and data bases; . 
- National Tasking Plan for the management ol product exploitation; 
- distribution of photosraphy and information deri\led from it; 
- development and operation of collection history data bases and graphics 

displays; 
- decompartmentation, sanitization, and decontrol ol photography and informa.. 

tion derived from it; 
- development, review, and management of photography requirements; and 
- use of photography for mappins, charting, and seodetic products. 

Reverse $ide blank 
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The CORONA ProJram• 

The CORONA Programwasapprovedfordevelopment by President Eisenhower 
on 7 February 1958. At White House direction, the program was organized under the 

· · joint leadership of Richard M. Bissell, Jr., CIA, and Brig. Gen. Osmund J. Ridand, US 
Air Force. CORONA was a breakout from a large Air Foree satellite reconnaissance 
development called WS-117L, which was being conducted at the Air Force Ballistic 
Missile Division (AFBMO) in Inglewood, California. A portion of WS-1171., called 
Discoverer, was the precursor of and cover for CORONA. The public was told that 
Discoverer was for biomedir.al and other space experiments. 

The AFBMD was responsible for all hardware required for CORONA except the 
payload and, additionally, for providing launching, tracking, and recovery facilities 
to the program. The CIA funded the camera developrnent, procured the reentry 
vehicles, provided security supervision for the "'black' aspects of the program, and 
defined its covert objectives. 

The Lockheed Missiles and Space Division (under contract to both the CIA and 
AFBMD> integrated all equipment, developed the upper (spacecraft) stase, and 
furnished leadership in testing, launching, and on-orbit control operations. ltek 
developed the camera; General Electric built the recovery capsule; and Douglas 
furnished the Thor boosters. 

CORONA security kept the program "'black. • This was possible because to the 
uncleared world CORONA could be presented as Disco\lerer, a technolosical 
program for exploring the space environment and for pioneering assistance to laler 
satellites. The CORONA launching site was at Vandenberg Air Force Base; its control 
station was at Sunnyvale; and recovery ships and aircraft worked out of Oahu, Hawaii. 

CORONA Number 1 was launched on 28 February ·1959 purely as a testbird. 
lnasubsequentseriesof11 flishts, extendinstoAugust 1960, there were no complete 
successes although significant progress was made. flight number 13, a diagnostic 
flight carrying only test instrumentation, was recovered bywater-pickupon 12 August 
1960. But the first actual success-with success measured in terms of exposed film 
delivered-was flight number 14, which was air-reccM!Ied on 18 August 1960. 

•See ;ilso F.E. Oder, James C. Fitzpatrick, Paul E. Wotthm.~n. The CORONA Slory, December 1988, 
BYE 1 <tOOOl-81. . 
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In the fimtwo years of operation, datins from 18August 1960,48 photosraphic 
missions were attempted with 19 true successes. The original camera, known as the 
KH~ 1, produced nominal resolutions of 40feet;wlth impro~ in camera and film, 
resolutions began to move below 10 feet. There was continual improvement in the 
CORONA system. A stereoscopic arrangement, called CORONA-M and known as 
the KH-3, was Introduced in 1%2. In 1963, CORONA-Js (also called the KH-4), 
capableofcarrying15,000feetofftlmineachoftworeentrycapsules,werelaunched. 
The CORONA J-3 (known as the KH-48), initiated as the CORONA lmprowment 
Program In 1965 and first flown i~ 1967, obtained ground resolutions of 6 to 8 feet. 

CORONA's lifespan, as a program, was 12 years and c<M!red 145 launchings. 
Ground resolutions of 6 to 10 feet were eventually achieved. By 1970, CORONA 
could remain in orbit for 19days, make operational responses tocloudcover,provide 
accurate mapping information, and retum as 8,400,000 square 
nm. The final cost of an average mission 

The lntelligenceCommunltydescrlbed CORONA's.contributlon to its resources 
as "'virtually immeasurable." 

-22~ 
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The GAMBIT Program• 

SEE RET 
NOFORNwOREON 

With the termination of U-2 flight operations over the Soviet Union in May 
1960, it was apparent to President Eisenhower and his senior advisors that satellite 
photography, the only alternative to aircraft overflight, would require added capabil
ity to fill the gap in intelligence data. The photographic satellite, CORONA, which 
was just getting into operation, could not provide the high resolution needed for 
detailed target identification. Eisenhower directed his science advisor, 
Dr. George Kistiakowsky, to gather an advisory group to study this problem. The 
members of this group recommended a new initiative within the Air Force's extant 
WS-117L Samos Program. 

Coincidentally, Air Force UnderSecretary Dr.joseph V. Charykhad knowledge 
of an Eastman Kodak Company (EK) suggestion for a system that could get two-to
three-foot ground resolution. The system would use a 77-inch focal-length f/4.0 lens. 
The suggestion was adopted and resulted in the GAMBIT-1 system, also known as the 
KH -7. Genera I Electric ( G E) was chosen to build the orb ita I -control veh ide (OCV) and 
the film-carrying reentry vehicle (RV), which would be put in space by an Atlas/Agena 
booster system. GAMBIT was managed by Program A (SAFSP). 

After a difficult development, the program had a successful first flight in july 
1963. A number of flights followed, each characterized by moderate to fatal technical 
problems in the OCV. After some strenuous Air Force management pressure, remedial 
action by GE made it possible for 14 of the last 15 flights (of the total of 38 GAMBIT-
1 flights) to be rated as very successful. In these latter flights, best resolutions ranged 
from -2.5 feet, with flight durations up to eight days and targets 
covered perflight. The last GAMBIT-1 KH-7 flight was in june 1966. 

The GAMBIT-1 series was replaced by a more optimal GAMBIT-3 series. 
Designed in 1963 and started as a hardware program in early 1964, GAMBIT-3 had 
a very successful first flight in mid-1966. GAMBIT-3 consisted of a photographic
payload section made by EK (and shown as the KH-8 camera) and a satellite control 
section made by Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc. GAMBIT-3 contained 

a 175-inch f/40 lens, had stereo capability, carried 10,000 feet11olfl9l.5l-ilinllicilhllullltria-~thlliln base film with an aerial index of 6.0, and was capable of • 
It was launched by a Titan-IIIB booster. It originally flew with 

one GE RV that was very similar to the proven CORONA RV. Beginning with 

•see also, F.C.E. Oder, James C. Fitzpatrick, Paul E. Worthman, The GAMBIT Story,l990, BYE 
140002-90. 
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GI\MBIT-3 number 23, the payload was CORONA RV. increased to include two RVs 
for the remainderoftheprosram;the54thand lastGAMBIT-l flight took place in April 
1986. Of the 54 nights, 51 were quite successful. Three failed to reach orbit as a result 
of one Titan failure and two Asena failures. On the earliest nights, best resolutions 

inches, improving by the 1Oth ftight to a consistent , 
the 41st • and for the last 1 o flights (other than one) a best 

Flight durations bes;tn at about one week; by the end of 
exhmdt!d well beyond 100 days. 
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Appendix D 

Apeement For Reorpnizatlon of 1he National 
leconnaiaMce PrGJP'am 

IIEID 
r:Mfe•• e•ea• 

13 August 1965 

1. The NRP is a single program, national in character, to meet the intelli,ence needs 
of the Government under a strq national leadership, for the development. 
management, control, and operation of all projects, boch current and lon& ranee 
for the collection d intellisence and of mapping and geodetic information 
obtained through overflishts (excluding peripheral reconnaissance operations). 
The potentialities of US technolosv and all operational resources and facilities 
must be aagressively and imaginatively exploited to develop and operate 
systemS for the collection of intelligence which are fully responshie to the 
Government's intellisence needs and objectives. 

2. The NRP shall be responsive directly and solely to the intellipnce collection 
requirements and priorities established by the United StaleS lntelli&ence Board. 
Targetingrequirementsandprioritiesanddesiredfrequencyofcoverageofboth 
satelliteandmannedaircraftmissionsoverdeniedareasshallcontinuetobethe 
responsibility of USIB, subject to the operational approval of the 303 Commit
tee. 

8. The Seaetary of De-. wil: 

1. Establish the NRO as a separate agency of the DoD and will have the ultimate 
responsibility for the management and operation of the NRO and the NRP; 

2. Choose a Director of the NRO who will report to him and be responsive to his 
instructions; 

3 .. Concur in the choice of the Deputy Director of the NRO who will report to the 
DNRO and be responsive to his instructions; 

4. Review and have the final power to approve the NRP budset; 

S. Sit with members of the Executive Committee, when necessary to reach 
decisions on issues on which committee agreement could not be reached. 
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·c. The Ditector of Centnllntellipna will: 

1. Establish the collection priorities and requirements for the taraefins of NRP 
operations and the establishment of their frequency of coverage; 

2. Review the results obtained by the NRP and recommend, if appropriate, steps 
· for improving such results; 

· 3. Sit as a member of the Executive Committee; 

4. Review and approve the NRP bucfset each year; 

5. Provide security policy guidance to maintain a uniform system in the whole NRP 
area. 

1. An NRP Executive Committee, consistins of the Deputy Secretary of Defense, 
the Oirector of Central Intelligence, and the Special Assistant to the President for 
Science and TechnoiOHY, is hereby established to suide and participate in the 
formulation of the NRP through lhe DNRO. (The DNRO will sit with the 
Executive Committee but will not be a voting member.) If the Executive 
Committee cannot apee on an issue, the Secretary of Defense will be requested 
to sit with the Committee in discussins this issue and will arriw at a decision. 
The NRP Executive Committee will: 

a. Recommend to the Secretary of Defense an appropriate leYel of effort for the 
NRP in response to reconnaissance requirements provided by USIB and in 
the lisht of technical capabilities and fiscal limitations. 

b. Approve or modify the consolidated NRP and its IJudaet. 

c. APProve the allocation of responsibility and the correspondins funds for 
research and exploratory de~ment for new sy5tems. Funds shall be 
adequate to ensure that a visorous research and exploratory development 
effort is achieved and maintained by the DOD and CIA todestsn and construct 
new sensors to meet intelligence requirements aimed at the acquisition of 
intelligence data. This effort shall be carried out by both CIA and non. 
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d. Approve the allocation of development responsibilities and the correspond
ing fi.M'lds for specific A!COnnaissance programs with a view to ensuring that 
the development, testing, and production d new sys11!f11S is accomplished 
with maximum efficiency by the component oftheGovemmentbestequipped 
with facilities, experience, and technical comp.Dnce to undertake the 
assignment. It will also establish suidelines . for collaboratiOn between 
departments for the mutual support where appropriale. Assisnment of 
responsibility for engineering development of sensor subsystems will be 
made to either the CIA or DoD components in accordance with the above 
criteria. The engineering development of all other subsystems. including 
spacecraft, reentry vehicles, boosters, and booster interface subsystems, shall 
in general be assignedtoanAirForcecomponent, recosnizins. however, that 
sensors, spacecraft. and reentry vehicles are Integral components of the 
system, the development of which must proceed on a fully coordinated basis 
with a view to ensuring optimum system developmeN in support of intelli
gence requirements for overhead A!Connaissance. To opiimize the primary 
objective of systems development. design requirement d the 5e115015 will be 
given priority in their integration within the spacecraft and reentry vehicles. 

e. Assign operational responsibility for various types of manned overflight 
missions to CIA or DoD subject to the cona.trrence of the 303 Committee. 

f. Periodically review the essential features of the major pt'08fam elements ol 
the NRP. 

2. The Executive Committee shall meet on lhe call of either the Deputy Secreury 
of Defense« the Director of Centrallntelliaence. All meetinp will be attended 
by the DNRO and such staff advisors as the Deputy Secretary of Defense or the 
Director of Central Intelligence consider desirable. 

E. Nationll Reconnailanc:e Office 

1. To implement the NRP, the Secretary of Defense will establish lhe NRO as a 
separate operating axency of the DoD. It shall include the Salellite Operations 
Center (SOC) which shall be jointly manned. 

2. The DNRO shall be appointed by the Secretary of Defense. The DNRO will: 

a. Subject to direction and control of the Secretary of Defense and the BUidance 
of the Executive Committee as set forth in Section D abow, have the 
responsibility for managing the NRO and executing the NRP. 
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b. Subject to review by the Executive Committee, and the provisions of Section 
D above, have authority to initiate, approve, modify, redirect. or tenninate 
all research and development programs in the NRP. Ell!Ure, through appro
priate recommendations to the Executive Committee for the assignment of 
research and development responsibilities and the allocation of funds, that 
the full potentialities of agencies ol the Government concerned with recon
naissance are realized for the invention, improvement. and development of 
reconnaissance systems to meet USIA requirements. 

c. Have authority to require that he be kept fully and completely informed by 
all agencies and departments of the Government of all programs and 
activities undertaken as part of the NRP. · 

d. Maintain and provide to the members of the Executive Committee records of 
the status of all projects, programs, and activities of the NRP in the research, 
development, production, and'or operational phases. 

e. Prepare a comprehensive budget for all aspects of the NRP. 

f. Establish a fiscal control and accounting procedure to ensure that all funds 
expended in support of the NRP arc fully accounted for and appropriately 
utilized by the agencies concerned. In particular, the budget shall show 
separately those funds to be applied lo research and exploratory design 
development. systems development, procurement, and operational activi
ties. Funds expended or obligated under the authority of the Director of 
Central Intelligence under Public Law l1 0 shall be administered and 
accounted for by CIA and will be reported to DNRO in accordance with 
agreed-upon procedures. 

g. Sit with the USIB for the matters affecting the NRP. 

3. The Deputy Director of NRO shall be appointed by the Director of Central 
Intelligence with the concurrence of the Deputy Secretary d Defense and shall 
serve full time in a line position directly under lhe DNRO. The Deputy Chief 

· shall act for and exercise the powers of the DNRO durins his absence or 
disability. 

· 4. The NRO shaJI be jointly sQfled in such a fashion as to reflect the best talent 
appropriately available from the CIA, the three military departments, and other 
Government agencies. The NRO staff will report to the DNRO and Deputy 
Director of NRO and will maintain no allegiance to the originating agency or 
department 
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F. lnllial Allocation of Propam lesponlibilities 
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1. Responsibility for existing programs of the NRP shall be allocated as indicated 
in Annex A attached hereto. 

(Signed) Cyrus Vance (Signed) W .F. Raborn. 

Deputy Secretary of Defense Director of Central Intelligence 

13 August 1965 

The following assignments for the development of new optical sensor sub
systems are made to take full advantage of technical capability and experience of the 
agencies involved. 

1. The CIA will develop the improvements in the CORONA aeneral search optical 
sensor su~ystems. 

2. Following the selection of a cOncept and a contractor for full-scale development 
in the area of advanced general search, the CIA will develop the optical sensor 
subsystem for that system. 

3. The Air Force (SAFSP) will develop the G-3 optical sensor subsystem for the 
advanced high-resolution pointing system. 

4. SAFSP will develop the optical sensor subsystems (manned and unmanned) for 
the MOL program. 

The DNRO will, in managing the mrresponding overall system developments, 
ensure that: 

1. The management of and contracting for the sensors is arranged s0 that the design 
and engineering capabilities In the various contractors are most efficiently 
utilized. 

2. The sensor packages and other subsystems are integrated in an overall system . 
engineering design for each system, with DNRO having responsibilities. for 
systems integration of each overall system. 

Reverse side blank 
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HEXAGON and the Space Transportations,_.. 
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In 1973, the Satellite Basic Assembly (SBA) contractor tocldleed Missiles and 
Space Company (lMSC) and the c:amera systems contractor Pericin-Eimer (PE) were 
tasked by SAFSP to study a HEXAGON satellite W!hicle designed specifically for use 
with .the space transportation system (STS)-also commonly known as the space 
shunle-then under development by NASA. The contractors were to formulate 
operational and design concepls and estimate system cost. Three operational con
cepts were considered individually and in combination: 

• Resupply: on-orbit replacement of expendables 

• Maintenance: on.:Orbit replacement of failed or life-limlled items 

• Refurbishment: retum to earth and restoration to flight configuration 

A prior study of compatibility of the HEXAGON satellite vehicle (SV) with the 
STS had been mmpleted in January 1972. The objectives of that study had been to 
develop and describe the minimum modifications required to make the SV and its 
supporting Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) and facilities compatible with the 
STS and to estimate incremental costs associated with such modifications. Two 
primary modes of SVISTS operation were considered: booster substitution, in which 
the STS would be used only as a booster; and boost/retrieval, in which the STS would 
be used as an SV booster and a retrieval vehicle, with refurbishment and reuse of the 
SV after retrieval. 2711 The 1973 study was, therefore, a follow-on effort aimed at 
examining the extent of SV design change to more fully use the capability of the STS. 

The HEXAGON Block-Ill SV was used as the point of departure for these studies. 
General study criteria ut were: 

• Two missions to be conducted per year, each for a minimum of 120days, with 
the first HEXAGON SVISTS launching in 1982 l'rom Vandenberg AFB. SV/STS 
return from orbit was assumed to take place at V AFB. A 1 ().year operational 
program was priced •with provision made for a continuing program beyond the 
1992 cut-off for pricing." 

• The size, type and quantity of RF's were variables, as was the frequency of data 
return. All film was to be retumed by RVs •except that the last portion of the 
mission could be retained on board the SV and returned by the STS during and 
SV retrieval or resupply mission." 

• Ground control and monitoringoftheSTSand SV during on-orbit operations was 
to be done by the Air Force Satellite Control Facility. 
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• The reliability goal of the SV for STS operations would be the same as for Block
Ill SVs. namely 0.85 for 60 days (excluding camera and RV-separation systems), 
with SV deployment/retrieval operations having •a higher reliability goal." 

• SVs would retain a deboost capability, so that, in the event an SV could not be 
retrieved by the STS, it could be deorbited into a deep ocean area. 

• "All vehicles were assumed to be launched into the 5ame basic sun-synchronous 
orbit currently employed by the HEXAGON prosram: 96.4 degrees inclination 
with the argument of perigee being located at 45 degrees North latitude. • (This 
would necessitate the space-shuttle overflying the Sino-Soviet landmass.) 

A space replacement unit (SRU) approach was assumed in the resupply and · 
maintenance study. Fluid and pressurant transfer was also considered. An· important 
factor in the operational concept was the fact that • approximately half of the 
HEXAGON vehicle weight is in expendables (fuel, film, RVs, and 50 forth)." After 
considcrins the on-orbit resupply/maintenance modes of formation flying (no physi
cal r.oupling between SV and STS), soft dock (SV/STS spatial orientation provided by 
a minimum of one remote manipulator arm), and harcHtock (SV rigidly attached to 
the STS), it was concluded thatthe SV should be hard-docked totheSTS and exchange 
of SRUs would be accomplished by prosram-provided special equipment. It should 
be noted, at this juncture, that later lMSC experience on NASA's Hubble Space 
Telescope, which has SRUs, showed that because of the EVA-suited astronaut's 
physical limitations, significant design constraints are placed on SRUs, particularly on 
those areas where precise locadoJl'oricntatlon, complex electrical connections (use 
of multi-pin connectors), and fluid connections are involved. Whether or not the 
precision required In the orientation and location of the film-path throush lhe 
replacement RVs could be achieved was not demonstrated during the study. 

Trade studies were performed on various candidale vehicles; for example, 
trading number of RVs against propellant load. •conceptually all identified confrgu
rations seemed technically feasible. Cost was the most significant variable among 
<;onfiguration ... The primary cost-driver is the non-recurring cost for development 
of resupply kits, special STS-mounted equipment, and configuring the SVfor resupply/ 
maintenance ... Therefore, a non-resupply operational concepl was selected."' .. In 
other words, the concept was to retum the SV after use, refurbish it on earth, and then 
return the refurbished SV to orbit. 

Although the concept of reusing space hardware was attractive and technically 
feasible, the very significant non-recurring costs associated with this proposed 
approach led to Its demise in the early l 970s. · 
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The concept of reusability for the HEXAGON spacecraft did not end with the 
1973 study.ln 1982, the idea was revived by Maj. Gen. John Kulpa,directoroiSAFSP, 
and studies were begun with contractors. Kulpa arranged for NASA people, including 
some of the astronauts, to be cleared for HEXAGON. Instead of a major rebuild of the 
SV, as the 1973 study had envisaged, Kulpa's idea was to allow only minimal essential 
changesforstowingtheHEXAGONvehicleintheshuHiebayandforaccommodating 
a different (dynamic) launching environment. He hoped to launch the last two 
HEXAGON vehicles (19 and 20) by STS from Kennedy Space Center. His plans did 
not materialized for a variety of reasons-mostly cost-but also including NASA's 
understandable reluctance to launch on a northbound trajectory across the eastern 
United States with solid-rocket motor separation occurring near Cleveland, Ohio. 
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Key Personnel on the HEXACON Prosram 

GOVERNMENT PERSONNa 

Director, National Reconnaissance Office 

Dr. Brockway McMillan 
Dr. Alexander H. Flax 
Or. John L. Mclucas 
Mr. James W. Plummer 
Dr. Charles W. Cook (Acting) 
Mr. Thomas C. Reed 
Dr. Charles W. Cook (Acting) 
Dr. Hans Mark 
Dr. Robert J. Hennann 
Mr. Edward C. Aldridge, Jr. 

Director, SAFSP 

Brig. Gen. john L Martin 
Brig. Gen. William G. King 
Brig. Gen. lew Allen, Jr. 
Brig. Gen. David D. Bradburn 
Brig. Gen./Maj Gen. John E. Kulpa, Jr. 
Brig. GenJMaj Gen. Ralph H. Jacobson 

Director, Office d Special Projects (OSPl CIA 

John J. Crowley 
Harold l. Brownman 

HEXAGON System Program Office (SPO) SAFSP 

Col. Frank .s. Buzard 
Col. Robert H. Krumpe 
Col. Raymond A. Anderson 
Col. lester S. McOiristian 
Col. larry Cress 

Mar 1963 to Oct 1965 
Oct 1965 to Mar 1969 
Mar 1969 to Dec 1973 
Dec 1973 tojun 1976 
Jun 1976toAua197& 
Aug 1976 to Apr 1977 
Apr 1977 to Aug 1977 
Aua 1977 to Oct 1979 
Oct 1979 to Aug 1981 
Aug 1981 toAp' 1986ZI1 

Jul1965 to Jul1969 
Aug 1969 to Mar 1971 
ArK 1971 to Jan 1973 
Jan 1973 to Jul 1975 
Aug 1975 to Jan 1983 
Jan 1983 to Apr 1986 

Sep 1965 to Nov 1970 
Nov 1970 to jun 1973212 

Jut 1966 to Jun 1911 
Jun 1971 to Aus 1973 
Aug 1973 to Ju11978 
Jul1978 to Mar 1983 
Mar 1983 to Apr 1986 

HEXAGON Sensor Subsystem Program Office (SSPO) CIA-OSP 
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CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL 

Lockheetl Milliles and Space Company 

Satellite Basic Assembly & System lntesration 

Dr. Stanley I. Weiss Jul 1967 to Feb 1970 
Paul J, Heran Feb 1970 to Feb 1980 
Steve P. Treat Feb 1980 to 1983 
Bob johnson 1983 to 1986 

McOonneiiiJauP Astronautics c:omp.ay 

Mark 8 Reentry Vehicle 

Logan T. MacMillan 
Forrest D. Blanton 
Fred Goetsch 

Jun 1%8 to 
1974 to 
1984to 

1974 
1984 
1986 

General Electric Company, Aerospace £1ectronic15ylttms DepMt-..t 

Extended Command System 

john H. Griswald 
Norman N. Feldman 
Robert M. Larkin 
james 0. Moore 
Elmer B. Tarnanini 
Francis Smith 

lhomplaft-Ramo-Wooldridp Corporation 

T'Unity Software 

Thomas A. Magness 
Winston W. Royce 
William V. Buck 
Gerald K. Lambert 
David M. Yaksick 
Clair D. Calvin 
David M. Yaksic:k 

It-" Corporation Optical s,.te. Division 

Mapping Camera Module 

John T. Watson 
John F. Doyle 
Paul J. Mailhot 
D. David Cook 
William J. Reusch 
Jean R. Manent 
Maurice G. Burnett 
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1980 
1986 

Oct 1969 tQ Nov 1971 
Nov 1971 to Mar 1972 
Mar 1972to Sep 1972 
Sep 1972 to Nov 1973 
Nov 1973 to Apr 1975 
Apr 1975 toAug1979 
Aug 1979 to 1986 

jun 1968 to Nov 1968 
Nov 1968 to Jan 1970 
Jan 1970 to Feb 1972 
Feb 1972 to Aug 1973 
Aug 1973 to Apr 1974 
Apr 197410 Oct 1976 
Oct 1976 to program 
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General Bectric eomp.ny, Reentry System~ DM.ian 

Mark V Reentry Vehicle 

Stephen F. Csencsitz 
John S. Kleban 

Aerolpace Corporation 

Mar 1970 to Feb 1975 
Feb 1975 to program 

completion 1981 

General Systems Engineering 

George M. Kelsey 
John 0. Sorrels 
John W. luecht 
leonard C. lidstrom 
Broc.e l. Adams 
C. James Crickmay 
James R. Henry 
Bert larkin 

Pertin-Smer Corporation 

Sensor Subsystem 

Michael F. Maguire 
Bernard Malin 
PaulE. Petty 
B. Alan Ross 
Bernard Malin 
Michael A. Mazaika 
Kent H. Meserve 
Vic Abramson 
leonard J. Farkas 

Jul 1966 to Dec 1966 
Dec 1966 to Jul 1967 
Aug 1967 to Dec 1968 
Jan 1969 to Aug 1 %9 
Dec 1969 to Apr 1973 
Apr 1973 to Jun 1979 
Jun 1979 to Mar 1983 
Mar 1983 to Mar 1986 

Oct 1966 to Aug 1969 
Aug 1969 to Jan 1971 
Jan 1971 10 Apr 1973 
Al)r 1973 to Sep 1975 
Sep 1975 to Dec 1977 
Dec 1977 to Jul 1979 
Jul 1979 to Oct 1980 
Oct 1980 to Jan 1985 
Jan 1985 to AtK 1986 
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Gl011ary Of Acron,-

ABM 
ABMA 
ACS 
AEC 
AFBMD 
AFSC 
ARDC 
ARM 
ARPA 
HAS 
BRAC 
BYE 
CAC 
CAMS 
ceo 
CC&D 
CDR 
CIA 
CIA-OSP 
COM I REX 
COMOR 
CORN 
DCI 
DDCI 
DDR&E 
DDS&T 
DIA 
DMA 
DNRO 
DoD. 
DSPD 
ECS 
EK 
ELl NT 
EOI 
EPM 
ExCom 
EXSUBCOM 
GE 
GWC 
IC 
ICBM 
ICRS 
IFWG 
IR 
IRBM 

Antiballistic Missile 
Army Ballistic Missile Agency 
Attitude-Control System 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Air force Ballistic Missile Division 
Air Force System Command 
Air Research and Oevelopment Command 
Attitude-Reference Module 
Advanced Research Projects Agency 
Broad-Area Search 
Back-up Recovery Attitude 
Byeman 
Civil Applications Committee 
Comirex Automated Management System 
Charge-coupled device 
Camouflage, Concealment, and Deception 
Critical Design Review 
Central Intelligence Agency 
CIA Office ol Special Projects 
Committee on Imagery Requirements and Exploitation 
Committee for Oehead Reconnaissance 
Controlled Optical-Range Network 
Director of Central Intelligence • 
Ueputy Director of central Intelligence 
Director of Defense Research and Engineering 
CIA Deputy Director for Science and Technology 
Defense Intelligence Agency 
Defense Mapping AfJency 
DirectOr, National Reconnaissance Office 
Department of Defense 
Deputy System Program Director 
Extended Command System 
Eastman Kodak 
Electronic Intelligence 
Electro-optical imaging 
Electrical Power Module 
NRO Executive Committee 
Exploitation Subcommittee 
General Electric 
Global Weather Central 
Intelligence Community 
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile 
Imagery Collection Requirements Subcommittee 
Interface Working Group 
Infrared 
Intermediate-Range Ballistic Mis.t;ile 
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LMSC 
LOC 

·MER 
MER-1 
MC&G 
MCS 
MCS 
MIDAS 
MIT 
NM 
NACA 
NASA 
NATO 
NIIRS · 
NPIC 
NRL 
NRO 
NRP 
NRT 
NSC 
NTP 
NVR 
OAM 
OAS 
ocv 
OD-4 
ONR 
oro 
PACS 
PDR 
P-E 
PET 
PFIAB 
PMR 
PMU 
PPMU 
PPS 
PSAC 
QPR 
R&D 
RACS 
RAND 
RCA 
RCM 
RCS 
RCT 
RFP 
RTS 
RV 
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Lockheed Missile and Space Company 
line of Communication 
Manned Earth Reconnaissance 
Manned Earth-Reconnaissance System (U.S. Navy proposal) 
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy 
Mapping Camera System 
Minimum Command System 

Massachusetts ln~ute of Technology 
North America Aviation 
National Advisory Committee oo Aeronautics 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
North Atlantic Treaty Organintion 
National Imagery Interpretability Rating Scale 
National Photographic lnterpmation Center 
Naval Research laboratory 
National Reconnaissance Office 
National Reconnaissance Program 
Near-real-time 
National Security Council 
National Tasking Plan 
Non-Volatile Residue 
Orbit-Adjust Module 
Orbit-Adjust System 
Orbital-control Vehicle 
Operating Division-4/SAFSS 
Office of Naval Research 
Optical Technology Division (P-E) 
Primary Attitude-Control System 
Preliminary Design Review 
Perkin-Elmer 
Performance Evaluation Team 
Presidenrs Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board 
Pacific Missile Range · 
Programmable Memory Unit 
Parallel Programmable Memory Units 
Photographic Payload Section (GAMBIT Vehicle) 
President's Science Advisory Committee 
Quarterly PFORram Review 
Research and development 
Redundant Attitude-Control System 
Research and Development Corporation 

·Radio Corporation of America 
Reaction-control Module 
Reaction~~oiSubs~em 
Reaction-Control Thrusters 
Request for Proposal 
Remote Tracking Station 
Reentry Vehicle 
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st 
SAFMS 
SAFSP 
SAFSS 
SALT 
SAM 
SAS 
SBA 
SCAD 
scF 
SOV 
Sf/f'D 
SETS 
51 
SIGINT 
soc 
SOR 
SPO 
SPO 
SPS 
SRM 
SRU 
ss 
SSD 

STC 
STl 
STS 
sv 
TCP 
TFX 
TK 
TRW 
TTCM 
USIB 
UTB 
UUTB 
VAFB 
WAC 
WADC 
WAG 
woo 
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Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation 
Solid-State Sensor (Stellar Camera System) 

SEeHr 
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Secretary of the Air Force/Missiles and Space (Office) 
Seaetary of the Air Force/Special Projects (Office) 
Secretary of Air ForceiSpace Systems 
Strategic Anns Limitation Talks 
Solar-Array Module 
System Analysis Staff (CIA) 
Satellite Basic Assembly 
53 Activity Detector 
Satellite-Control Fadliiy 
Satellite Development Vehicle 
System Engineerins/fechnical Direction 
System Engineering and Technical Support 
Stellar-Index Camera 
SitJnallntelligence 
Satellite Operations Center 
System Operational Requirement 
System Prosram Director 
System Program Office 
Special Projects Staff (CIA) 
Solid Rocket Motor 
Space Replacement Unit 
Sensor Subsystem 

SUtKV§tem ProjeCt Office 

Satellite Test Center 
Space T echnoloay laboratories 
Space Transportation System 
Satellite Vehicle 
Technological Capabilities Panel 
Tadical Fighter (Advanced) Experimental 
Talent-Keyhole 
Thompson-Ramo-Woolridae Corporation 
Tracklns Telemetry and Command Module 
us lntellisence Board 
Ultra-Thin-Base Film 
Ultra-Ultra-Thin-Base Film 
Vandenberg Air Force Base 
World Aeronautical Cell 
Wright Air Development Center 
World Aeronautical Grid 
Westem Dellelopment Division 
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A-12 aircraft 23 
Able-Star upper stase 16 
Abramson, Victor· 243 
Adams. Bruce L. 243 
Advanced Research Project Apncy (ARPA) 5, 12, 14, 17 
Aerobee, Aerobee-Hi 8 
Aerolpace Corporation 38, 49, 74, 16, 96, 101,121, 243 
Aft.seclluri 81 
Alena 13,16,229 
Air Force Ballistic Missile OMslon (AFBMD) 13, 14, 16, 17,227 
Air Force Systems Command WSC) 111 
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Alexander, Charles C. 255 
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American Rockel Society 11 
Anderson, Raymond A., Col. (USAF) 107, 112, 241 
Antiballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty 120 
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Army Ballistic Missile A&encY (ABMA) 7, 12 
Atlas 2, 9, 229 . 
Attitude reference module (ARM) 81 
AVCO 38,41,67 
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Backup Recovery Attitude Conlrol System (BRAe) 82 
Baker, James 41 
Battle, Lee, Col. (I,J5AF) 14 
Bell laboratories 27, 48 
Berpnini, Dilvid F .. Col. (USAF, retired) viii 
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Bissell, Richard M., Jr. l, 14, 19, 20, 22, 24, 47, 227 
Blanton, Forrest D. 242 
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